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Abstract

Laser pulses have the shortest duration, smallest spatial extent, highest
power, longest range and highest electric field of any known physical
probe. In just 5 decades, the laser has led to the detection of gravitational waves, quantum optics and computers, worldwide fibre-optic
communications, innumerable manufacturing applications and a prime
contender for replicating the sun’s nuclear fusion on earth. Modern high
power lasers achieve intensities exceeding 1021 Wcm−2 .
Laser powers have increased without bound due to the method of chirped
pulse amplification. However, continuing this trend may require new
amplifier materials with higher damage thresholds. This work assesses
the feasibility of laser amplification in a plasma. Energy is transferred
from a long, low power pulse to a short, high power pulse. This is due
to the coupling of the light with plasma electron waves, the so called
Raman instability. The resulting pulses could ignite a nuclear fusion
capsule under the fast ignition scheme, or generate electron positron
plasmas.
The energy efficiency and coherence of the amplifier are greatly influenced by the plasma conditions, investigated here using large scale computer simulations. The existing analytical solution is then generalised
to three dimensions. The simulations show effective amplification, even
in non-uniform plasmas.
A method for seeding the amplifier was investigated experimentally at
the Central Laser Facility. A second experiment at the Laboratory for
Laser Energetics in New York, U.S.A., found features of the Raman light
that show promise for testing the full scheme in 2019.
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Mathematical Conventions and Definition of the
Symbols

Vector quantities will be given in bold. This work will use the Einstein summation convention, where any contracted indices are summed
over the spatial or velocity space dimensions. Partial derivatives will

be contracted to read ∂f
= ∂t f . Linearisation of the equations will
∂t x
introduce small perturbation quantities denoted by tildes. Properties of
the pump, seed and plasma waves will be denoted by the subscripts 0, 1
and 2 respectively.
c
e
ni
m
Z
k0,1
∆ω0,1
T
p
v
b
a0,1
ρ
γ
F
P0,1
η1
w
L
λD
τei
E
γRBS
vth
β

The speed of light
Euler’s number,
fundamental charge
Ion number density
Electron mass
Ion charge
Pump/seed wave-number
Pump/seed bandwidth
Temperature
Pressure
Velocity, group velocity
Impact parameter
Dimensionless amplitude
Charge density
Lorentz factor,
adiabatic index
Focal number, EM tensor
Pump/seed power
Efficiency to leading spike
Waist of a Gaussian beam
Amplifier length
Debye length
Electron ion collision time
Electric field
Raman growth rate
Thermal electron velocity
Self similar coordinate

~
Λ
f
ncrit
mi
λ0,1
ω0,1
T0,1
kB
p
u
A
φ
J
n
I
η
δ
tf
LR
ωp
vp
B
γcoll
Lmax
Φ0,1

Reduced Planck constant
Number of e-foldings
Particle distribution
Pump critical density
Ion mass
Pump/seed wavelength
Pump/seed frequency
Pump/seed duration
Boltzmann constant
Momentum
Fluid velocity
Vector potential
Scalar potential, phase
Current density
Free electron
number density
Intensity
Total efficiency
Polarisation
Time of best focus
Rayleigh length
Electron plasma frequency
Phase velocity
Magnetic field
Collisional damping rate
Maximum amplifier length
Pump/seed fluence

Chapter 1
Introduction and Theory of
Plasmas
1.1

Introduction

Modern high power laser systems, such as the Vulcan petawatt laser at the Central
Laser Facility in the U.K., can be focussed to intensities exceeding 1021 Wcm−2 .
The electric field of the light is strong enough that atoms in the target are ionised
within several laser wavelengths and the resulting free electrons oscillate at speeds
close to c. The interplay of the short electromagnetic pulse with collective long
range plasma effects leads to a variety of extreme phenomena. These include absorption, scattering and modulation of the light, nuclear reactions, bulk acceleration
of the target, generation of huge magnetic fields, electron and proton acceleration,
production of gamma rays and production of electron positron pairs.
The unique laboratory environment is suitable for studying processes that otherwise occur only in stars and outer space [67, 37, 5]. Laser pulses can be used
both as a driver for creating these conditions, and as a probe to diagnose physical
conditions and processes.
There are predictions that even higher intensities of the order 1023−24 Wcm−2
will induce quantum electrodynamics corrections to the interaction physics. Measurements of this could include vacuum phase shifts due to polarisation of the virtual
electron positron pairs [41, 42], production of real electron positron pairs and efficient conversion of the laser light to gamma rays [82]. The eventual theoretical
goal is to reach the Schwinger limit, near which the electromagnetic field becomes
nonlinear and photon-photon scattering is possible [50, 4, 34]. It may be practically
infeasible for light at this intensity to propagate, since any electrons in the beam
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would initiate a cascade of pair production and quickly convert the laser light into
a macroscopic matter-antimatter plasma and gamma photons.
Measurement of these effects could be possible by colliding laser pulses with a
relativistic electron beam [3]. However, improvements to currently available laser
pulse powers may be required.
In addition, a number of high power laser applications have been explored,
including inertial confinement fusion [49], acceleration of electrons and protons [27,
110], neutron beam production [83] and accelerating small spacecraft to relativistic
speeds [64].
Firstly, a hydrogen capsule compressed by an intense radiation drive is capable
of sustaining a self heating fusion burn, a clean, compact and abundant form of
energy that could sharply cut the cost of electricity [16]. It was predicted that a
burn wave can be ignited by a short, high power laser pulse [88]. Due to energy
losses in the surrounding coronal plasma, greater pulse powers in the ultra-violet
range will be required.
Second, the laser wake-field accelerator concept [62, 66] promises to reduce the
size and cost of particle accelerators by 3 orders of magnitude. This is due to the
large electric fields that can be sustained in a plasma wave. Many experiments have
reached high quality electron bunches with GeV energies. Due to complications with
staggering multiple accelerating stages, it is likely that reaching the TeV level will
require a single intense laser pulse, beyond current capabilities.
Finally, a theoretical study has indicated that ultra-intense laser plasma interactions will be a powerful gamma ray source [73]. This could have many implications
in nuclear physics and industrial sensing applications.
Worldwide, a large number of systems have now reached a power of 1 PW. This
includes the Vulcan system (600 J in 600 fs), the National Ignition Facility (1.8 MJ
in 2 ns) and the Astra Gemini facility (30 J in 30 fs).
Despite innovative proposals to upgrade the Vulcan laser to 20 PW [36], in recent
years conventional laser systems have met an inherent limitation. Damage to solid
state optics is often sustained when the incident fluence exceeds approximately
1 Jcm−2 , or the intensity is high enough to ionise the surface, typically greater than
1012 Wcm−2 . Petawatt systems therefore require metre scale optics, a significant
and expensive engineering challenge. Furthermore, the damage limitations become
more restrictive for ultra-violet and shorter wavelengths because of photo-ionisation.
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Compact laser systems hoping to exceed 1 PW must therefore use plasma based
optics.
Laser transitions could be possible in a partially ionised medium, however a
simpler method is to start with a long, low power pulse and transfer its energy to a
shorter pulse in a plasma. This is known as pulse compression. The most promising
mechanism is that of stimulated Raman scattering [69], where two electromagnetic
waves can couple via a plasma wave and exchange energy. Predictions indicate
that a high efficiency non-linear stage exists [57, 87]. This work will assess the
limitations of the scheme and assess the performance across all main plasma and
laser parameters.
The simulation results show that there is a parameter window where pre-focussed
intensities of 1017 Wcm−2 can be reached. This is a full 5 orders of magnitude
greater than conventional laser systems. Furthermore, I show that the scheme
is robust to variations in the plasma conditions and beam geometry. Over the
last decade, several attempts were made to reach this non-linear stage of Raman
amplification and some experiments have diagnosed characteristic features of it
[80]. However, none have achieved the full potential of the scheme because there
are a wide variety of physical processes that affect the performance and a large
number of free parameters. Experimental design therefore requires an extensive
body of realistic computer simulations, of which this work is a part. Furthermore,
the simulations presented here can predict the performance of some more exotic
schemes such as varying the beam geometry, ionisation method and plasma density
gradients.
We have also tested one of these schemes experimentally at the UK’s Central
Laser Facility. The results show it is possible to easily seed the amplifier through
a two stage plasma interaction, therefore requiring only a single initial laser pulse.
This represents a significant simplification.

1.2

High power laser systems

Many materials exhibit an atomic energy structure that allows laser operation
through a cycle of four levels. The first is the ground state which is heavily populated. External pumping can excite stimulated absorption, promoting electrons to
a higher energy level. The electrons then quickly decay to a third level, the upper
laser level. This should have a long spontaneous decay lifetime, to easily build a
3
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the main parts of a high power laser system.
population inversion. This means there are more atoms in the excited upper laser
level than the lower laser level. The transition to the lower laser level is typically
in the visible or near-infra red for many high power laser systems.
Once the laser medium has a large population inversion, light can be emitted
using some seed radiation. Incoming laser light induces a stimulated decay of the
excited atom, releasing a photon with the same direction and polarisation as the
incoming beam.
When propagating through a laser amplifier, the light intensity increases and
becomes high enough to induce a change in the refractive index. This causes the
plane wave to focus and damage the optics, placing an intensity limitation on the
amplifier. Since it is expensive and impractical to make the beam much wider, it
is preferable to stretch the beam in duration to reduce its intensity. This method
is known as chirped pulse amplification (CPA) and has massively increased peak
laser powers.
CPA uses a high quality, coherent short pulse seed for the amplifier. This is
shown in the schematic in Fig. 1.1. It typically starts at sub-picosecond duration.
To reduce the intensity sustained by the amplifiers, a system of reflective gratings
induces a wavelength dependent path difference and stretches the short pulse to
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several nanoseconds. This gives the pulse a linear gradient in wavelength, known
as a chirp. The pulse is often split into several beams to allow more versatile
experiments.
The laser medium is doped into a host material, typically a transparent solid,
although gaseous amplifiers are also possible. These are cast into a rod shape and
pumped from the sides by light from flash-lamps. In some cases, a secondary pulsed
laser is required to pump the laser medium, since the upper laser level has a short
lifetime.
The long pulse is then amplified to near the damage threshold of the amplifiers
and then widened. This reduces the intensity to below the damage threshold,
allowing further amplification. However, wider rod amplifiers cannot be effectively
pumped across their interior and so the secondary amplifiers must have a disk shape
to allow pump light to enter from all sides. Also between these stages is a vacuum
spatial filter. These remove any stray amplified light that is not co-linear with the
laser light, as well as smoothing spatial phase imperfections introduced by the laser
medium. This is achieved by focussing the beam between an aperture, improving
the focal spot profile. There is also a Faraday isolator which prevents amplification
of backscattered light.
A second set of gratings reverse the chirp and compress the pulse to the transform limited duration. This is the minimum duration allowed by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, given the energy spread (bandwidth) of the photons. All laser
photons result from the same atomic transition and so have a very narrow energy
spread, typically only broadened by Doppler effects or the local environment of each
active atom. This bandwidth therefore depends on the host material. Typically the
amplifier bandwidth is narrower than the initial oscillator, a process known as gain
narrowing.
Due to the issue with the intensity dependent refractive index, even in air, this
final stage must use reflective optics in a vacuum chamber. This means the final
focussing and the target must also be housed in vacuum.
The Vulcan laser system is an example of a neodymium glass laser. The glass
host allows easy manufacturing and scaling of the amplifiers. The active atoms
are pumped by flash-lamps with a burst of current from a capacitor bank. However, much of the pump light is spectrally separated from the pumping bands of
neodymium, wasting a lot of energy as heat. The amplifiers must then be cooled
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before before the arrival of the next pulse. This limits the pulse repetition rate to
once every 20 minutes.
This problem may be overcome by changing the host material to a crystal.
The electric fields within the crystal spectrally broaden the pump bands and laser
transition. In addition, heat can be dissipated quickly due to the high thermal
conductivity of crystals. Another popular amplifier uses titanium atoms doped in
a sapphire crystal, operating on a broadened laser transition from 700 − 900 nm.
Considering the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, this wider bandwidth supports
shorter duration pulses in the time domain.
The lifetime for spontaneous decay of the upper state in the titanium laser is
approximately 3 µs. This means the whole crystal must be pumped within this
time-frame, requiring a high brightness pump source. In practice, a second high
power laser system operating around 527 nm can be used to pump the titanium
sapphire crystal.
In the frequency domain, a pulse with a Gaussian bandwidth may be written
q


(ω−ω0 )2 2 ln 2
E0
2 ln 2
E(ω) = ∆ω
exp
−
+
iφ(ω)
, where φ(ω) is the spectral phase
π
∆ω 2
and ∆ω is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth. Using φ = 0
means all frequencies have the same phase and so the pulse is transform limited
in the time domain, meaning it has the shortest possible duration. The electric
field in the time domain is the Fourier transform of the spectrum, giving E(t) =
 2 2
E0 exp − t8∆ω
exp (iω0 t).
ln 2
The pulse stretcher and compressors effectively apply a phase φ(ω) = αω 2 where
α is the chirp parameter. This has the effect of lengthening the pulse in the time
domain.
The power in the spectral and time domains are |E(ω)|2 and |E(t)|2 . The full
width at half maximum of these quantities are related by T ∆ω > 4 ln(2). The
transform limited duration, for a pulse with a Gaussian envelope, is then
T = 4 ln(2)

λ λ
1 ω
' 4 ln(2)
.
ω ∆ω
2πc ∆λ

(1.1)

For lasers such as Vulcan petawatt with a 3 nm gain bandwidth, this gives the
minimum duration 0.5 ps. However, the titanium sapphire lasers have a spectral
range from 750−850 nm, giving a minimum duration of just 10 fs. These ultra-short
pulse lasers need a pulse energy of just 10 − 50 J to reach petawatt powers. This
offers a much cheaper route to a petawatt facility, spawning a proliferation of high
power laser facilities worldwide over the last decade.
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As discussed previously, the effect of the intensity dependent refractive index can
be minimised with reflective optics in a vacuum chamber. The maximum achievable
intensity may be evaluated using wave optics. The following derivation shows that
it depends on the wavelength and focal angle of the beam.
Starting with a Gaussian transverse envelope beam at the focus, travelling along
the z axis, one calculates the far field intensity profile using the Fraunhofer diffraction integral. X and Y are the transverse coordinates in a plane far from the focal
plane and x and y are the transverse coordinates at the focus. The distance from
√
focus R = X 2 + Y 2 + z 2 and k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. For a Gaussian beam
profile at its focus, the electric field is E(r) ∝ exp(−(x2 + y 2 )/w02 ) where w0 is the
beam waist. The Fraunhofer integral is

 2
Z
1
x + y 2 ikXx ikY y
+
+
dxdy,
exp −
iλR
w02
R
R


 2

Z
Z
x2
ikXx
y
1
exp − 2 +
dx exp − 2 + ikY yR dy,
=
iλR
w0
R
w0
2

πw
= 0 exp −k 2 w02 (X 2 + Y 2 )/4R2 .
iλR

(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)

By comparing the beam waist in the near field and far field, one finds the relation
w(z) = λz/(πw0 ), valid far from the Rayleigh range. Defining the F number z/(2w)
as the distance to focus divided by the full beam width, then w0 = 2λF/π and the
focal spot size of the beam electric field is 2w0 = (4/π)λF . Therefore a smaller
focal spot and higher intensity is achieved for a smaller F number, meaning either
a wide focussing optic or a short focal length. This may be interpreted through the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, as the greater the spread in transverse momentum
of the photons, the more spatially localised they can be at the focus.
A more detailed analysis gives w as a function of the longitudinal distance z
from the focus.
w2 = w02 + z 2 (w0 /LR )2 ,

LR =

πw02
4F 2 λ
=
.
λ
π

(1.5)

The Rayleigh length LR is the distance from the focus where the intensity has
dropped by a factor of two. This means that a tight focus, with a small F number,
has a high peak intensity over a small volume. For some applications a larger
interaction volume is needed so F must be larger.
The power of an ideal Gaussian beam is
Z
Z ∞ Z 2π
2
2
P = IdA =
I0 e−2r /w r drdφ = πw2 I0 /2.
0

0

7

(1.6)

Therefore the peak intensity is I0 = 2P/(πw02 ) = πP/(2λ2 F 2 ). For a pulse of power
1 PW, wavelength 1µm and an F number of 3, this yields 1022 Wcm−2 .
Even higher intensities may be possible using the method of optical parametric chirped pulse amplification. This is a promising route to lasers exceeding 1 PW
power. Some crystalline materials exhibit a non-linear refractive index and birefringence, where the refractive index depends on both intensity and the angle between
the light propagation and the crystal axis. If a pump and seed wave with differing
frequencies overlap, energy can be transferred from one to the other. Energy and
momentum are conserved by the emission of a third wave known as the idler. Using
a pulse with a known chirp allows compression of the seed via a set of reflective
gratings.
For near-optical lasers, the photon energy is approximately 1 eV, which is less
than the ionisation energy of many elements. However, the next section will show
that the high electric field is sufficient to ionise the atoms.

1.3

Ionisation

For a laser operating in the visible and near infra-red spectrum, the wavelength
greatly exceeds the size of the target atoms. This means one can approximate the
effective atomic potential energy as the sum of the nuclear potential plus a static
potential from the electromagnetic wave
e2
+ exE0 cos(ωt).
4π0 |x|
p
This has a local maximum value of U = −2e eE0 /(4π0 ).
U (x) = −

(1.7)

In hydrogen, the electron kinetic energy in the ground state is α2 mc2 /2 and the
potential energy is −α2 mc2 , where α is the fine structure constant. When the light
decreases the effective potential, the electron is able to escape the potential well of
the nucleus. If the bound electron escapes then it becomes a free electron and the
remaining atom is left as a positively charged ion.
This process, known as field ionisation, is shown in Fig. 1.2 and occurs when
E0 = π0 α4 m2 c4 /4e3 ' 3 × 1010 Vm−1 . This is equivalent to an intensity of 1.4 ×
1014 Wcm−2 for linearly polarised light. This is the field ionisation intensity for
hydrogen and is independent of the laser wavelength.
Quantum effects mean that the electron has a finite probability of tunnelling
through the potential barrier at lower intensities. In fact, the probability depends
8
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Figure 1.2: The electron potential energy in a hydrogen atom with a 3 × 1010 V/m
electric field polarised along x. The ground state energy is −α2 mc2 /2, so the electron escapes the atomic potential because the barrier is suppressed. Units are given
in terms of the Bohr radius a and the fine structure constant α.
exponentially on the potential barrier and so it only lowers the threshold intensity
slightly. This process is known as tunnelling ionisation and it means a hydrogen
gas is close to fully ionised at around 1014 Wcm−2 .
The field ionisation intensity depends on the ionisation potential, which is unique
for each element. This means different elements field ionise at different intensities.
If ~ω is greater than the ionisation energy of the atom then the photon may
also directly ionise it. This is known as photo-ionisation. The photons must be
in the ultra-violet and x-ray region of the spectrum. Ionising the electrons with
a principle quantum number of 1 gives the K absorption edge in the absorbed
spectrum of light. As the photon energy is increased still further, the probability
of ionisation decreases because the total momentum must be conserved.
It is possible for several photons to couple to the bound electron, meaning photoionisation is possible below the ionisation threshold. The probability decreases with
the number of required photons, meaning this mechanism is more likely for high
frequency light.
Field ionisation depends on the bound electron tunnelling through the lowered
potential barrier, which must occur within the time period of the light. This means
field ionisation is more likely for lower frequency light. The dimensionless Keldysh
parameter
mcω
χ=
eE

9

r

2V
mc2

(1.8)

gives an indication of the ionisation regime. The light has frequency ω, with peak
electric field E, incident on an atom with ionisation potential V . Values less than
1 mean tunnel ionisation is much more likely than multi-photon ionisation. For
example, Hydrogen in a 1 µm wavelength infra-red pulse at intensity 1015 Wcm−2
has a Keldysh parameter of 0.2, indicating tunnel ionisation.

1.4

Neutral gases

Under the classical theory of gases, the state variables are related through the ideal
gas equation p = nkB T . Here p is the pressure, n is the particle number density,
kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. This equation of state is
supported experimentally and is widely applicable under the following assumptions.
First, the volume occupied by the gas must greatly exceed the total volume of
the molecules and the duration of a collision is much less than the time between
collisions. Second, there are no long range forces between the molecules, so the
molecules only interact with one other molecule at a time through binary collisions.
These collisions cause the system to undergo a random walk through the space of
microstates. Since each microstate is equally likely, the observed macrostate (with
its associated observables such as the pressure) will be the one containing the most
microstates. This is the macro-state that maximises the system’s entropy.
The pressure on the walls of the container is exerted by particle collisions with
the wall. Since the occurrence of a collision is a stochastic process, there is one
final assumption for the state variables to be constant. The number of molecules in
the container must be large, such that the stochastic variations in the observables
are negligible with respect to the value of the observable. This also implies that
the observed volume is much greater than the size of a molecule. In the limit
that the number of molecules tends to infinity, each molecule is an infinitesimal
element of a continuous fluid. This allows the use of calculus, rather than a sum
over the finite number of molecules. This is known as the fluid approximation and
is met for all practical applications since the number of molecules in a macroscopic
sample is typically of the order of the Avogadro number NA ' 6.022 × 1023 . The
stochastic standard deviation in any measurement of state variables is then a factor
√
1/ NA ' 10−12 smaller than the observed variable, a very good approximation to
a continuous fluid.
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Figure 1.3: Panel (a) shows the most likely velocity distribution function, along one
direction. This is known as a Maxwellian distribution. In spherical coordinates, the
angular distribution is uniform
p and the speed distribution is shown in panel (b).
The thermal velocity is vth = kB T /m.
Under this assumption, it allows one to treat the body of molecules not with
a list of their individual positions and velocities, but as a continuous probability
distribution function. This greatly simplifies the calculation of the dynamics, since
instead of a list of the properties of each of ' 1023 molecules, one just calculates the
dynamics of the continuous probability distribution function (CPDF). The distribution of molecules varies as a function of position, due to gradients in the density,
and as a function of velocity.
The distribution function is therefore written f = f (t, x, v). The Cartesian coordinates will be denoted x, y, z and their respective velocity components vx , vy , vz .
Although CPDF functions are usually normalised to 1, here I take the convention
R
that f (t, x, v) d3 xd3 v = N (t), the total number of molecules in the system. I
R
also define n(t, x) = f (t, x, v) d3 v as the local particle density, implying that
R
N (t) = n(t, x) d3 x. Since particles of different species are distinguishable, there
must be a separate CPDF for each particle species in the sample, and the fluid
approximation must hold for each.
The most probable state is equivalent to the state maximising the entropy
of the system. It may be shown that the entropy of each molecular species is
maximised under the velocity space distribution f (t, x, v) = n(t, x)f0 (v) where
mv.v
f0 (v) = (2πkB T /m)−3/2 exp(− 2k
). This is referred to as the Maxwellian distriBT
√
bution. The distribution of the speed v = v.v is this multiplied by the velocity
2

mv
Jacobian, so f0 (v) = 4π(2πkB T /m)−3/2 v 2 exp(− 2k
).
BT
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The distributions f0 (v) and f0 (v) are shown in Fig. 1.3. The ensemble average of
R
a quantity is denoted through an over-line and is defined by g(v) = g(v)f (v)d3 v.
The distribution gives physical meaning to the temperature, since the average kinetic energy of a single particle is 21 mv 2 = 23 kB T . The temperature should therefore
have units of energy.

1.5

Plasmas

I now relax the assumption that there are no long range forces between the particles.
Clearly binary collisions still play a role, just as in the neutral gas case, but now
each particle in the sample is coupled to many particles at once. Of the four fundamental interactions, only gravity and the electromagnetic force are long range. The
gravitational attraction between two electrons is smaller than the electric repulsion
by a factor 4πGm2 0 /e2 = 2.4 × 10−43 . The long range force for free electrons and
ions is therefore dominated by the electromagnetic interaction.
The particle distribution is given by f , but the charged particles now generate
electromagnetic fields and the fields affect the particle evolution. The electromagnetic field is described by the Maxwell equations:
ρ
0
∇.B = 0
∇.E =

∇×E=−

(1.9)
(1.10)
∂B
∂t

∇ × B = µ0 J + µ0 0

(1.11)
∂E
∂t

(1.12)

The electric field E(x,t) and the magnetic field B(x,t) are coupled through the
four partial differential equations. For a species of charge q, its charge density ρ
and current density J are defined through the CPDF:
Z
ρ = q f d3 v = qn
Z
J = q vf d3 v

(1.13)
(1.14)

This is summed over all species to find the total charge and current density.
The electric and magnetic fields can be derived via a scalar and vector potential,
written as φ and A. Writing B = ∇ × A ensures that ∇.B = 0. The third Maxwell
equation then gives ∇ × (E +

∂A
)
∂t

= 0. The general solution is E +
12

∂A
∂t

= −∇φ for

arbitrary φ, since the gradient of a scalar field always has zero curl. This means
the fields can be found from a scalar and vector potential
E = −∇φ −

∂A
,
∂t

B = ∇ × A.

(1.15)
(1.16)

Under vacuum, ρ = J = 0. Substituting (1.12) and (1.9) into (1.11) leads to a wave
√
equation for E. The phase velocity is c = 1/ 0 µ0 . The plane electromagnetic
wave solution has electric field E = E0 x̂ sin(kz − ωt) and the magnetic field is
B = (E0 /c)ŷ sin(kz − ωt). This is an electromagnetic wave that is linearly polarised
along the x axis and travels along the z axis.

1.5.1

The Debye length

Consider the effect of placing a positive test charge or electrode inside an otherwise
charge balanced plasma at a temperature T . The negative charges in the bulk
plasma are attracted to this test charge, whereas the positive ones are repelled.
This gives rise to a potential which under equilibrium, cancels that of the test
charge. Due to thermal fluctuations, this potential cancellation will not be perfect
and it has a characteristic length scale known as the Debye length. The plasma has
the effect of screening the field of the test charge.
The potential around an isolated charge is given by the Coulomb potential φ =
Q/(4π0 r), where r is the distance from the test charge Q. In a plasma, this affects
the equilibrium charge distribution of the electrons and ions.
The Boltzmann distribution gives the probability of a particle penetrating to a
potential energy qφ in a steady state plasma. The local particle density is propor

qφ
tional to this probability, so n(r) = n0 exp − kB T where φ is the unknown steady
state potential such that E = −∇φ. Far away from the test charge the plasma is
unaffected, so that n0 = n(r → ∞) is the constant unperturbed number density of
free charged particles.
The Boltzmann distribution applies to positive and negative plasma particles of
charge q. For the solution in the region where eφ/(kB T )  1, simply Taylor expand
the Boltzmann factors. Assuming that the ions are protons, equations (1.9) and
(1.13) then give




en0
eφ
en0
eφ
eφ
ρ
=
exp −
−
exp
' −2en0
.
−∇ φ =
0
0
kB T
0
kB T
0 kB T
2
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(1.17)
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Figure 1.4: The effect of plasma Debye shielding on the potential around a test
charge. The realignment of the local charges causes the potential of the test charge
to be suppressed above a distance λD .
Using the Coulomb potential as a trial solution φ(r) = f (r)/r gives f 00 (r) = 2f /λ2D ,
where
r
λD =
The solution is φ =

√
Q
−r 2/λD
e
4π0 r

0 kB T
.
n0 e2

(1.18)

and n0 is the unperturbed free electron density.

The potential is therefore the usual Coulomb potential at positions close to the
charge, but at radii of λD or greater it becomes exponentially suppressed by the
shielding, as shown in Fig. 1.4.
This suggests that on scales less than λD , the potential is rapidly varying and
depends on the precise positions of the nearest particles, but on scales larger than
λD these variations are suppressed by the Debye screening effect. The fields therefore have two aspects. On scales less than λD the fields are rapidly varying and
stochastic, due to the handful of surrounding particles. On scales greater than λD
the particles move to screen these stochastic potentials and the remaining smooth
fields are just due to collective charge separations and currents over the bulk of
the plasma. It is these fields which cause the long range interactions. They are
tractable analytically using the fluid approximation, whereas motion on scales less
than λD must use a particle description.
The Debye length gives the maximum length scale over which charge separation
is possible in a steady state plasma. It is typically less than 1 µm in laser plasma
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interactions. However, rapidly varying plasmas and plasma waves can support
charge separation over much longer distances.
The screening on scales of λD requires a large number of free particles to accurately move to cancel out the test potential. Therefore smoothing of the stochastic
fields via screening requires a large number of particles within a range λD and so
the Debye number nλ3D is large. nλ3D ∝ n−1/2 (kB T )3/2 increases with the plasma
temperature and decreases with increasing density.
Neutral or weakly ionised gases have a low free electron density, such that the
Debye length and Debye number tend to infinity. However, these systems do not
exhibit collective behaviour because the system size is typically much smaller than
λD .
I will now show that a plasma with nλ3D  1 must also be weakly coupled,
meaning the kinetic energy of a typical free electron greatly exceeds its potential
energy. This gives kB T  eφ, the same assumption as in the derivation (1.17).
Writing φ as a Coulomb potential and taking the distance to the nearest ion as the
average free electron separation n−1/3 , one finds that
kB T
4π0 kB T
= 2 1/3 = 4πn2/3 λ2D = 4π(nλ3D )2/3 .
eφ
en

(1.19)

The assumptions are therefore equivalent. A high Debye number implies that
the average free electron kinetic energy is much higher than the binding energy to
its nearest ion, allowing effective motion of the electrons to shield the stochastic
fields. Fig. 1.5 shows the Debye number as a function of the plasma density and
temperature. Various physical and astronomical plasmas are indicated on the axes.
This thesis will only investigate plasmas for which nλ3D > 1, the weakly coupled
ideal plasma section above the orange line.
Measurable plasmas span over fourteen orders of magnitude of density, from the
low values in the ionosphere and magnetic confinement fusion, up to stellar plasmas
and laser fusion targets. High power laser systems can induce weakly and strongly
coupled plasma conditions, depending on the specific target and laser pulse.
Following the analysis of Debye shielding, the electric and magnetic fields can be
split into a smooth, long range component, hereafter labelled E(x, t) and B(x, t),
and a stochastic, short range component on scales less than λD .
These two components will be analysed in the following sections. The short
range stochastic component must be treated on a particle level and leads to binary
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Figure 1.5: Various experimental and astrophysical plasmas are shown in the plane
of free electron number density and temperature. Contours of the Deybe length are
indicated by the purple lines and the Debye number with the orange line. Tokamaks aim to contain a burning fusion plasma using magnetic fields, whereas inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) uses a much denser compressed fuel. Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) is a promising route to miniaturise particle accelerators, requiring
similar plasma conditions to Raman amplification at visible wavelengths.
particle collisions that tend to increase the plasma entropy, whereas the long range
components are treated with a fluid description. The effect on the particle velocity
is decoupled into a stochastic collisional part for interactions on short scales, and a
large scale plasma behaviour which supports collective plasma waves.

1.5.2

Particle collisions

On a scale less than λD one cannot assume that the potentials of the particles are
shielded, so the situation is a many body problem of particles with a Coulomb
potential. Within a volume λ3D there are not enough particles to use the fluid
description, so each particle undergoes a separate Coulomb collision with every
other particle within a distance λD . The contributions of any particles at distance
greater than λD are negligible because their potentials are exponentially suppressed.
To calculate the effect of binary collisions between electrons and ions, assume
that the ion is infinitely massive and therefore the Rutherford scattering cross section is applicable. The deflection angle of the electron is


Ze2
−1
,
θ = 2 tan
4π0 mv02 b
Ze2
'
.
2π0 mv02 b
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(1.20)
(1.21)

The expansion is valid for small deflections θ < 1. The initial incoming speed of the
electron is v0 and its impact parameter b is the distance of closest approach to the
ion, assuming a constant velocity straight line trajectory. Ze is the charge of the
ion. The expansion is valid when b > bmin = (Ze2 )/(2π0 mv02 ). For b < bmin the
electron suffers a finite deflection where θ is of order 1 and the expansion is invalid.
The change in velocity has magnitude approximately v0 θ. An ensemble of electrons with some initial constant velocity retains this velocity on average, however
the variance increases. Therefore the relevant quantity for measuring the electron ion collision time is the mean square deviation in the velocity. The probability of a collision with impact parameter b in a time dt has a CPDF given by
p. db dt = ni v0 . dσ dt = ni v0 . 2πb. db dt where σ is the cross section and ni is the
ion number density. The square velocity deviation must be integrated over this
probability distribution to give the mean square velocity deviation
Z bmin
Z λD
Z ∞
2
2
2
∂t (δv) =
(v0 )2 ni v0 . 2πb db
(v0 θ) ni v0 . 2πb db +
(δv) ni v0 .2πb db =
0

bmin

0

(1.22)
=

ni Z 2 e 4
2π20 m2 v0


ln(λD /bmin ) +

1
2


.

(1.23)

Here I have estimated the contribution from b < bmin by taking θ = 1. In addition,
no collisions are considered at distances greater than λD because their Coulomb potentials are exponentially suppressed by the Debye shielding. The second integral
is finite and found to be smaller than the first if bmin  λD . It may be shown that
λD /bmin = 3πnλ3D /Z, so if the Debye number is large then the previous analysis
is valid and the second term in equation (1.23) is negligible. This means that in
a weakly coupled plasma, many successive small collisions with particles satisfying bmin < b < λD are responsible for the velocity spreading. Single large angle
deflections with b < bmin are relatively less important.
The effect of the deflections will become important when the total average deflection angle is approximately 1 radian, giving v02 ' (δv)2 . The electron–ion collision
time is then defined by v02 /τei = ∂t (δv)2 , giving
τei =

2π20 m2 v03
.
ni Z 2 e4 ln(3πnλ3D /Z)

(1.24)

The collision timescale increases with the cube of the electron velocity. For a
Maxwellian distribution it increases with T 3/2 . The collision time is inversely proportional to the ion density, as is expected on physical grounds. There is also a
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Figure 1.6: The black solid contours give the electron ion mean free path in meters.
The red dashed contours give the electron ion temperature equalisation time τE in
seconds. The analysis is invalid in the strongly coupled plasma region in the bottom
right.
Electron ion
Electron electron
Ion ion

Collision time
1
Z
 3/2 p
mi 1
Ti
Te

m Z2

Temperature equilibriation time
mi /m
Z
 3/2 p
mi 1
Ti
Te

m Z2

Table 1.1: Collision timescales for the electron and ion species in units of τei , given
by equation (1.24)
strong dependence on Z. Indeed, if the charge density ni Z is kept constant then
τei ∝ 1/Z, suggesting that plasmas of heavy elements such as gold are more collisional.

1.5.3

Stopping power

The previous analysis assumed that the ion is infinitely massive and so the electron
retains all of its energy. In reality, the ion has a finite mass and therefore gains
energy in the collision. The energy of the faster electron is decreased. This equalises
the electron and ion temperatures. The rate of energy loss can be calculated as
follows.
The dominant collisions are those with a small deflection angle, so the small
angle approximation is valid. Due to conservation of momentum, the change in ion
energy is
δE =

(mv0 θ)2
Z 2 e4
(δp)2
=
= 2
.
2mi
2mi
8π mi 20 v02 b2
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(1.25)

The energy loss per collision must be integrated over the CPDF to give the average
stopping power,
dE
=
dt

Z

λD

bmin

Z 2 e4 ni ln(3πnλ3D /Z)
Z 2 e4
2πbni v0 db =
.
8π 2 mi 20 v02 b2
4πmi v0 20

(1.26)

The timescale for energy loss and equalisation of the electron and ion temperatures
is
1
τE = mv02
2



dE
dT

−1

2π20 mmi v03
mi
= 2 4
= τei .
3
Z e ni ln(3πnλD /Z)
m

(1.27)

Since the ion mass mi is much greater than the electron mass m, reaching a temperature equilibrium takes much longer than the electron ion collision time. This
is because the energy transfer is inefficient due to the large mass difference. Any
external energy absorbed by the plasma is often transferred mainly to the electrons
due to their lower mass. The timescale for reaching equilibrium with the ions is often much longer than other phenomena in laser plasma interactions, so the electron
temperature can be much higher than the ion temperature in many situations of
interest.
Table 1.1 gives the relevant timescales. Since mi  m, the electrons reach
equilibrium first, then the ions reach equilibrium at a separate temperature. Finally
the ion and electron temperatures equalise. Fig. 1.6 shows the electron ion mean
free path λei = τei vth , and the equilibriation time, as a function of the plasma
conditions. An external beam of fast electrons will be slowed mostly by collisions
with thermal electrons, rather than ions. This means the electron distribution will
be heated to a greater temperature than the ion distribution.

1.6

Plasma evolution at large scales

All that remains to complete the description is an equation for the evolution of f ,
in terms of the fields.
Since particles cannot be created or destroyed, f obeys a six dimensional continuity equation. Using the Einstein summation convention where indices a, b, c are
used for spatial partial derivatives and i, j, k, l for the velocity space, this is written


dvi
∂t f + ∂a (f va ) + ∂i f
= 0.
(1.28)
dt
In the second term I have written

dx
dt

= v. The time, velocity and position coordi-

nates are separate, so that ∂t vj = ∂a vj = 0. For the last term one must know the
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forces on a fluid element. As discussed, these forces can be decoupled into particle
collisions on small scales and the effects of the smooth fields E and B on large
scales. For non-relativistic motion, the effect of the large scale fields is given by the
usual electromagnetic acceleration dv
= mq (E + v × B). This gives
dt
 
dvi
q
q
q
∂j
= ∂j (Ei + ikl vk Bl ) = ikl δjk Bl = ijl Bl .
dt
m
m
m

(1.29)

Here ijk is the anti-symmetric tensor and δij is the Kronecker delta tensor. They
obey the identity ijk δij = 0. I have also used the identities ∂j Ei = 0 (since E does
not depend on velocity) and ∂i vj = δij .
The collision term is more complicated and is left separately. Combining equations (1.28) and (1.29) yields

∂t f + f ∂a va + va ∂a f + f ∂i

dvi
dt




+

dvi
dt



∂i f = 0,
 
q
q
∂f
∂t f + va ∂a f + iil Bl f + (Ei + ijk vj Bk )∂i f =
,
m
m
∂t coll
 
∂f
∂f
q
∂f
∂f
.
+ v.
+ (E + v × B).
=
∂t
∂x m
∂v
∂t coll

(1.30)
(1.31)
(1.32)

This is the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck equation and is true for each species separately.
The second line used the result (1.29) and the fact that ∂a va = 0 since the spatial
and velocity coordinates are independent.
I now make the assumption that the phenomena of interest have a timescale
shorter than τei . This means the plasma is collisionless on the timescale of interest
and the collision term in the above equation is neglected. The equation becomes
the Vlasov equation. In component and vector forms it is written
q
(Ei + ijk vj Bk )∂i f = 0,
m
∂f
∂f
q
∂f
+ v.
+ (E + v × B).
= 0.
∂t
∂x m
∂v

∂t f + va ∂a f +

1.6.1

(1.33)
(1.34)

The Navier-Stokes equations

The number density is n =

R

R
f d3 v and the average velocity is uj = (1/n) vj f d3 v.

One can integrate the Vlasov equation over velocity space to obtain
Z
Z
Z
q
3
3
∂t f d v + va ∂a f d v +
(Ei + ijk vj Bk )∂i f d3 v = 0,
m
Z
Z
q
3
∂t n + ∂a va f d v −
(∂i Ei + ijk Bk ∂i vj )f d3 v = 0,
m
∂t n + ∂a (nua ) = 0.
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(1.35)
(1.36)
(1.37)

The third integral was integrated by parts. The boundary term goes to zero since
f tends exponentially to zero at infinity. I have again used ∂a va = 0, ∂i Ei = 0 and
∂i vj = δij . The result is a continuity equation for a fluid of density n. The vector
differential and integral forms are
∂n
+ ∇.(nu) = 0,
∂t Z
Z
∂
3
nd x = − (nu).ds,
∂t V

(1.38)
(1.39)

where the last integral is over the surface of the volume V . The integral form shows
that the rate of change of particle number in a volume element is equal to the flux
of particles leaving the volume, integrated over its outer surface. This is the first of
the Navier-Stokes equations and it applies separately for each species.
The next equation can be simplified by defining the pressure tensor pij =
R 3
m d v(vi − ui )(vj − uj )f . The second equation is found by multiplying the Vlasov
equation by vl and integrating over velocity to get
Z
q
0=
vl ∂t f + vl va ∂a f + vl (Ei + ijk vj Bk )∂i f d3 v,
m
Z
0 = ∂t
q
−
m

3

Z

vl f d v + ∂a
Z

d3 v(vl − ul + ul )(va − ua + ua )f

d3 vf ∂i (vl Ei + ijk vj Bk vl ),
Z

Z

3

0 = ∂t (nul ) + ∂a pla /m + ∂a d vul (va − ua )f + ∂a d3 vua (vl − ul )f
Z
Z
q
3
+ ∂a d vua ul f −
d3 vf (Ei ∂i vl + ijk Bk (vj ∂i vl + vl ∂i vj )),
m
qn
(El + ljk uj Bk ),
m
1
q
∂t ul + ua ∂a ul = −
∂a pla + (El + ljk uj Bk ),
nm
m
∂u
1
q
+ u.∇u = −
∇.p + (E + u × B).
∂t
nm
m

∂t (nul ) + ∂a pla /m + ∂a (nul ua ) =

(1.40)
(1.41)
(1.42)

This is the second Navier-Stokes equation and gives the development of the fluid
velocity under the plasma pressure and electromagnetic forces. Equation (1.38) has
been used to reach the last line. To proceed further, an expression for the pressure
tensor is needed. However, this depends on higher moments of the Vlasov equation,
meaning the system of equations is never closed.
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The system of equations is closed with an expression for the pressure tensor


mv.v
by assuming an isotropic, Maxwellian plasma with f ∝ n(x, t) exp − 2kB T . This
gives pij = pδij . For example, the z component is


3/2
m(vx2 + vy2 + vz2 )
m
=m d v
−
,
2kB T
2πkB T

r
Z
mvz2
m
2
= nm dvz vz exp −
,
2kB T
2πkB T
3/2
√ 
r
m
π 2kB T
= nm
,
2πkB T 2
m
= nkB T.
Z

p = pzz

3

vz2 n exp

(1.43)
(1.44)
(1.45)
(1.46)

The Vlasov equation has yielded the ideal gas law, assuming the isotropic Maxwellian
velocity distribution. This expression for the pressure is known as an equation of
state and closes the system. Clearly p = p(n, T ) is a function only of density
and temperature. The equations show how n and u develop as a function of time
under the action of the plasma pressure and the electromagnetic force. These are
calculated using the equation of state and the Maxwell equations. The equations
apply to each plasma species separately.

1.6.2

Electron plasma waves

I will now use the fluid description to derive an oscillation of the plasma known
as an electron plasma wave (or Langmuir wave) and find its dispersion relation
[44]. A separation of the plasma electrons and ions creates an electric field and the
perturbation then propagates. Classical perturbation theory is used to linearise the
Navier stokes equations by treating the perturbation as a small quantity, denoted
by a tilde. Now, constrain the problem to one spatial dimension and write the
bulk electron velocity as u = ũ, the free electron density as a uniform value plus a
perturbation n = n0 + ñ and the electromagnetic fields as E = Ẽ and B = B̃. The
ions are assumed to remain uniform, due to their higher mass. The Navier-Stokes
equations (1.38, 1.42) and the first Maxwell equation (1.9) become
∂t ñ + n0 ∂x ũ = 0,
1
e
∂x p − Ẽ,
n0 m
m
eñ
∂x Ẽ = − .
0
∂t ũ = −
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(1.47)
(1.48)
(1.49)

The magnetic field and u.∇u terms are quadratic in the small quantities and have
been neglected. Since the timescales are shorter than τei , the compression waves
must be adiabatic and therefore p ∝ nγ where γ is the adiabatic index. Using the
chain rule, the second equation becomes
∂t ũ = −

1
p
e
γ ∂x ñ − Ẽ.
n0 m n0
m

(1.50)

The mean pressure value is given by p = n0 kB T . Taking the time derivative of
(1.47) and the spatial derivative of (1.50) gives
∂t2 ñ + n0 ∂t ∂x ũ = 0,
γkB T 2
e
e2 ñ
∂t ∂x ũ +
∂ ñ = − ∂x Ẽ =
,
n0 m x
m
0 m

(1.51)
(1.52)

where I have also used the Maxwell equation (1.49). Finally, combining these equations yields a wave equation. For oscillations proportional to ei(ωt−kx) , the dispersion
relation is:
n0 e 2
γkB T 2
∂x ñ − ∂t2 ñ =
ñ,
m
0 m
kB T 2
k ,
m
ω 2 = ωp2 (1 + γk 2 λ2D ).

ω 2 = ωp2 + γ

The waves have a characteristic oscillation frequency of ωp =

(1.53)
(1.54)
(1.55)
p
n0 e2 /(0 m),

known as the plasma frequency. The frequency has a weak dependence on the
wavenumber. For waves with a wavelength much longer than λD , the frequency is
essentially ωp . The phase velocity is approximately ωp /k. The plasma frequency
has a physical interpretation as the timescale for a particle at the average thermal
velocity to travel a distance λD , or λD ωp = vth .
The plasma waves are damped by the particle collisions which act to increase
the entropy and transfer the energy density of the wave to random thermal motion,
on a timescale τei . The waves are collisionless and last for many periods so long as
s
ne2
2π20 m2 v03
1  ωp τei =
,
(1.56)
0 m nZe4 ln(3πnλ3D /Z)
=

3πnλ3D
.
Z ln(3πnλ3D /Z)

(1.57)

Weakly coupled plasmas with nλ3D  1 are therefore collisionless for phenomena on
timescales ωp . The neglect of the collisional term in the Vlasov equation is therefore
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justified. Sustained electron plasma waves can only exist in weakly coupled plasmas;
if nλ3D < 1 then they will be damped within one period. Importantly, the collision
timescale is inversely proportional to Z, meaning plasma waves are damped more
in plasmas of heavy elements.
In a plane plasma wave, the electric field is purely longitudinal so ∇ × E = 0.
Using the third Maxwell equation (1.11), the waves must have B = 0. The fourth
Maxwell equation (1.12) then shows that the electron current exactly cancels the
displacement current, so
Ji + 0 ∂t Ei = 0

(1.58)

To recap, nλ3D  1 implies that the Debye shielding is effective, the plasma is weakly
coupled, the fluid approximation is valid on scales larger than λD and phenomena
on timescales ωp are collisionless.

1.6.3

Landau damping of electron plasma waves

Since the Maxwellian distribution f0 is positive everywhere, there are always some
plasma electrons with the same velocity ωp /k as the plasma wave. These electrons
become trapped within the wave and become accelerated or decelerated by its electric field. Since

∂f0
∂v

< 0 there are always more electrons accelerated than decelerated

and so the wave transfers energy to electrons moving near the phase velocity. This
means that all plasma waves, even in collisionless plasmas, are damped [46].
To find the damping rate, one can linearise the one-dimensional Vlasov equation
using E(t, x) = Ẽei(ωt−kx) . The plasma wave has frequency ω and wavenumber k.
The imaginary part of ω damps the wave. The distribution function f (t, x, v) =
f0 (v) + f˜(v)ei(ωt−kx) can be represented with a one-dimensional Maxwellian f0 at
temperature T , plus a small perturbation for the linear plasma wave. The linearised
part has been split into its time and space dependence, giving the plasma wave,
and the velocity dependent part f˜(v). The Maxwellian part has ∂x f0 = ∂t f0 = 0.
Neglecting the terms that are quadratic in the small quantities, the Vlasov equation
becomes
eẼ
∂v f0 ,
0 = f˜(∂t + v∂x )ei(ωt−kx) −
m
eẼ
iω f˜ − ikv f˜ =
∂v f0 ,
m
eẼ ∂v f0
f˜ = −i
.
mω 1 − kv
ω
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(1.59)
(1.60)
(1.61)

Figure 1.7: The Landau damping rate as a function of the wave phase velocity
and the electron thermal velocity. Usually the wave phase velocity is faster than
the thermal distribution, vth  vp , so the damping is small. If the temperature is
higher so that vth ' vp , the wave is damped within several periods. This behaviour
is near the maximum slope of the Maxwellian distribution, also plotted.
Equations (1.58) and (1.14) give an expression for the electric field Ẽ. Substituting
equation (1.61) into this cancels out the electric field, leading to
Z
e
J˜
dvf v,
∂t Ẽ = − =
0
0
Z
e
iω Ẽ =
dv f˜v,
0
Z
ωp2
v∂v f0
2
dv
.
ω =−
n0
1 − kv
ω

(1.62)
(1.63)
(1.64)

In deriving equation (1.63) I have used that the average velocity of the
Maxwellian distribution is zero. The integral has a pole at v = ω/k. The principal
value of the integral is found by expanding the denominator for small velocities.


Z
ωp2
kv 2 k 2 v 3
2
dv v +
ω '−
+ 2 ∂v f0 ,
(1.65)
n
ω
ω


Z
ωp2
kv
k2v2
(1.66)
=
dv 1 + 2 + 3 2 f0 ,
n
ω
ω
k 2 kB T
kB T
ω 2 = ωp2 + 3ωp2 2
' ωp2 + 3k 2
= ωp2 (1 + 3k 2 λ2D ).
(1.67)
ω m
m
Equation (1.66) has been derived by integration by parts, where the boundary
term is zero since f0 decays exponentially for high speeds. This dispersion relation
agrees with that found in the previous section and shows that γ = 3. However,
the full integral also has an imaginary part which damps the wave. The integration
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contour is along the real axis but must take a small semi-circle around the pole.
The Cauchy theorem gives the imaginary part as the residual at the pole multiplied
by iπ. Assuming the damping is much slower than the wave frequency, the real
part of the integral is approximately ωp2 . The full integral is therefore
ω 2 ωp2 ∂f
,
k 2 n ∂v ω/k
iπωp3 ∂f
ω ' ωp − 2
.
2k n ∂v ω/k

ω 2 ' ωp2 − iπ

(1.68)
(1.69)

The damping rate γ has been expanded by assuming the imaginary part of ω is much
smaller than the real part and taking ω ' ωp in the small term. The imaginary part
is the damping rate and it is proportional to the derivative of f at the phase velocity
of the wave. This agrees with the physical interpretation of Landau damping. For
a plasma wave of wavenumber k in a Maxwellian distribution, the damping rate is
r


π 1
1
γL = ωp
exp − 2 2 .
(1.70)
8 k 3 λ3D
2k λD
The wavelength of a sustained plasma wave must therefore be much greater than
the Debye length. Fig. 1.7 shows the damping rate as a function of phase velocity.
It peaks when the wave phase velocity is similar to the thermal velocity.

1.7

Particle motion in electromagnetic waves

Now consider the problem of a single isolated charged particle moving under the
influence of a plane electromagnetic wave. It is assumed that the particle of charge
q is unaffected by the reaction from the radiation it emits itself. Therefore the
equation of motion is given exactly by
d(γmv)
= q(E + v × B),
dt

(1.71)

where γ = (1 − v 2 /c2 )−1/2 is the Lorentz factor. This is easily solvable for a non
relativistic particle, since in a plane wave the magnitude of the B field is E/c, so
the magnetic term is smaller than the electric term by a factor v/c. The linearly
polarised plane wave solution is E = E0 x̂ sin(ωt − kx), and under a zero order
approximation γ = 1. Integrating the equation of motion gives
dv
q
' E,
dt
m
q
= E0 x̂ sin(ωt − kx),
m
E0 q
v=−
x̂ cos(ωt − kx).
mω
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(1.72)
(1.73)
(1.74)

If the particle is an electron, it oscillates transversely with peak velocity v = a0 c
where a0 = E0 e/(mωc) and E0 is the maximum electric field during the whole period
of the wave. More generally, for all polarisations, the dimensionless amplitude is
found from the root mean square of the electric field magnitude,
q
e 2|E(t)|2
a0 =
.
mωc

(1.75)

It can be written in terms of the intensity using the Poynting vector I =
E × B/µ0 . For all polarisations, the intensity is
2
2π 2 0 m2 c5 a20
18 a0
=
1.4
×
10
µm2 Wcm−2 .
2
2
2
e
λ
λ
Heavier particles such as protons or ions oscillate at much slower speeds v =

I=

Za0 cm/mi . The electron motion becomes relativistic when a0 ' 1 or an intensity of
1018 Wcm−2 for a 1µm wavelength laser. For pulses of this intensity, the magnetic
field of the light and relativistic corrections become important [45]. In terms of the
relativistic 4-vectors for velocity and momentum, the vector potential Ai and the
electromagnetic field tensor, the relativistic equation of motion components are
dpµ
dτ
γ2
d(γmc2 )
dt
dpi
dt

dt
= γ,
dτ
= 1 + pi pi /(m2 c2 ),

= −eF µ ν uν ,

(1.76)
(1.77)

= −evj Ej = evj ∂t Aj ,

(1.78)

= −e(Ei + ijk vj Bk ) = e(∂t Ai − ijk vj klm ∂l Am ).

(1.79)

The equations are written in the laboratory frame, where the time is t. They can
be simplified using the identity jki ilm = δjl δkm − δjm δkl and the components of
A for a plane wave. In terms of the ellipticity δ, the components are Ax = 0,
√
0
0
Ay = mca
δ
cos
φ
and
A
=
1 − δ 2 mca
sin φ. δ = 0, 1 gives a linearly polarised
z
e
e
√
wave and δ = ±1/ 2 is circularly polarised. φ = ω(t − x/c) is the phase for a plane
wave travelling in the x direction. Equation (1.79) becomes
dpi
= e(∂t Ai − ijk vj klm ∂l Am ),
dt
= e(∂t Ai − vj ∂i Aj + vj ∂j Ai )
dpx
= −evj ∂x Aj ,
dt
dpy,z
dAy,z
= e(∂t Ay,z + vj ∂j Ay,z ) = e
.
dt
dt
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(1.80)
(1.81)
(1.82)
(1.83)

On the last line I have used the total derivative of Ay and Az . The last equation
can be integrated to give py = eAy + αy and pz = eAz + αz where α is an integration
constant. The solution with no average transverse momentum is given by αy =
αz = 0. Subtracting (1.82) from (1.78) gives
d(γmc2 − cpx )
= evj (∂t + c∂x )Aj ∝ (∂t + c∂x )φ = 0.
(1.84)
dt
This is integrated to give px = γmc + αx . The expression (1.77) is now used to
eliminate γ, so that
(px − αx )2 = γ 2 m2 c2 = m2 c2 + pi pi = m2 c2 + p2x + e2 (A2y + A2z ),
αx2

2 2

2

(A2y

(1.85)

A2z )

−m c −e
+
.
(1.86)
2αx
Here I have also used that py,z = eAy,z . This gives the full general solution in terms
px =

of A. For a particle starting from rest, the boundary condition is px = 0 at t = 0.
Since px = γmc + αx , this gives αx = −mc. The solution is

mca20
px =
1 + (2δ 2 − 1) cos 2φ ,
4
py = mca0 δ cos φ,
√
pz = mca0 1 − δ 2 sin φ.

(1.87)
(1.88)
(1.89)

If the electron starts at rest, it gains an average longitudinal momentum of mca20 /4
from the interaction with the wave. This means a relativistic laser pulse causes
an electron to move in the direction of the propagation of the pulse, as well as
oscillating transversely.
Using γmc = px − αx gives γ = 1 +

a20
(1
4

+ (2δ 2 − 1) cos 2φ), so the average

Lorentz factor is γ = 1 + a20 /4.
To find the motion in the average rest frame of the particle, one must Lorentz
boost to the frame with px = 0. Using the expression for A, equation (1.86) then
p
gives αx = −mc 1 + a20 /2. The boost leaves py and pz unchanged, whereas px
becomes
mca2
px = q 0 2 (2δ 2 − 1) cos 2φ.
a
4 1 + 20

(1.90)

These can be integrated to find the position as a function of time, which is shown
in Fig. 1.8 for several values of a0 . Due to the non-negligible magnetic field of the
wave, the particle acquires a longitudinal oscillation and so the orbit is a figure of
√
eight shape. In the ultra-relativistic limit, ymax = λ/(π 2) and xmax = λ/(8π).
p
The average Lorentz factor in this reference frame is γ = 1 + a20 /2.
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Figure 1.8: The position and momentum of a particle moving in a plane electromagnetic wave propagating along x and linearly polarised along y. The reference
frame has zero average motion. The colours show three different values of the dimensionless amplitude a0 = eE0 /(mcω). Each period is shown by 40 points all
evenly spaced in time. The panels show (a) The position as a function of time, (b)
the momentum as a function of time, (c) the energy as a function of time. For this
polarisation, there is no motion in the z direction.

1.8

Propagation of light in a plasma

Knowing the response of the plasma electrons to an electromagnetic wave and
coulomb collisions, one can calculate the dispersion relation. For a non-relativistic
linearly polarised laser pulse (a0 < 1) in a uniform plasma, the linearised equation
of motion is ∂t uj = − me Ej − uj /τei . For a velocity proportional to eiωt the solution
is
u=−

eτei (1 − iωτei )E
eE(iωτei − 1)
'
.
2
2
m(1 + ω τei )
mω 2 τei

(1.91)

The current is then J = −neu. I have assumed that ωτei  1, giving the behaviour
in a weakly collisional plasma with nλ3D > 1. The ions have an oscillation velocity
much smaller than the electrons, so barely contribute to the current.
Using this solution for u, the first Navier-Stokes equation ∂t n = −∂i (nui ) = 0
shows that in a plane electromagnetic wave with ∂y = 0, the plasma electron density
remains uniform. Therefore ρ = 0 in the first Maxwell equation (1.9). Taking the
curl of the third equation (1.11) and substituting the fourth gives
∇ × ∇ × E = ∇(∇.E) − ∇2 E = −µ0 ∂t J − 0 µ0 ∂t2 E.
ωp2 (iωτei − 1)
∂t E − ∂t2 E.
−c2 ∇2 E =
ω 2 τei
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(1.92)
(1.93)

Here I have used ∇.E = 0 and the equation (1.91) to yield a damped wave equation. Substituting the plane wave solution for E and Taylor expanding the small
imaginary part yields
ωp2
ω =c k + +i
,
ωτei
q
iωp2
2
2
2
ω ' ωp + c k + 2 .
2ω τei
2

2 2

ωp2

(1.94)
(1.95)

The dispersion relation is modified from that in a vacuum, although the vacuum
result ω = ck is recovered when the plasma density goes to zero. Neglecting the
damping, the phase and group velocities of the light are
r
ωp2
c
, vg = c 1 − 2 .
vp = q
ω2
ω
1 − ωp2

(1.96)

The minimum allowed real frequency is ωp , showing that an electromagnetic
wave must have frequency greater than ωp to propagate in the plasma. If light
propagates into a plasma of increasing density, it eventually encounters a surface
where ωp = ω, known as the critical surface. The electron density here is the critical
density ncrit = ω 2 0 m/e2 . The wave must be reflected or absorbed at this surface.
Since the plasma frequency depends on the electron mass, it is intensity dependent due to the relativistic mass increase. The plasma frequency is modified to
p
√
ωp → ωp / γ where γ = 1 + a20 /2 is the average Lorentz factor of the electron in
the frame with px = 0.
The small imaginary part of ω gives the collisional damping rate in the plasma.
The energy damping rate is
γcoll =

ωp2
ωp3 Z ln(3πnλ3D /Z)
.
=
ω 2 τei
ω2
3πnλ3D

(1.97)

For example, a laser pulse with wavelength 1 µm in a plasma of density 1019 cm−3
with a temperature of 100 eV has a damping length of approximately 30 mm.

1.8.1

The ponderomotive force in a finite laser pulse

I have shown that an electron initially at rest is accelerated in the forwards direction by an incoming plane wave, to an average longitudinal momentum mca20 /4.
This is true irrespective of the polarisation. A finite laser pulse, with a gradient
in electric field amplitude, therefore accelerates the electron forwards as it overtakes the particle. The movement arises because of the magnetic field of the laser
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pulse. In this section, I will show the electron is accelerated by all gradients in the
electromagnetic energy density, not just the longitudinal direction.
The zero order approximation to the electron motion is the non-relativistic result, equation (1.74). Using this as an approximation for y(t), the equation of
motion is
dvy
e
e
= − Ey (x) sin φ ' − (Ey (0) + y∂y Ey ) sin φ,
dt
m
m
e
a0 c
= − (Ey (0) +
sin φ∂y E) sin φ,
m
ω
dvy
ea0 c
e2
c2
=−
∂y Ey = − 2 2 ∂y (Ey2 ) = − ∂y (a20 ).
dt
2mω
4m ω
4

(1.98)
(1.99)
(1.100)

In a plane wave, the electron oscillates about a fixed position. In a finite duration
pulse, there is also an average acceleration in the direction of decreasing intensity.
This is due to the oscillation taking the electron to regions of differing field strength.
Due to other components of the fields that are not part of the plane wave solution,
there are also forces in the x and z directions. Including these, the first order
approximation to the ponderomotive force is −mc2 ∇(a20 )/4.

1.8.2

The filamentation instability

Since the plasma frequency depends on the electron mass, the propagation of light
in a plasma is altered if it approaches relativistic intensity. The plasma frequency
decreases in a plasma with relativistic electrons, because their effective mass increases to γm. This means the effective critical density increases, an effect known
as relativistic transparency.
One of the first noticeable relativistic effects is that a pulse starts to focus
in a plasma, if its power is high enough. This is because the phase velocity vp
increases with ωp , and so the phase velocity in the higher intensity regions of a
pulse is less than the lower intensity regions. Since the highest intensity region
is usually the centre of the beam, this causes the pulse to focus and the intensity
to increase further, leading to a parametric instability. If the pulse power exceeds
a certain critical threshold, this phase velocity difference is enough to exceed the
usual divergence of a collimated Gaussian beam. The threshold [44] is
Pf il = 17

ncrit
GW.
n

(1.101)

If a beam exceeds this critical power, it focusses into filaments, each containing
less than the threshold power. The instability grows from noise, so there must be
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a range of filament sizes, intensities and positions. In addition, the laser wavefront is altered transversely, meaning the phase and intensity vary as a function of
transverse position and the coherence is lost.
There are two other processes that cause filamentation. The ponderomotive
force tends to expel electrons from any high intensity region of the laser, meaning
the local electron density and plasma frequency is less. This leads to the same
focussing and feedback mechanism. High intensity regions also have greater collisional heating of the plasma, causing a thermal expansion of both the electrons and
ions. This decreases the local electron density and leads to the same instability.
One calculation of the ponderomotive growth rate [65] gives
γf il =

ωp2 2
a.
8ω 0
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(1.102)

Chapter 2
Theory of the Raman Instability
and Raman Amplifiers
2.1

The Raman instability

Plasmas can support many instabilities that grow exponentially.

Chapter one

showed that the plasma has an oscillation mode at frequency ωp , so an external
driver may resonantly drive a plasma wave under certain conditions. The plasma
waves are unstable and decay via Landau damping, even in a collisionless plasma.
Their energy is transferred to fast electrons propagating at the phase velocity of
the wave. Electron-ion collisions were also found to damp the wave, although in
plasmas with nλ3D  1 this effect is minimal. A modified dispersion relation was
found for electromagnetic waves in a plasma.
There are other collisionless plasma instabilities which grow much faster, on a
similar timescale to ωp . These have the effect of modifying the amplitude and wavefront of any light propagating through a plasma. The fastest growing of these is the
Raman instability whereby the light will couple to a plasma wave. Since ω > ωp in
an underdense plasma (meaning n < ncrit ), the light will only be resonant at the
critical surface or where ω = 2ωp , decaying to two plasmons each with frequency
ωp .
The Raman instability is much more ubiquitous because it is resonant at all
plasma densities below ncrit /4. Although a single electromagnetic wave cannot be
resonant, the beating of two separate waves generates an oscillation at the frequency
difference of the two waves. Since the spectrum of the ambient light is broad, if
there is a high amplitude monochromatic pump wave, there will always be some
seed radiation at the correct frequency to drive the plasma at ωp .
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Each electromagnetic wave may propagate in any direction [44, 18]. The beating light waves will create a ponderomotive potential that forces the electrons in to
localised regions on a wavelength scale, resonantly driving an electron plasma wave.
The plasma wave acts as a moving Bragg grating and scatters the incoming light.
This increases the amplitude of the scattered light and therefore the ponderomotive potential, leading to an exponentially growing instability. For the exponential
growth to continue, the resonance must be maintained.
The Raman instability has been observed to impede inertial confinement fusion
experiments [33], although artificially disrupting the transverse coherence of the
laser pulses mitigates this somewhat [75].

2.1.1

The matching conditions

Both the high amplitude pump electromagnetic wave and the infinitesimal scattered
wave must obey the plasma dispersion relations. Using subscript 0 for the pump,
1 for the scattered wave and 2 for the plasma wave, this gives ω02 = ωp2 + c2 k02
and ω12 = ωp2 + c2 k12 . The maximal exponential growth rate will be when the
driven plasma wave is resonant, so its frequency is given by the dispersion relation
ω22 = ωp2 (1 + 3k22 λ2D ) ' ωp2 .
In the Raman interaction each photon must decay into a plasmon and another
photon. To conserve energy and momentum, this requires ~ω0 = ~ω1 + ~ωp and
~k0 = ~k1 + ~k2 . This means the fraction of energy transferred to the scattered
wave is ~ω1 /(~ω0 ) = 1 − ωp /ω0 [63]. The remaining energy is transferred to the
plasma wave, which eventually damps and produces high energy electrons and heating of the plasma.
For direct backscatter, the pump and scattered wave travel in the opposite
direction. To allow a closed solution to the equations, approximate the plasma
wave frequency as ω2 ' ωp . In this situation, there is a system of 5 equations,
consisting of three dispersion relations and the energy and momentum matching
conditions. The unique solution is
q
1
k1 = −
ω02 − 2ω0 ωp ,
c q
1
ω02 − 2ω0 ωp ' (2ω0 − ωp )/c.
k2 = k0 +
c

(2.1)
(2.2)

The scattered light is only down shifted in frequency because the up-shifted peak
at (ω0 + ωp , k0 + kp ) is very far from the allowed curve for light propagating in a
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Figure 2.1: The dispersion relation for light (purple) in a plasma and the Raman
matching conditions. Panel (a) shows Raman backward scattering for the case
ω0 /ωp = 4. The scattered light is downshifted in frequency and propagates in the
reverse direction. The black arrows represent the k2 wave-vector of the plasma
wave. A resonant plasma wave must have frequency ωp so the fastest growing
mode has a unique frequency and wavenumber for the backscattered light. The
up-shifted component is far from the dispersion relation and is not resonant. Panel
(b) shows the case for forward scattering, which has two available resonant modes.
The scattered light will propagate in the same direction as the pump beam. In
general, the matching conditions can be met for scattering at any angle.
plasma, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The expansion is valid for highly underdense plasmas
where ωp  ω0 . The solution for k1 is only real when ω0 > 2ωp , limiting Raman
scattering to plasma densities n < ncrit /4.
The plasma wave-vector is approximately twice that of the pump pulse, meaning
the wavelength of the plasma wave will be half that of the incoming light. This
agrees with the physical picture, in that the beat wave set up by the pump and
scattered light will have a ponderomotive potential proportional to the square of
the electric field. This has a wavelength approximately half that of the pump light.
There is also a unique solution when the scattered light is directly forward. In
this case both the frequency up shifted and down shifted components are close to
the dispersion relation, so both modes are excited. The up shifted solution in this
case is
1
c

q
ω02 + 2ω0 ωp ,
q
1
ω02 + 2ω0 ωp ' −ωp /c.
k2 = k0 −
c

k1 =
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(2.3)
(2.4)

The down shifted solution is
1
k1 =
c

q
ω02 − 2ω0 ωp ,
q
1
k2 = k0 −
ω02 − 2ω0 ωp ' ωp /c.
c

2.1.2

(2.5)
(2.6)

Derivation of the coupled envelope equations

To calculate the exponential growth rate of the instability and its development in
the non-linear stage, one must find the coupled equations linking the pump, seed and
plasma waves. These are most conveniently found in terms of the vector potential.
Choice of the Coulomb gauge means that ∇.A = 0. The light and the plane plasma
wave are aligned along the x axis such that ∂y = ∂z = 0. The Coulomb gauge then
reduces to ∂x Ax = 0, a constant potential, taking Ax = 0 without loss of generality.
Suppose there is a large amplitude electromagnetic pump wave propagating
through the plasma. Equation (1.12) becomes
∇ × B = ∇ × ∇ × A = −∇2 A = µ0 J − µ0 0 ∂t ∇φ − µ0 0 ∂t2 A.

(2.7)

Since ∂y = ∂z = 0, the transverse part is
(∂t2 − c2 ∇2 )Ay,z = µ0 c2 Jy,z .

(2.8)

Assuming that the electron motion is non-relativistic, equation (1.82) gives the
current as Jy,z = −neuy,z = −ne2 Ay,z /m.
One can linearise the equation to be the sum of the large pump wave with
subscript 0 and a small scattered wave with subscript 1. This is the sum of two
transverse plane electromagnetic waves, so A0 and A1 are transverse. Writing the
electron density as n = n0 + ñ, where the tilde denotes small quantities, equation
(2.8) becomes

µ0 ne2 c2
e2
(n0 + ñ)(A0 + A1 ), (2.9)
A=−
m
0 m
e2
= −ωp2 (A0 + A1 ) −
ñ(A0 + A1 ),
(2.10)
0 m
ñ
(∂t2 − c2 ∇2 + ωp2 )(A0 + A1 ) = −ωp2 (A0 + A1 ).
(2.11)
n0
(∂t2 − c2 ∇2 )(A0 + A1 ) = −
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The pump wave obeys the plasma dispersion relation and the term that is quadratic
in the small quantities can be neglected, giving
(∂t2 − c2 ∇2 + ωp2 )A1 = −ωp2

ñ
A0 .
n0

(2.12)

In the absence of a pump, the seed wave obeys the normal dispersion relation and
is constant amplitude. However the presence of a pump wave and a plasma wave
gives a driving term on the right hand side, increasing the energy of the seed. The
increase in A1 is in the same direction as A0 so the scattered light will gain the
same polarisation as the pump. One study showed that even exotic polarisation
states can be effectively amplified [68, 98].
To proceed further, one must know the amplitude ñ of the plasma wave, by linearising the Navier-Stokes equations. I assume that the ions are static and uniformly
distributed. The electron velocity is treated as the large transverse oscillation in
the pump beam, plus a small longitudinal component ũ for the plasma wave. This
means u = eA/m + ũ, where the large transverse motion is u = eA/m, as given
by equation (1.82). This is true only for a non-relativistic pump pulse.
The first Navier Stokes equation (1.38) becomes
∂t (n0 + ñ) + ∇.((n0 + ñ)(eA/m + ũ)) = 0,
e
e
∂t ñ + (n0 + ñ)∇.A + A.∇ñ + n0 ∇.ũ + ∇.(ñũ) = 0,
m
m
∂t ñ + n0 ∇.ũ = 0.

(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)

On the last line I have used the Coulomb gauge and neglected the term that is
quadratic in the small quantities. In addition, I have used A.∇ñ = 0 since A is
transverse and the plasma wave is longitudinal. Writing the fields in terms of the
potentials and using the linearised form of u to replace A, the second Navier Stokes
equation (1.42) becomes
∂t u + u.∇u = −

e
∇p
(−∇φ − ∂t A + u × ∇ × A) −
,
m
nm

(2.16)

e
e
∇p
∂t A + ∂t ũ + u.∇u = (∇φ + ∂t A) − u × ∇ × u + u × ∇ × ũ −
. (2.17)
m
m
nm
Next I use the vector identity u × ∇ × u =
γ

equation of state p ∝ n . This gives ∇p =

1
∇(u.u)
2
p
γ n ∇n =

− u.∇u and the adiabatic
γkB T ∇ñ for an ideal gas.

The velocity perturbation ũ is longitudinal and the plasma wave is assumed to be
a plane wave, giving ∇ × ũ = 0. This simplifies the equation to
∂t ũ =

e
1
γkB T ∇ñ
(∇φ) − ∇(u.u) −
.
m
2
n0 m
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(2.18)

The velocity can be eliminated using the linearised form and again dropping the
terms quadratic in the small quantities, giving
e
2
u.u =
(A0 + A1 ) + ũ ,
(2.19)
m
e2
e
e
e2
' 2 (A0 + A1 )2 + 2 (A0 + A1 ).ũ ' 2 (A0 2 + 2A0 .A1 ) + 2 A0 .ũ.
m
m
m
m
(2.20)
The pump wave is assumed to be a transverse plane wave and the plasma wave is
longitudinal, meaning A0 .ũ = 0. Substituting this into equation (2.18) gives
∂t ũ =

e
e2
γkB T ∇ñ
∇φ −
.
∇(A20 + 2A0 .A1 ) −
2
m
2m
n0 m

(2.21)

The zero order term A0 2 leads to a fast oscillation with frequency 2ω0 , which will
not be resonant with a plasma wave. The scalar potential can be eliminated with
Poisson’s equation ∇2 φ = ñe/0 . Taking the time derivative of equation (2.15), the
divergence of equation (2.21) and substituting leads to


kB T 2
n0 e 2 2
2
2
∂t − γ
∇ + ωp ñ =
∇ (A0 .A1 ).
m
m2

(2.22)

The coupled equations (2.12) and (2.22) show that the pump, seed and plasma waves
all obey their respective dispersion relations, but also include a driving term that
couples the energy from the pump pulse to the seed and plasma waves. The plasma
wave driving term is proportional to A0 .A1 , meaning the growth rate is maximal
if the polarisations are aligned. If the pump and seed beams have orthogonal
polarisation then there is no instability.
In the non-linear stage the seed wave amplitude is no longer negligible and the
pump becomes depleted. The system can be generalised to the non-linear case by
including the equivalent equation for depletion of the pump,
(∂t2 − c2 ∇2 + ωp2 )A0 = −ωp2

ñ
A1 .
n0

(2.23)

Now all that remains is to numerically solve these wave equations. However, analytic
solutions exists under certain assumptions. The first is the linear case when the
plasma and seed waves are infinitesimal. The second is the highly non-linear case
for backscattered light, when the pump wave is fully depleted. These solutions
can by found by assuming the frequency and wave-vector matching conditions and
using an ansatz for each wave with dimensionless amplitudes a0 , a1 and n2 . These
 i(k x−ω t)

 i(k x−ω t)

n2
ñ
0,1
0,1
2
2
are A0,1 = mc
ŷa
(x,
t)
e
+
c.c.
and
=
ie
+
c.c.
. This
0,1
2e
n0
2
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ensures that the quantities are real and a0,1 are the same as defined earlier. The
polarisations are linear and aligned. The modulus gives the envelope of the wave
as a function of position and time.
I now substitute the ansatz into the first coupled equation (2.12) and use the
product rule to evaluate the second derivatives. Since ω0 = ω1 + ω2 only one of the
four terms will be resonant with an exponent of zero, whereas the others will have
a remaining fast oscillation that will average to zero. The remaining terms are

mc  2
∂t − 2iω1 ∂t − ω12 − c2 ∂x2 − 2ic2 k1 ∂x + c2 k02 + ωp2 a1 =
2e
mc i(−k1 −k2 +k0 )x+i(ω1 +ω2 −ω0 )t
e
n 2 a0 .
iωp2
4e

(2.24)

The envelope of the laser is given by a1 and this will vary much more slowly than the
carrier wave, assuming the pulse is much longer than one wavelength. Therefore
∂t  ω and ∂x  k. This means the second derivatives can be neglected with
respect to the first derivatives. Using the dispersion relations and the matching
conditions for all waves, one finds for the perfectly resonant interaction that
ωp2
(−2iω1 ∂t − 2ic k1 ∂x )a1 = i n2 a0 ,
2
2
ωp2
c k1
(∂t +
∂x )a1 = −
n2 a0 .
ω1
4ω1
2

(2.25)
(2.26)

Next, substitute the ansatz into the equation for the plasma wave (2.22). In doing
so, one can neglect the non-resonant terms, assume the plasma wave dispersion
relation and keep only the lowest order derivatives to obtain


1
γkB T
k2 ∂x n2 = − c2 k22 a0 a1 .
ω2 ∂t +
m
4

(2.27)

To find a simple analytic solution, I now make several assumptions to simplify the
equations. These are now summarised along with assumptions made already.
• The plasma wave phase velocity is much greater than thermal electron velocity
so that Landau damping is neglected and ω2 ' ωp
• Neither of the pulses have relativistic intensity i.e. |a0 | < 1.
• There is no damping of any of the waves.
• The interaction is much longer than one wavelength, so that the pulse envelopes vary slowly.
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These assumptions cover a wide range of applicability. Writing the group velocities of the pump and seed as v0 and v1 , the three coupled equations reduce
to
1 ωp2
n 2 a1 ,
4 ω0
1 ωp2
(∂t + v1 ∂x )a1 = −
n2 a0 ,
4 ω1
c2 k 2
∂t n2 = − 2 a0 a1 .
4ωp

(∂t + v0 ∂x )a0 =

(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)

The three waves all obey a first order wave equation. Each wave has a driving term
which is a product of the other two waves. These driving terms also depend on
the plasma density. Since the amplitudes a0,1 and n2 can be positive or negative,
the amplitude of the seed electric field envelope is therefore mω1 c|a1 |/e and the
intensity is proportional to ω12 |a1 |2 . The plasma wave amplitude is ñ/n0 = |n2 |.

2.1.3

Linear growth rates

The growth rate in the linear regime can now found by assuming the seed and
plasma wave have infinitesimal amplitude but finite duration, allowing the spatial
derivatives to be neglected. This gives the growth rate in the case that the timescale
of evolution is much shorter than the seed pulse duration. Since their amplitude is
infinitesimal, the pump will not be depleted and so a0 is constant. Taking the time
derivative of equation (2.29) and using equation (2.30) gives
 2 2
ωp2
ωp2
ck
2
∂ t a1 = −
a0 ∂ t n 2 = −
a0 − 2 a0 a1 = γ 2 a1 ,
4ω1
4ω1
4ωp
1 ωp c|k2 |
γ = a0 √
4
ω1 ωp .

(2.31)
(2.32)

The scattered light amplitude grows exponentially with growth rate γ. The growth
rate can be evaluated for Raman scatter in any direction where k2 = k0 − k1 is given
by the matching condition. In the special case that the two waves propagate in the
same direction, known as Raman forward scatter, equation (2.6) gives |k2 | = ωp /c
and the growth rate becomes
γRF S

a0 ωp2

a0 ωp
= p
'
4
4 ωp (ω0 − ωp )

r

ωp
.
ω0

(2.33)

The simplification is valid for very underdense plasma ωp  ω0 . In the case that
p
the beams counter align, ck2 = ck0 + ω02 − 2ω0 ωp is maximal and so the growth
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rate maximises. This is known as Raman backward scatter, with a growth rate
p
a0 ωp ck0 + ω02 − 2ωp ω0
a0 ωp 2ω0 − ωp
p
p
γRBS =
'
,
(2.34)
4
4
ωp (ω0 − ωp )
ωp (ω0 − ωp )
1 √
γRBS ' a0 ω0 ωp .
(2.35)
2
The expansion is valid for very underdense plasmas.

The ratio of forward to

backward scattering is ωp /(2ω0 ), so forward scatter is always slower growing than
backwards. This is somewhat offset by the fact that forward scattered light copropagates with the pump pulse, whereas backward scattered light quickly exits
the short pump pulse. This gives it more time to grow. Forward scattered light
is relatively more important in denser plasmas. The growth rate of side-scattered
light will be intermediate between the forward and backward rates.
It is important to note that the Raman growth rates are of the order ωp and
increase linearly with the pump pulse amplitude. For example, for a 1 µm pump
−1
pulse at 1014 Wcm−2 in a plasma of density 1019 cm−3 , gives γRBS
' 300 fs. This is

very quick and means any moderately intense laser crossing an underdense plasma
of several millimetres will have many Raman growth times. The backscattered light
will continue to grow until it reaches the rear of the pump pulse.
To investigate backwards scattering, it is often convenient to write the equations
in spatial coordinates that move with the seed pulse, since all simulations presented
later will use this coordinate system. The coordinate system is arranged so that
the seed moves towards negative x and the pump propagates towards positive x.
Also inserting the matching conditions and approximating ck2 = 2ω0 −ωp , the three
coupled equations become
ωp2
(∂t + (v0 + v1 )∂x ) a0 =
n2 a1 ,
4ω0
ωp2
∂t a1 = −
n2 a0 ,
4(ω0 − ωp )
(2ω0 − ωp )2
(∂t + v1 ∂x ) n2 = −
a0 a1 .
4ωp

2.2

(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)

The non-linear stage

The scattered radiation cannot continue growing exponentially for an indefinite
time as this would violate the conservation of energy. Eventually the scattered
light (seed pulse) will reach the stage where it starts to deplete the pump pulse and
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Figure 2.2: A schematic for the non-linear stage of backward Raman scattering. The
scattered pulse is short and fully depletes the pump pulse (dashed) as it counterpropagates with it. The amplitude of the scattered light may exceed that of the
pump.
so the growth of the seed slows below exponential [30, 81]. In the limit that the
seed is very strong, the pump will be fully depleted. A schematic of this situation
is shown in Fig. 2.2.
In this limit, the pump is fully depleted by a short seed pulse and so the duration
of the seed is short compared to the timescale of evolution [57, 58, 28, 87, 72]. One
can look for these steady state solutions by neglecting the time derivatives with
respect to spatial derivatives to find
ωp2
n 2 a1 ,
4ω0
ωp2
∂ t a1 = −
n 2 a0 ,
4(ω0 − ωp )
(2ω0 − ωp )2
v1 ∂x n2 = −
a0 a1 .
4ωp

(v0 + v1 )∂x a0 =

(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)

In typical situations, the plasma is very underdense so that v0 ' v1 ' c and
ωp  ω0 . The equations yield the seed pulse requirements for it to fully deplete
the pump pulse. This can be estimated by assuming a top-hat shaped seed pulse
of duration T1 and constant amplitude a1 . Taking the derivative of equation (2.39)
and substituting equation (2.41) gives

0 = c2 ∂x2 a0 +
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ω0 ωp a21
a0 .
8

(2.42)
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Figure 2.3: The duration that the amplified pulse must have in the non-linear stage,
as a function of (panel a) its intensity or (panel b) its fluence. This is shown for a
1 µm wavelength pump in several different plasma densities.
Since a1 is assumed constant, this is a simple harmonic oscillator equation, so energy
oscillates between the three waves. It has the simple solution
√

ω0 ωp a1
√
a0 (x) = a0 (0) cos
x .
2 2c

(2.43)

The pump will be fully depleted at its first zero at a0 (0) cos(π/2). Therefore the
seed pulse duration required to achieve full pump depletion is
√
√
ω0 ωp a1 T1 = π 2 ' 5.

(2.44)

This is a very important result and shows that the condition for full pump depletion
is a condition on the scattered pulse only. The condition depends only weakly on
the plasma density. Fig. 2.3 shows the condition for a 1 µm wavelength laser at
several different plasma densities. It is mainly dependent on the amplitude times
the duration of the seed. This is proportional to the square root of the intensity
times the duration. A more intense seed will stimulate a greater amplitude plasma
wave and deplete the pump more quickly. When the pump is depleted, the energy
transfer stops, so any seed light behind this point is not amplified. As the seed
intensity increases, its duration therefore shortens.
Squaring the equation (2.44) gives an equivalent condition for the fluence times
the duration of the pulse, both shown in Fig. 2.3.
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2.2.1

The self similar solution

This section will show that once the condition (2.44) is met, it continues to hold
indefinitely as the amplitude increases, until one of the assumptions breaks down
[57, 59]. The eventual limitation is that the seed pulse reaches relativistic intensity
and the mass increase of the electron means the phase matching between the three
waves is lost.
First, take the three coupled equations and again neglect the time derivatives
and the dispersion of the laser pulses, such that v0 ' v1 ' c. For a function u(x, t),
use the trial solutions
a0 (x, t) = α0 cos(u/2),

(2.45)

a1 (x, t) = α1 c∂x u,

(2.46)

n2 (x, t) = α2 sin(u/2).

(2.47)

The equations (2.39) and (2.41) are satisfied if α2 = α0 (2ω0 /ωp )3/2 and α1 =
p
− 2/(ω0 ωp ). Equation (2.40) then gives
2
c∂t ∂x u = γRBS
sin(u).

(2.48)

Inspired by the equation (2.44), the trial solutions u(x, t) = f (β) should be self2
similar in the coordinate xt, or the dimensionless coordinate β = xtγRBS
/c. This

means the solution for all values of x and t is a function of xt only. Changing
variables in the differential equation leads to
β

df
d2 f
+
= sin(f ).
2
dβ
dβ

(2.49)

In this equation, x and t have been eliminated by the change of variables, so the
amplitude of the three waves depends only on a single dimensionless parameter
2
β = γRBS
xt/c. The numerical integration of this equation is shown in Fig. 2.4 for

β > 0. The stationary solution is f = nπ where n is an integer, however f = 0
is an unstable equilibrium corresponding to exactly zero seed pulse. The solution
therefore converges to f = π for any initial seed pulse. To find a1 in terms of f I
use the chain rule to give
2
∂x u = (∂β u)(∂x β) = (∂β u)γRBS
t/c.
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(2.50)
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Figure 2.4: The numerical solution of the self similar equation (2.49) converges to
f = π. (a) shows the solution as a function of the self similar coordinate β =
2
xtγRBS
/c. (b) shows the convergence to π as a function of f (β) and f 0 (β). (c)
Gives the shape of the amplified pulse power envelope, as found from this numerical
solution. It propagates towards negative x.
Inserting this into the expression (2.46) yields the seed amplitude
s
s
2
2 2
df
∂x u = −
γRBS t .
a1 = −c
ω0 ωp
ω0 ωp
dβ

(2.51)

R
√
Equation (2.51) taken at constant t leads to the relation − ω0 ωp a1 dx =
√
√
c 2∆u = cπ 2. This shows the integrated amplitude of the amplified pulse is
always constant. It is equivalent to the condition plotted in Fig. 2.3. Since the
u = π stationary point is stable and an attractor, all seed pulses will converge
towards this solution for the non-linear stage. Using the convergent value of u = π
in equation (2.45) shows that the pump becomes fully depleted behind the seed
pulse, as expected.
The amplified pulse is shown in Fig. 2.4c. It is not a single spike; it is composed
of one main peak along with many trailing sub-peaks. This is a characteristic shape
for pulses amplified by the Raman instability and occurs because energy oscillates
between the pump, seed and plasma waves.
The analysis shows that a pump pulse may be fully depleted by the interaction.
Furthermore, the seed pulse is amplified in the non-linear stage because equation
(2.51) shows its peak amplitude a1 ∝ t. Equation (2.44) then means that the seed
duration shortens T1 ∝ 1/t, the intensity I1 ∝ t2 and the fluence a21 T1 ∝ t. This is
in accordance with the conservation of energy, since the pump intensity is constant
[52, 8].
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Although this analysis is very promising for amplification, there are several
physical effects which violate the assumptions made and potentially reduce the
efficiency and break the coherence of the amplified pulse.

Effects violating the non-linear model
• The plasma wave could become turbulent and break
• Landau damping of the plasma wave
• Collisional damping of the laser pulses and plasma wave
• The frequency matching criterion is not exact
• Light is scattered by an ion plasma wave [97]
• Light may be Raman scattered in other directions and not contribute
• The coherence time of the pump may be less than the duration of the seed,
causing loss of resonance.
• The pump spontaneously backscatters from thermal plasma noise, depleting
it before it reaches the seed.
• The amplified pulse may reach relativistic amplitude, where the increased
electron mass will detune the resonance
• Forward Raman scattered light of the seed will propagate with it and modulate
the envelope
• The amplified pulse could suffer transverse ponderomotive filamentation
• The amplified pulse could drive a wake-field with its ponderomotive force and
lose energy in this way
Several of these processes can be included in the coupled envelope equations and
all are found to reduce efficiency.
The main point investigated in this thesis will be the kinetic effects, which act
to damp the plasma wave and cause turbulence. Since it has a slow phase velocity
' ωp c/(2ω0 ), the plasma wave quiver velocity ũ may easily exceed the phase velocity
of the wave. If the amplitude of the wave is high enough for this to occur, the wave
will cease to be sinusoidal, electrons will propagate along with the wave and the
wave will become turbulent.
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2.2.2

Wave-breaking

Under certain conditions, the amplitude of the plasma wave becomes so large that
electrons oscillate at greater than the phase velocity of the wave and become trapped
by the wave. In the non-linear stage, the amplitude of the plasma wave is given by
equation (2.47) with u → π and α0 = a0 is the initial amplitude of the pump. This
gives

ñ = a0

2ω0
ωp

3/2
n0 .

(2.52)

The results of equation (1.49) relate the density and velocity amplitudes, giving
ũ/vp = ñ/n0 . This shows that the oscillation velocity of the electrons reaches
the wave phase velocity precisely when the wave becomes non-linear, i.e. ñ is
an appreciable fraction of n0 . Combining ũ/vp = ñ/n0 with equation (2.52) and
assuming the wave breaks when ũ = vp gives
3/2
2ω0
ũ/vp = a0
,
ωp
0.75

n
.
awb = 0.35
ncrit


(2.53)
(2.54)

This is the pump amplitude required for the wave to break, assuming the amplification has reached the non-linear stage. When the plasma wave becomes non-linear,
so that ñ ' n0 , the electrons will oscillate close to the phase velocity and become
trapped. This will greatly affect the electric field of the plasma wave and reduce the
restoring force, affecting the shape and coherence of the wave. Due to the thermal
motion of the electrons they will quickly become homogenised within the trough of
the wave and cause the collapse of the wave into turbulence.
The discussions up to this point have also assumed that the electron thermal
velocity is much less than the plasma wave phase velocity, so awb applies to cold
plasma only. When the thermal velocity approaches the phase velocity, more electrons will exceed the phase velocity and so the threshold is expected to decrease for
higher temperatures.
Since the Raman process couples coherent waves, any loss of coherence in the
plasma wave will reduce the overall coupling efficiency [25]. Although some Raman
scattering may still happen after the plasma wave breaks, the efficiency will be
greatly reduced and any scattered light will lose temporal coherence. The effects of
wave-breaking on the electron distribution will be simulated in subsequent chapters.
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It is important to note that wave-breaking is a separate process to Landau
damping. Landau damping depends only on the temperature of the plasma and the
phase velocity of the wave, however wave-breaking can happen even in cold plasmas
if the pump amplitude is high enough.
As a first order approximation, Raman scattering ceases once the wave breaks.
Since the pump amplitude needed to cause this is awb , only a fraction (awb /a0 )2
of the energy is subsequently scattered into the seed pulse. This means increasing
the pump amplitude above awb gives no improvement to the final energy of the
amplified pulse and the efficiency must decrease ∝ 1/a20 .
There have been several studies aimed at operating the amplifier above the
wave-breaking threshold [92], however other studies have used numerical kinetic
simulations to show that efficiency is reduced in this regime [101, 89, 20].

2.3

Past experimental progress

Since the discovery of the high efficiency non-linear stage, there have been several
attempts to access it experimentally. Unique signatures of the non-linear stage
include broadening of the amplified pulse bandwidth, shortening of the amplified
pulse, depletion of the pump pulse and significant energy transfer from the pump
pulse to the seed [6]. Verification of the growth rates [84] and high gain have been
demonstrated in the linear stage [100, 76].
Open gas jet targets allow versatile experiments, however the plasma is often low
density and not uniform. Gas cells and capillary wave-guides offer a more uniform
plasma [15], however there is less access for diagnostics [39]. Some experiments
employed a random phase plate to increase the beam waist within the Rayleigh
range, however this has a detrimental effect on the pulse coherence.
In the most successful experiment yet, both pulses were reflected back into the
target in a double pass design [105, 96, 77, 80, 79]. The efficiency was 6.4%, meaning
6.4% of the pump pulse energy was transferred to the seed. The pump and seed
pulse were exactly counter propagated and the plasma was pre-ionised. Progress
has also been made towards higher energy pulses and larger plasma volumes [78,
43].
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Chapter 3
Details of Computer Simulations
and Plasma Diagnostics
This chapter introduces some of the computational and experimental methods used
to investigate Raman scattering. All of the methods are well established and effective.

3.1

Particle-in-cell computer simulations

The equations introduced in the first chapter constitute a method to predict the
evolution of a plasma system. Specifically, the Navier-Stokes equations (1.38, 1.42)
give the evolution of a fluid, assuming that the pressure tensor is given by some
known form. In some cases it can be assumed that the electric and magnetic fields
are zero. This fluid method is relatively easy to compute, since only its density and
velocity must be numerically integrated over three spatial dimensions. However, an
assumption is made about the pressure, effectively averaging over the velocity space
of the particles. This approximation is valid for plasmas that remain Maxwellian
with no charge separation, however both of these conditions are violated within the
turbulent electron plasma waves in Raman amplifiers.
To model plasma waves, the approach must clearly allow for charges to generate electric and magnetic fields. The two fluid model with inclusion of the fields
was solved analytically in Chapter 2. However, this approach will not model the
dynamics of the plasma wave and effects such as particle trapping. The physical
model can be improved by modelling the full velocity space of the particles.
One must return to the Vlasov equation (1.34) which is completely general
for a weakly coupled collisionless plasma. This equation must be integrated for
each plasma species separately. The fields can be calculated through the Maxwell
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of two particle simulation algorithms. In the first, each
particle interacts with all other particles due to the long range forces. In the second,
the computational cost is drastically reduced by storing the position of each particle
but calculating the forces across a discrete spatial grid. Purple dots represent the
simulation particles and the lines represent the communications required.
equations (1.9-1.12). This gives a closed system, however there are three spatial
dimensions and three velocity dimensions and so any finite difference grid across
this space must have a huge number of points. This renders the method extremely
lengthy to compute. This method of modelling the full velocity space, as well as
the three spatial dimensions, is known as a kinetic method.
To reduce the number of grid dimensions from six to three, it is possible to model
the trajectory of a large number of electron and ion particles. This effectively solves
the Vlasov equation for a finite number of sample points. If each particle is treated
as free, such that quantum mechanical effects are negligible, the resultant dynamics
of the many particle system is simply given by Newton’s law

mi ∂t2 xi =

X

Fij ,

(3.1)

j

where Fij is the force on particle i as a result of particle j. The electric and
magnetic forces must be calculated for each particle and applied to each other
particle separately. There are O(N 2 ) particle pairings where N is the total number
of particles, so the computational cost scales as O(N 2 ). This strong scaling means
directly solving the equations of motion is impossible. However, the scaling may
be reduced to O(N ) by combining the particle method with a grid across only the
spatial dimensions. This allows a large number of particles to be modelled, typically
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N = 108 or more. This is still far short of the true number of particles in even 1 mg
of plasma, so each simulation macro-particle typically represents of order 1010 real
particles. This simplification is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1 which compares the case of
interactions between all particles to the case where each particle only communicates
with its nearest grid points.
The evolution of a macro-particle is identical to an electron since equation (3.1)
depends only on the ratio q/m, which is identical to that of a single electron. Therefore the full number of particles need not be modelled. The ingenious computational
saving lies in interpolating the particle quantities to a spatial grid, from which the
Maxwell equations yield the fields. In this way, the fields and their effects can
be calculated in time of O(N ), while keeping the particle kinetic nature and full
modelling of the velocity space. The disadvantage is that the spatial resolution is
reduced to that of the grid, meaning that the effect of small scale fields will be lost.
Since collisionless plasmas are mostly affected by fields on scales > λD , it will be
sufficient for the grid resolution to equal λD .
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Firstly, the large number of particles are initialised across the grid with a user defined density and velocity distribution. Each
macro-particle has its own momentum vector. Since there may be large variations
in the plasma density across the simulation box, typically the density of simulation
macro-particles is constant, but the number of real electrons that each one represents is varied. This ensures that there are no discontinuities in the macro-particle
density. In many situations, a laser pulse or external fields can also be initialised.
The main loop then begins, integrating the trajectory of each particle forwards
in time. Since the finite difference integration method is explicit, the duration of
each time-step must obey the Courant condition
X c
1
>
,
∆t
∆x
i
i

(3.2)

where the sum is taken over all spatial dimensions. This effectively means that
within one time step, a light wave must not be able to propagate more than a single
grid point. If the Courant condition is violated, the solution will be numerically
unstable and diverge.
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3.2
3.2.1

Particle-in-cell (PIC) algorithm
Interpolation to the grid

In the first stage of the time-step, the particles have their charges and currents
deposited on to the grid. Since the grid has a finite resolution, this interpolation will
introduce an error. The simplest scheme is to deposit all of the charge and current
from a particle on to the nearest grid point, however this leads to discontinuities as
the deposition will suddenly switch from one grid point to another as the particle
moves a small distance. These discontinuities introduce a large amount of statistical
noise. This zero order scheme means the effective shape of a particle is a rectangle
or cuboid.
Higher order interpolation techniques will reduce the noise, since the shape of
the particle is smoother and spread over a greater area. These shapes conserve
the particle’s charge and current. They can be generated via auto-convolutions of
the first order shape. The penalty for use of a higher order technique is a greater
computational cost for each particle, since the shape is larger and the contribution
must be calculated for each grid point.

√
The relative noise from one grid cell to the next will scale as 1/ NC , where

NC is the number of particles per cell. This typically means the total number of
particles must be much greater than the number of grid points. Since the grid
resolution is of order λD , the number of particles N  (L/λD )d , where d is the
number of dimensions and L is the spatial scale of the system.

3.2.2

Field solve

Once J and ρ are known on the grid points, the next stage is to solve the Maxwell
equations (1.9-1.12). This is an operation that involves only the grid, and not the
particles. Since the number of particles is much greater than the number of grid
points, this is typically the stage that is quickest to compute.
In cases with negligible magnetic field, the Poisson equation can be solved via
spectral or finite difference methods. For the general case, the third and fourth
Maxwell equations must be integrated in time. The curl of the fields can be evaluated using centred finite differences, then integrated forwards in time using a
Runge-Kutta method or similar.
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At this stage, the boundary conditions for the fields will be important. The
boundaries can be open, meaning that the potential extends to infinity. Another
option is periodic boundaries, where the field wraps around to the opposite side
of the simulation domain. The potential can also be set to a certain value on the
boundary.
The boundary condition at time zero can include a laser pulse initialised in
the box. Alternatively, the laser may propagate into the box by initialising the
potential on the boundary as a function of time. Some algorithms may also smooth
the current and field quantities spatially, to partially remove any high frequency
noise resulting from the interpolation.
Lastly, in order to move the particles, the field quantities must be known at the
position of the particles. This requires a second interpolation step, similar to the
first. The field quantities vary smoothly and important features are resolved by the
grid. However, effects such as binary collisions involve fields on scales smaller than
λD and much smaller than the grid resolution. This is why collisional plasmas are
not well modelled by the standard algorithm.

3.2.3

Particle push

Next, the particle positions and momenta must be updated using ∂t x = v and
∂t v = (q/m)(E + v × B). The particle momenta and position can be numerically
integrated using several methods.
The simplest particle push is to use the Euler method at time-step n such that
xn+1 = xn + vn ∆t. However, this method has truncation error that is linear order
with ∆t. A more accurate method is the so called leapfrog algorithm that specifies
the velocities on a grid at half time-steps t = (n + 0.5)∆t for integer n. The timestep is ∆t. This yields xn+1 = xn + vn+1/2 ∆t. The particle velocities must be
initialised at t = −∆t/2 instead of t = 0. This initial step can be done using the
Euler method. The leap-frog method gives second order accuracy at no additional
computational cost.
The inclusion of magnetic fields ∂t v = (q/m)(E + v × B) poses a problem for
the leapfrog method, since the centred finite difference equation becomes
vn+1/2 − vn−1/2
q
=
(En + vn ×Bn ) ,
∆t
m

vn+1/2 + vn−1/2
q
'
En +
×Bn .
m
2
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(3.3)
(3.4)

This yields an implicit matrix equation for vn+1/2 , since it cannot be easily rearranged due to the cross product with B. It can be solved through matrix inversion
methods, at great computational cost.
A simpler solution is to use vector addition, a method known as the Boris push.
Substituting
vn±1/2 = v± ±

qEn ∆t
2m

(3.5)

into equation (3.4), the finite difference equation becomes
v + − v−
q
=
(v+ + v− )×Bn .
∆t
2m

(3.6)

The effect of the electric field is eliminated. The only remaining effect is a rotation
around the B vector, keeping |v| constant. This can be implemented with a simple
matrix rotation by an angle ∆θ =

qB∆t
.
m

If the angle is small, the rotation matrix

can be approximated by a cross product
v+ = v− + v− ×Bn

q∆t
.
m

(3.7)

Since magnetic fields must not change the magnitude |v− |, the magnitude must
then be adjusted to its original value.
The overall algorithm is to add half of the electric acceleration, rotate the vector
due to the magnetic field, then add the remaining half of the electric acceleration.
This easy to compute explicit algorithm achieves sufficient accuracy for most purposes.
This update of particle position may take it outside of the simulation domain.
If so, there are several possibilities, specified by the particle boundary condition.
The particle could be reflected by an elastic collision. This conserves energy, but
may lead to unrealistic velocity distributions, since the particle will return back to
the interaction. The particle could be absorbed and deleted if it hits the boundary,
however this will not conserve the number of particles. Another option is the
periodic boundaries, however this will again mean a fast particle leaving the box
will return back to the interaction region, possibly affecting the results. This can
be fixed by returning the particle but changing its energy to one sampled from a
Maxwellian distribution. This conserves the particle number and is more similar to
experiments, since the interaction will usually be surrounded by a plasma thermal
bath.
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The final stage is to record any desired quantities for the output of the simulation, such as the field values on the grid or the distribution of particle momenta.
These may be spatially or temporally averaged to reduce memory usage. Although
it is infeasible to save all of the trajectory data for every particle, it can be done
for a sample of the macro-particles.
This whole time step is repeated in a loop for the desired simulation duration
Tsim . Since ∆t ' λD /c, there will be approximately cTsim /λD time-steps. The total
computational cost scales as the number of particles multiplied by the number of
time-steps, ∝ (L/λD )d+1 . It is therefore much easier to simulate plasmas with large
Debye lengths, with low density and high temperature.
The algorithm does not depend on any specific co-ordinate system for the grid or
particles, since the derivatives can be expressed in Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical
coordinates. Furthermore, the number of spatial dimensions can be one, two or
three, so long as the particle velocities can still be three dimensional. This can be
kept consistent by specifying that the dimensions not simulated are periodic, so that
all physical quantities are constant along these other dimensions. All simulations
in this work will use the Cartesian co-ordinate system in one or two dimensions.

3.2.4

Moving simulation domain

Many phenomena of interest in plasma physics involve structures that move at large
velocities. If the simulation uses a fixed domain in the laboratory frame, it will have
to be large enough to contain the full trajectory of the object. Raman amplification
is also of this type, since the interaction occurs within the seed pulse which moves
at close to c.
The computational cost can be greatly reduced by using a simulation domain
that encloses only the interaction volume, then moving along with it as the propagation proceeds. This is possible without a Lorentz boost by simply adding new
grid points to the front of the domain and deleting those at the back. New macroparticles must be initialised at the front of the moving window. In addition, modelling Raman amplification requires a long counter-propagating laser pulse to arrive
in from the front of the window. This not only requires suitable initialisation of the
fields, but also the new macro-particles must be initialised with the velocity given
by Fig. 1.8.
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Although the moving window simulations greatly decrease the computational
expense, they do not properly model the instabilities of the pump pulse as it traverses the plasma. There may also be noise from the initialisation at the front of
the window which could artificially seed instabilities such as Raman scattering. It
is therefore beneficial to verify the results of moving window simulations with a
similar fixed window set-up.
All parametric instabilities may be over estimated by PIC codes, since the statistical noise due to the macro-particles provides an artificially large seed to start
the exponential growth. This effect may be reduced by using greater numbers of
simulation particles.
Another consideration is that a thermal distribution can only be properly modelled if there are enough constituent particles to fill it. For example, particles
exceeding twice the thermal velocity along the x direction constitute only 2% of the
total particle number in a Maxwellian distribution. This means Landau damping
and kinetic effects will only be modelled well with > 1000 particles per wavelength.
The grid resolution should be fine enough to resolve the smallest spatial scales
of interest, which is typically the plasma wave wavelength. This already requires
> 30 cells per laser wavelength. However, there is another requirement due to
artificial numerical heating. This is an artificial numerical instability which does
not conserve energy. Typically if the Debye length is not resolved by the grid,
interpolation errors will accumulate and increase the electron temperature until the
Debye length is resolved. The timescale for this can be very short, of the order
ωp−1 . Once the Debye length is resolved, the artificial heating will slow, but not
stop entirely.
The smoothing of the current and electromagnetic fields may also violate the
conservation of energy, so it is important to observe the electron velocity distribution
to verify that energy is conserved in the simulation. All of these caveats are minimal
if they are monitored by observing the simulation data.
Modern particle-in-cell codes have many additional features such as relativistic
corrections, a variety of types of laser pulses, optimisation via sub-cycling and processor load balancing, quantum electrodynamics effects and modelling of collisions.
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3.3

Experimental interferometry diagnostic

In a high power laser experiment, it is important to know the shape and density
of the plasma generated by the high power laser, as a function of time. This is
especially important for Raman scattering where the spectrum of the scattered
light depends on the plasma density.
The plasma density may be measured with knowledge of its refractive index.
Equation (1.96) gives the refractive index of the plasma as
r
r
ωp2
c
n
n
= 1− 2 = 1−
'1−
,
vp
ω
ncrit
2ncrit

(3.8)

where the expansion is valid for very underdense plasmas. To measure the refractive
index, one must measure the phase difference between a reference wave that does
not enter the plasma and one that enters the plasma. This is possible by interfering
the two waves using an interferometer and forming an image of the plasma. In
practice, there is an imaging system using lenses and a CCD detector. However,
before the image reaches the CCD, it is interfered with another image that passed
down the other arm of a Mach-Zehnder or Michelson interferometer. The arms are
offset such that the image of the plasma from one arm interferes with the image
of a position outside the plasma from the other arm. The offset leads to a path
difference between the two images which produce interference fringes on the CCD.
The plasma causes a phase delay which bends these fringes. Therefore, by measuring
the fringe position, the phase difference due to the plasma can be acquired. This
phase difference is
Z
c
2π
(1 − )dx,
φ=
λ
vp
Z
π
n
'
dx,
λ
ncrit

(3.9)
(3.10)

where x is the direction of propagation of the coherent light that forms the image
and λ is its wavelength. This direction can be set transversely across the plasma or
coincident with the main laser pulse.
If it crosses the plasma transversely and the plasma has axial symmetry, an
Abel inversion can be used to extract the electron density. Another technique is to
estimate the transverse shape and width of the plasma and perform the integration.
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3.4

Experimental FROG diagnostic

Characterisation of a short laser pulse is possible with the FROG laser diagnostic.
Since electronic circuits do not temporally resolve events below approximately 1 ns,
optical methods must be used to measure pulses shorter than this. One such method
is the auto-correlator, whereby a test pulse is split into two copies and recombined
in a crystal with a non-linear refractive index. This has the effect of generating
light at double the frequency of the incident light, a process known as frequency
doubling. Since the non-linear refractive index depends on intensity, more light will
be converted when the incident light intensity is greater.
The FROG diagnostic allows single shot characterisation of a laser pulse because
it recombines the two copies at an angle, such that on one side of the crystal the
first pulse arrives before the second copy. On the other side of the crystal, this
delay is reversed. Delay time is therefore mapped to the transverse position. The
output electric field of the doubled light is proportional to E(t)E(t − τ ), where τ is
the delay between the two pulse copies. This is directly proportional to transverse
position.
Next, the frequency doubled light is spectrally resolved. Since the spectrometer
detector is relatively slow, it will yield a time integrated signal, given by
2

Z
A(τ, ω) =

E(t)E(t − τ )e

−iωt

dt .

(3.11)

This is the same as the square modulus of a windowed Fourier transform, also
known as a spectrogram. However, typically with a windowed Fourier transform
(also known as short time Fourier transform) the window function is known. Here,
the pulse field itself is what gates the Fourier transform. This is an unknown
function, so a simple inversion from A(τ, ω) to E(t) is not possible. However, since
the spectrogram is a function of two variables constructed from a function of one
variable, it is over determined. Every possible E(t) maps to a spectrogram, but
only certain spectrograms map to a E(t). The rest are unphysical.
This fact is useful for experimental verification, since if E(t) is recovered, it can
be forward transformed to find the spectrogram and this should exactly match with
the experimental data. Comparing this retrieved spectrogram to the measured one
gives an indication of the measurement validity. The data may be inverted via
several algorithms.
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Figure 3.2: Numerical demonstration of the frog diagnostic. (a) The intensity and
phase of a chirped test pulse in the time domain. (b) The corresponding electric
field as a function of time. (c) The frog trace acquired using equation (3.11)
This process is shown numerically in Fig. 3.2. Starting with a chirped pulse with
a sin2 intensity envelope and a quadratic phase term φ(t) ∝ t2 , the simulated FROG
trace is obtained. The pulse duration is 100 fs, with central wavelength 1 µm. The
p
intensity and phase are related to the electric field via E(t) ∝ I(t) cos(ω0 t + φ(t)).
This leads to a pulse that is chirped in the time domain and so has a duration greater
than its transform limit. The pulse electric field is shown in panel (b). Next, the
spectrogram can be found via a discrete Fourier transform for each value of delay.
Panel (c) shows the simulated data that would be measured with the FROG device.
The light has approximately double the frequency of the incident pulse and
the width gives an approximation to the pulse duration. However, this can be
misleading and the algorithm should be used to properly invert the data. There is
also a time reversal symmetry with the diagnostic, so it is impossible to know if the
chirp is positive or negative.
A second version of the FROG diagnostic is known as GRENOUILLE. This
uses the same principle, except the beam is not split. Instead, a Fresnel bi-prism
separately focuses the left and right halves of the beam. This provides the two copies
of the pulse, incident on the crystal at an angle. Furthermore, the spectrometer
is eliminated by using the angular dispersion of the non-linear crystal itself. This
significantly simplifies the apparatus.
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Chapter 4
Optimisation of the Amplifier
In Chapter 2, the fluid equations showed that a pump pulse counter-propagating
with a short seed pulse will beat together in a plasma and produce a ponderomotive
pressure that oscillates with the frequency difference of the waves. If this is fixed
at ωp , the ponderomotive pressure will oscillate in the longitudinal direction at
frequency ωp . This will resonantly excite a large amplitude plasma wave which will
scatter the pump pulse in the backwards direction.
In the initial linear stage, the pump depletion is negligible, the seed pulse amplitude grows exponentially with growth rate γRBS and it lengthens in duration.
Eventually the seed becomes large enough to appreciably deplete the pump pulse
and the process enters the non-linear stage. The intermediate stage is hard to treat,
however there is an analytic solution for late times. The energy and amplitude of
the amplified pulse grow proportional to t, its intensity grows ∝ t2 , its duration
shortens ∝ 1/t and the pump is fully depleted. This solution assumes that a0 < awb
and damping processes are negligible.
In this chapter, I will verify this high efficiency analytic solution by numerically
integrating the envelope equations and compare them to particle-in-cell simulations
that capture more of the physics and make fewer assumptions. All of the analytical
results will be verified, providing the assumptions hold. The simulations will be used
to evaluate the efficiency of the amplifier across the full parameter space, capturing
all of the relevant physics.
Next, I turn attention to the seed pulse to find its optimal parameters under
experimentally relevant constraints. I will find that the analytical solution breaks
−1
down for seeds with a duration longer than γRBS
, suggesting that use of a shorter

seed pulse will increase performance. Finally, the optimal parameters will be tested
in a full scale two-dimensional simulation.
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4.1

Efficiency of the amplifier

The coupled envelope equations have only one spatial dimension and the interaction
is periodic in the transverse directions, so efficiency can be defined using fluence
rather than energy. The energy density of an electromagnetic wave is proportional
to I ∝ ω 2 a20 . The total energy efficiency is defined as the total change in seed pulse
fluence Φ1 , divided by the pump pulse fluence Φ0 that has passed through the seed
pulse. The efficiency will therefore change with time and is given by
(Φ1 (t) − Φ1 (0))
,
Φ0 (t)
Z
1
Φ1 (t) =
ω12 a21 (t, x)dx,
c
Z
v0 + v1 t 2 2 0
Φ0 (t) =
ω0 a0 (t , 0)dt0 .
c
0
η(t) =

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

If the pump pulse amplitude is constant then Φ0 = (v0 + v1 )ta0 (0)2 ω02 /c, where
a0 (0) is the pump amplitude before the interaction. The seed pulse fluence Φ1 is an
integrated quantity and it includes all of the energy in the secondary spikes of the
amplified pulse.
Another interesting quantity is the energy transfer efficiency just to the first
spike of the amplified pulse. Although it is difficult to define the extent of the first
spike, its fluence may be approximated as ω12 a21 T1 where a1 is the peak amplitude
and T1 is the duration of the first spike of the amplified pulse. This gives the
efficiency to the first spike as
(a21 (t)T1 (t) − a21 (0)T1 (0))ω12 c
η1 (t) =
.
a20 t(v0 + v1 )ω02

(4.4)

As long as the first spike has a temporal shape typical of a Gaussian laser pulse
then η1 should be less than η, although it is not guaranteed to be. This is because
of the rather arbitrary definition of the duration of the first spike as its FWHM,
which may not be accurate for some pulse shapes. However, the approximation is
valid in most cases of interest, in which the amplified pulse is well behaved and has
a well defined main peak.
The efficiency may also be defined through a derivative quantity as the increase
in seed fluence divided by the rate that pump fluence reaches the seed,
ηdif f (t) =
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Φ01 (t)
.
Φ00 (t)

(4.5)

Since this is a derivative quantity, it will give the instantaneous efficiency at any
point in the amplifier. However, taking numerical derivatives of simulated data
often introduces noise and so I only use the definitions (4.1) and (4.4) to analyse
the simulations.
These definitions also have the advantage that the total output energy of the
amplifier is easily calculated as Eout = Epump η(t = L/c), where Epump is the starting
pump energy and L is the length of the amplifier. The optimal pump duration
should be 2L/c since this is the overlap time of two counter-propagating pulses over
a length L. In addition, the energy in just the leading spike of the amplifier is
E1,out = Epump η1 (t = L/c).
The maximal theoretical efficiency may be evaluated from the coupled wave
equations. I now show that in the limit of t → ∞, the differential efficiency ηdif f
converges to a constant value that depends only on plasma density. The total
efficiency η must also converge to this value.
For a constant amplitude pump, the rate that its fluence reaches the seed is
Φ00 (t) = (v0 + v1 )a20 ω02 /c. Substituting this and equation (4.2) into equation (4.5)
gives
Z
Φ01 (t)
1
d
ηdif f (t) = 0
=
ω12 a21 dx
Φ0 (t)
(v0 + v1 )a0 (0)2 ω02 dt
Z
ω12
=
2a1 ∂t a1 dx.
(v0 + v1 )a0 (0)2 ω02

(4.6)
(4.7)

Now replacing ∂t a1 with the envelope equations for the non-linear stage (2.40) and
ω1 = ω0 − ωp , the efficiency becomes
ηdif f



Z
ωp2
(ω0 − ωp )2
2a1 −
=
n2 a0 dx
(v0 + v1 )a0 (0)2 ω02
4(ω0 − ωp )
Z
(ω0 − ωp )ωp2
a0 a1 n2 dx.
=−
2(v0 + v1 )a0 (0)2 ω02

(4.8)
(4.9)

The instantaneous efficiency is therefore the total overlap integral of the three waves
at any given time. The intermediate stage is difficult to treat, however in the advanced non-linear stage equation (4.9) can be simplified using the coupled equation
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(2.39) for the non-linear stage to replace a1 n2 . It becomes

Z 
(ω0 − ωp )ωp2
4ω0 (v0 + v1 )
ηdif f (t) = −
a0 ∂x a0 dx
2(v0 + v1 )a0 (0)2 ω02
ωp2
Z
(ω0 − ωp )
=−
∂x (a20 ) dx
ω0 a0 (0)2
ω0 − ωp ∆(a20 )
=−
.
ω0 a0 (0)2

(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

Here the quantity ∆(a20 ) means the change in a20 across the full interaction. The
efficiency is proportional to the pump depletion, so the maximum efficiency is when
the pump is fully depleted, giving
ηmax = 1 −

ωp
.
ω0

(4.13)

This shows that a greater maximal efficiency may be achieved at lower plasma
densities, since the plasma wave then has a lower energy density and more energy
is transferred to the seed pulse. The quantity ηmax is plotted in Fig. 4.1 for a pump
pulse of wavelength 1 micron.
A more general expression for the efficiency can be found by substituting the
self-similar solutions (2.45) into equation (4.9). This leads to
Z
ω1 ωp2
ω0
sin(u)∂x u dx
η=
2
2ω0
ωp2
Z
Z ∆u
du
ω1
ω1
sin(u) dβ =
sin(u) du.
=
2ω0
dβ
2ω0 0

(4.14)
(4.15)

The self similar solution shows that the upper limit on the u integral is just the
total integrated amplitude of the seed. This gives

1 − cos(∆u)
η(t) = ηmax
,
2
r
Z
ω0 ωp
∆u = −
a1 dx.
2c2

(4.16)
(4.17)

When the integrated amplitude reaches its convergent value of ∆u = π, the efficiency converges to ηmax . As long as the main assumption is still valid, that the
duration of the pulse is much less than the timescale of evolution, this expression
gives the efficiency for any arbitrary seed pulse.
Interestingly, very energetic seed pulses exceeding the non-linear condition (2.44)
will actually have a lower efficiency than ηmax . This suggests that the seed pulse
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Figure 4.1: The maximum achievable energy transfer efficiency to the amplified
pulse, for a pump pulse of wavelength 1 µm. This includes the energy transferred to
the whole of the amplified pulse, including any secondary peaks. The model assumes
zero plasma temperature and does not account for kinetic or damping effects in the
plasma.
must be carefully planned to start with ∆u exactly equal to π. Further increasing
the integrated amplitude ∆u of the initial seed pulse will actually have a detrimental
impact on the efficiency.

4.2
4.2.1

Optimisation of the plasma parameters
Plasma constraints

The objective of a plasma amplifier is to maximise the power of the amplified
pulse, while maintaining transverse coherence so that it can be focussed. Some
applications such as fast-ignition may also require a high energy and/or a certain
spectral range for the pulse. Certainly the energy transfer efficiency must also be
large to compete with traditional grating compressors, which have efficiency greater
than 50%.
I first consider the required plasma conditions. Depending on the plasma temperature and density, the Landau damping rate and collisionality will change [7].
Saturation of the Landau damping may allow slightly greater temperatures than
the linear damping rate would suggest [104, 13].
Equation (2.44) shows that an amplified pulse approaching relativistic intensity
must have duration T1 ' ωp−1 . For the plasma wave to sustain an interaction of
duration ωp−1 , one requires γL /ωp < 1 and ωp τei > 1. Since the phase velocity of the
plasma wave for backward scattering is cωp /(2ω0 ), the Landau rate can be calculated
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Figure 4.2: (a) The Maxwellian averaged Landau damping rate for the plasma wave
in a backwards Raman amplifier. Damping becomes appreciable for kλD > 0.3,
where k is the wavenumber of the plasma wave. Also shown is the real part of the
plasma wave frequency, showing the thermal correction as the temperature is raised.
(b) The plasma conditions for an amplifier with a pump of 1 µm wavelength. Landau
and collisional damping on timescales ωp−1 must be avoided, as well as remaining
below the quarter critical density. This restricts the plasma conditions to a small
region (shaded).
explicitly and is shown in Fig. 4.2. The Landau damping becomes appreciable at the
same time as the thermal shift to the plasma wave frequency becomes important.
Minimising Landau damping requires that k2 λD < 0.5. Nearing this limit will
excessively damp the plasma wave and lower the efficiency.
The condition for a collisionless interaction is ωp τei > 1, meaning nλ3D >
Z ln(3πnλ3D /Z). I take nλ3D > 10. These conditions are shown in the Fig. 4.2
for a pump pulse of wavelength 1 µm. The equivalent plot for shorter wavelengths
will be shown in later chapters. Landau damping favours lower temperature and
higher density, but reducing collisional damping requires the opposite.
The final condition for Raman scattering that n < ncrit /4 confines the interaction to a small region of plasma conditions. The region is narrow and shows a
minimum feasible plasma density around 1017 cm−3 .

4.2.2

Ionisation schemes

In addition to the plasma variables n and T , the pump pulse amplitude a0 is the
last main variable. Under the standard scheme, the pump pulse will ionise the
plasma. This means the pump amplitude must be high enough to form the plasma.
For a wavelength of 1 µm in hydrogen plasma, the field ionisation intensity of 1.4 ×
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Figure 4.3: (a) The parameter space of plasma density versus pump amplitude,
assuming a constant zero temperature, for a 1 µm wavelength. The plasma wave
will become turbulent above the wave breaking threshold (purple) for a cold plasma
(2.54). For warm plasma, this constraint will worsen. In the standard scheme, the
pump must ionise the plasma and therefore requires a minimum amplitude (orange).
The shaded area indicates the permitted region with high efficiency. (b) The same
parameter space and limitations are shown, now with contours for the length Lmax
of the amplifier required to reach relativistic intensity. This distance is measured
from the point where the non-linear stage is first reached. The expression for Lmax
also depends on the efficiency, as a simple estimate this is fixed as 50%.
1014 Wcm−2 corresponds to a0 = 0.01.
Kinetic effects also constrain the pump amplitude. It must not be so high that
the wave-breaking limit is exceeded, in which case η decreases. These considerations
are shown in the Fig. 4.3, again for a wavelength of 1 µm and assuming zero
temperature so that the cold wave-breaking limit (2.54) applies.
Ionisation can also be achieved through an external source such as a heating
pre-pulse or a capillary discharge, however this will raise the plasma temperature
and the following sections will show that this negatively affects the efficiency.
A third scheme uses the seed pulse to ionise the plasma from the start [51, 9, 10].
If the pump intensity is below the ionisation threshold, this means the plasma will
only be ionised once the seed pulse arrives. This has the advantage that the pump
will not be subject to plasma instabilities as it traverses the target before meeting
the seed pulse. In addition, the lower limit on the pump amplitude is removed.
Considering Fig. 4.3, efficient operation of the pump ionisation scheme will not
be possible for plasma densities below 1019 cm−3 for a 1 µm pump pulse. For lower
densities, either the seed ionisation scheme or pre-ionisation is required.
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4.2.3

Dynamics of the amplified pulse

Using the results of Chapter 2, and considering energy conservation, I now evaluate
the seed pulse amplitude. Assuming that the initial seed is small, and that the
plasma is very underdense (meaning v0 + v1 ' 2c), equation (4.4) becomes
ω12 a21 T1 = 2η1 ω02 a20 t.

(4.18)

Replacing the seed duration using the main result for the non-linear stage (2.44)
yields the seed amplitude as a function of time,
 2
2√
ω0
a1 (t) =
ω0 ωp
η1 a20 t.
5
ω1

(4.19)

The time is measured from the point where the pulse enters the non-linear stage.
Also using ω1 = ω0 − ωp , the pulse will reach relativistic intensity a1 = 1 after a
distance
Lmax =

5c(ω0 − ωp )2
.
√
2η1 a20 ω02 ω0 ωp

(4.20)

This places the eventual limitation on the length of the amplifier, since a relativistic
seed pulse will change the effective plasma frequency and invalidate the frequency
matching condition [60]. This problem and others may be overcome by chirping
the pulses [23, 56, 94, 105, 99, 108, 90, 74, 1], however this scheme will not be
considered here.
Contours of Lmax are shown in Fig. 4.3b for a 1 µm wavelength pump pulse. To
stay within the high efficiency region, the length of the amplifier must be between
0.1 mm and 20 mm. The maximum pump duration is then 2L/c = 0.13 ns. This
means any efficient amplifiers using pulses longer than 1 ns must access the region
below the yellow line in Fig. 4.3 and the pump is below ionisation intensity. Therefore amplification of any pulse longer than 0.13 ns must use the seed ionisation or
pre-ionisation schemes.
Other processes may place a more stringent limit on the total amplification
length. Other competing instabilities grow along with the Raman backward scattering. Chief among these are Raman forward scattering of the amplified pulse and
ponderomotive filamentation of the amplified pulse. To estimate these limitations,
one must first verify the equations (2.44) and (4.19) with detailed simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical integration of the envelope equations for n/ncrit = 0.01 and
a0 = 0.01, with initial seed amplitude a1 = 0.01 and duration ω0 T1 = 210. (a) The
longitudinal profile of the pump and seed power densities a20 , a21 and the plasma wave
amplitude n2 after a time ω0 t = 25000. The seed propagates to the left. (b) The
seed pulse amplitude as a function of time. It increases linearly with time. (c) The
seed pulse amplitude and FWHM duration, over the course of the interaction. Each
data point is separated by a time ω0 t = 1000. The seed amplitude monotonically
increases. The seed pulse is attracted to the analytical solution for late times (solid
line), given by equation (2.44). (d) The total energy transfer efficiency (η) and the
efficiency to just the first spike of the amplified pulse (η1 ) as a function of time.

4.3

Numerical integration of the envelope equations

I now numerically solve the envelope equations (2.36) to verify the analytical solution for late times. The three coupled envelope equations were numerically integrated in time, using a fourth order explicit Runge-Kutta method. Spatial partial
derivatives at constant time were taken using a fourth order centred finite difference and a fourth order one-sided finite difference for the four cells nearest the
boundaries. The boundary condition was constant a0 at the front of the box, with
a perfectly absorbing boundary condition for all waves at the rear. The box had
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length ω0 x/c = 1500 and was integrated for a time ω0 t = 25000. The finite difference grid size was 1.5c/ω0 and the time-step was 0.75/ω0 . A time-step of less than
the spatial grid size was chosen for numerical stability.
Conditions just below the wave-breaking threshold were chosen, such that n2 <
1. The seed pulse also started below the condition for the non-linear stage. Fig.
4.4a shows the envelopes of the seed, pump and plasma wave after a propagation
time of ω0 t = 25000. The seed has propagated to the left and the incoming pump
pulse is seen in the lower left of the plot, propagating towards the right. The pump
is heavily depleted in the interaction and the seed has reached an amplitude much
greater than the pump. In addition, the characteristic secondary peaks trail the
main spike of the amplified pulse. The plasma wave (red) grows from zero to a high
amplitude. It remains at this high amplitude since the model assumes there are no
damping mechanisms.
To test the analytical theory, the seed pulse FWHM duration and peak amplitude were taken as a function of time. Fig. 4.4b shows the amplitude as a function
of time. There is an initial start up stage, beyond which the amplitude is proportional to time. The final amplitude of a1 = 0.19 is in close agreement to the
prediction of equation (4.19) which gives a1 = 0.18.
The analytical solution is seen even more clearly when the amplitude versus
seed duration is plotted in panel (c). After the initial linear stage where the pulse
√
lengthens, the amplified pulse satisfies the non-linear criterion a1 T1 ω0 ωp = 4.5 '
√
π 2 (solid line). The pulse subsequently shortens as it amplifies.
The efficiency in the numerical integration in shown in Fig. 4.4d. The efficiency
starts at zero. The efficiency monotonically increases through the linear stage until
it converges to a constant value. This is a characteristic of the non-linear stage.
The theoretical efficiency is ηmax = 1 − ωp /ω0 = 0.9, however this includes
infinitely many trailing secondary spikes. Since the box only has a finite size, only
some of these trailing spikes are counted and so the measured efficiency of 0.8 is
slightly less than ηmax . However, the total efficiency is seen to be increasing and
will converse to ηmax as t → ∞.
The plot also shows the efficiency to only the first peak η1 . It increases in
the linear stage as the main spike grows, but then starts to decrease. This slight
decrease is due to the energy transferred to the trailing secondary spikes as these
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develop. The secondary peaks developed at the same time as η and η1 began to
diverge.
A high efficiency of η1 = 50% is achieved. However, the plot shows that for
these parameters only around 60% of the total energy of the amplified pulse resides
inside the first peak and the rest is of less use since it resides in the undesirable
trailing peaks. This fraction may be increased by using a seed pulse with a greater
amplitude and duration [57]. The secondary peaks are an unavoidable product of
the three wave interaction. The equations are those of a damped oscillator, with
the energy oscillating between pump, plasma and seed waves. However, the results
of Chapter 5 will show how a different beam geometry can suppress these secondary
peaks.

4.4

Particle-in-cell simulation

The envelope equations in the previous section make many assumptions and there
are physical effects which are likely to violate these. The particle-in-cell simulation method includes more of the relevant physics and makes only the following
assumptions:
• The collision timescale is longer than the interaction so nλ3D > 10. The
simulation is effectively collisionless.
• The plasma is preformed and no ionisation is required.
The particle-in-cell method fully models the velocity space of the particles,
meaning all kinetic effects such as wave-breaking and Landau damping are included.
In addition, the amplified pulse will forward scatter from noise in the simulation and
could filament transversely in 2D or 3D simulations. Therefore all relevant physical
effects are included, subject to the finite grid resolution and limited number of simulation particles. This is in contrast to methods making an envelope approximation
to the laser fields, such as references [26, 102, 48, 25].
The code Osiris [29] was used to model the interaction using the particle-in-cell
method. The simulation had one spatial dimension and three velocity dimensions,
with periodic boundary conditions along the second and third spatial dimensions.
The initial conditions were equivalent to those of Fig. 4.4. The simulation used
a cell size of 0.008λ0 , with 256 electrons and 256 protons per cell. The simulation
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Figure 4.5: One-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation for density n/ncrit = 0.01
and pump amplitude a0 = 0.01, with initial seed amplitude a1 = 0.01 and duration
ω0 T1 = 210. (a) The profile of the electromagnetic energy density after a time
ω0 t = 25000, smoothed with a Gaussian filter. The seed propagates to the left.
The constant amplitude pump pulse is seen in the lower left. (b) The seed pulse
amplitude as a function of time. (c) The seed pulse amplitude and FWHM duration,
over the course of the interaction. Each data point is separated by a time ω0 t =
1000. The seed pulse is attracted to the analytical solution for late times (solid
line), given by equation 2.44. (d) The total energy transfer efficiency to the whole
of the amplified pulse (including secondary peaks), and to just the main peak of
the amplified pulse.
box moved with the seed pulse, with new cells initialised at the front of the box.
The particles were initialised with zero temperature and a velocity equivalent to
the quiver velocity in the pump pulse. The boundary conditions at the rear were
absorbing for the particles and fields, the same as in the numerical integration.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.5. The results are largely similar to the numerical
integration shown in Fig. 4.4, proving the validity of the analytical model.
The simulation replicates the non-linear stage of the amplification and the characteristic secondary peaks are seen behind the main peak in Fig. 4.5a. The front
peak has a similar final amplitude a1 = 0.18 to the numerical integration. However,
the secondary peaks are slightly suppressed.
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The condition (2.44) accurately describes the later evolution of the pulse, as
seen in Fig. 4.5c. Furthermore, the scalings for a1 and T1 agree with the analytical
theory. Inspection of the ion velocity space shows that the distribution remains
uniform and Maxwellian. Ion waves do not have time to develop within the short
timescale of the seed pulse.
The seed pulse amplitude and duration were obtained by taking the total energy
density in the electromagnetic field, applying a Gaussian filter to smooth oscillations
on the wavelength scale, subtracting the constant energy density of the pump, then
taking the peak and FWHM duration of the main spike to yield a21 and T1 . The
efficiency was then calculated using equation (4.1).
It is also possible to separate the seed and pump envelopes using Fourier analysis
and spectral filtering. However, simply subtracting the pump was judged to be more
accurate since the seed amplitude greatly exceeds that of the pump.
Panel (d) shows the efficiency to the first peak, as defined in the previous section.
It also shows the total efficiency which is calculated by integrating the full energy
density of the seed pulse, including any secondary peaks. For these parameters,
the efficiency η is only slightly lower than that of the numerical integration in the
previous section, suggesting that the kinetic effects are not too detrimental in this
case and the analytical model is valid. The total efficiency monotonically rises to
its limiting value, whereas the efficiency to the first peak decreases slightly at later
times and converges to a lower value. This shows that some energy is transferred
to the secondary peaks and this is unavoidable in the non-linear stage.
If the pump pulse amplitude is raised, the plasma wave amplitude will rise until it
breaks and becomes turbulent. To demonstrate this, the particle-in-cell simulation
was repeated with a0 = 0.03, far above the wave-breaking threshold seen in Fig.
4.3, where the simulated density here is 1.1 × 1019 cm−3 . Fig. 4.6 shows the results
in this case. The efficiency has dropped remarkably compared to the case below
the wave-breaking threshold. Fig. 4.6a shows that the pump pulse is only depleted
by 60%. The plasma wave becomes turbulent before the pump is fully depleted,
meaning that some energy remains in the pump pulse and the efficiency decreases.
The amplified pulse also has more fine scale structure than the previous case. This
is due to the amplified pulse Raman scattering in the forwards direction, which
propagates with the pulse and grows to appreciable levels. This modulates the
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Figure 4.6: One-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation for density n/ncrit = 0.01
and pump amplitude a0 = 0.03, with initial seed amplitude a1 = 0.01 and duration
ω0 T1 = 210. (a) The profile of the electromagnetic energy density after a time
ω0 t = 25000, smoothed with a Gaussian filter on a wavelength scale. The seed
propagates to the left. (b) The seed pulse amplitude as a function of time. (c)
The seed pulse amplitude and FWHM duration, over the course of the interaction.
Each data point is separated by a time ω0 t = 1000. The analytical solution for late
times is shown by the solid line and is not applicable in this case with large kinetic
effects. (d) The total energy transfer efficiency to the whole of the amplified pulse
(including secondary peaks), and to just the highest amplitude main peak of the
amplified pulse.
main amplified pulse. The noise is incoherent and so the Raman forward scatter is
also incoherent, degrading the pulse.
Panel (b) shows that the final peak amplitude becomes much greater than in
the previous case, but this is at the expense of losing energy transfer efficiency and
increasing the impact of competing instabilities. The development in the amplitude
versus duration plane is shown in Fig. 4.6c. The analytical solution is not as applicable in this case, because of the increased kinetic effects [38]. The pulse is kept
shorter than the the duration predicted by equation (2.44). This is expected on
physical grounds because the plasma wave breaks at some point within the inter-
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action and stops the energy transfer before the pump is fully depleted. This must
shorten the amplified pulse below the duration expected with no wave-breaking.
In addition, there is competition between two of the amplified spikes. Initially
the central part of the seed pulse is amplified, however some of the seed light in
front of it grows to a similar level and depletes the pump, meaning the spike behind
it grows more slowly. The spike in front reaches similar amplitude to the one behind
at around ω0 t = 8000. This gives a sudden deviation to the pulse duration as it
swaps from measuring one spike to the other, seen in panel (c).
At late times, the evolution seems to have a constant duration given by ω0 T1 '
30 as a1 continues to grow. The inverse plasma frequency is ω0 /ωp = 10, suggesting
that the amplified pulse cannot shorten below this level.

4.5

Parameter scan

The simulated efficiency is less than ηmax due to kinetic effects in the plasma wave
and it will therefore be temperature dependent. This means the maximal efficiency
in the non-linear stage depends on the plasma electron density n, the pump pulse
amplitude a0 and the electron temperature T . This is in contrast to the simplistic
prediction of ηmax = 1 − ωp /ω0 , which only depends on density.
I undertook a full scale three-dimensional parameter scan to identify the efficiency across these three main parameters. Each simulation had different values
for the density, electron temperature and pump amplitude. The data were compiled from 1,200 separate particle-in-cell simulations, each with a cell size of λ0 /100
and 128 electron particles per cell. This gives a sufficient number of particles to
accurately model the full Maxwellian distribution, including its tails. To reduce
computational expense, the simulations used the moving simulation window as in
the previous section, along with the same boundary conditions. The box moved at
the seed pulse group velocity.
The efficiency, given by equation (4.1), was extracted after a propagation distance Lmax /5. This is long enough for the efficiency to reach close to its asymptotic
value. The seed pulse started with amplitude a1 = 0.1 and a duration ω0 T1 = 50,
starting close to the non-linear stage of the amplification. The seed temporal profile had a cos2 (πt/2T1 ) form and the seed pulse frequency was ω0 − ωp . The pump
pulse amplitude was constant in each simulation. The plasma was uniform and fully
ionised in each simulation and the ions were held static to reduce computational
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Figure 4.7: Simulated pump to seed energy efficiency of Raman amplifiers, as a
function of plasma density n and the pump pulse dimensionless amplitude a0 . The
three panels show three different electron temperatures of (a) 0 eV, (b) 100 eV, and
(c) 400 eV. The contours give the efficiency, as found from 1200 one-dimensional
particle-in-cell simulations. Each simulated a long propagation, such that the efficiency had converged to close to its limiting value. The energy efficiency is the
total value, including any secondary peaks, as calculated by equation (4.1). Each
simulation had constant density and pump pulse amplitude and started with a seed
with a1 = 0.1, ω1 = ω0 −ωp and duration ω0 T1 = 50. The solid black lines shows the
model for the temperature dependent wave-breaking threshold, given by equation
(4.22)
costs. The laser polarisations were linear and aligned. Noise in the simulations was
reduced by using cubic interpolation and current smoothing at each time-step.
Fig. 4.7a shows the convergent efficiency η(n, a0 , T ) for each simulation across
the parameter space. Notice that the simulations in Fig. 4.5 (n/ncrit = 0.01, a0 =
0.01, T = 0, η = 0.75) and Fig. 4.6 (n/ncrit = 0.01, a0 = 0.03, T = 0, η = 0.4)
agree with this large scale parameter scan. The range of density and amplitude was
chosen to cover the estimated optimal range in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3.
In the zero temperature case in Fig. 4.7a, the analytical wave-breaking threshold
for cold plasma (2.54) is also plotted. The region below this threshold has high
efficiency, as expected. In this region, there is a slight decrease in efficiency at high
densities, as predicted by ηmax . Below the wave-breaking threshold, the efficiency
is almost independent of pump amplitude and is slightly lower than ηmax .
For amplitudes slightly above the wave-breaking threshold, by around 20%,
the efficiency is unaffected. This shows that the plasma wave still retains some
coherence after it breaks and the Raman scattering continues for some time. As
the pump amplitude is increased further, the efficiency rapidly drops. Clearly an
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efficient Raman amplifier must not greatly exceed the wave-breaking threshold. The
awb ∝ n0.75 dependence is also validated by the simulations.
The parameter scan was repeated with the electrons initialised as a Maxwellian
distribution with temperature 100 eV. Fig. 4.7b shows the total efficiency for this
temperature. The region of highest efficiency is shifted towards higher density and
lower pump amplitude. This agrees with the analytical estimates in Fig. 4.2 that as
the temperature is raised, the optimal region will narrow and shift towards higher
density. It is promising that even for these high electron temperatures typical of
experimental pre-formed plasmas [22], efficiency of 60% is still achievable.
The wave-breaking threshold is seen to decrease as the plasma temperature is
raised. This is because the electron velocity distribution widens, so more electrons
exceed the phase velocity of the wave and become trapped. As a basic model, the
sum of the plasma wave quiver velocity ũ and the electron thermal velocity vth
must not exceed the wave phase velocity. The maximal quiver velocity of the wave
was found in equation (2.52). The temperature dependent wave-breaking threshold
becomes
3/2 r
2ω0
kB T
vp < ũ + vth = a0 vp
+
,
ωp
m
#
r

3 "
ωp 2
2ω0 kB T
1−
.
a0 >
2ω0
ωp
mc2


(4.21)
(4.22)

This prediction is plotted with the solid lines in Fig. 4.7. There is an alternative model given in reference [11] which is significantly more stringent. For each
temperature, the model (4.22) more accurately describes the regions with highest
simulated efficiency. This discrepancy is likely because the model in reference [11]
used a water-bag distribution, rather than the Maxwellian distribution in these
simulations.
As the temperature is increased still further to 400 eV in Fig. 4.7c, the optimal
region shifts to higher density and lower pump amplitude. The optimal region is
narrow and heavily temperature dependent. This suggests that careful control and
diagnosis of the electron temperature is important in Raman amplification experiments. In addition, the peak available efficiency decreases for higher temperatures.
For the case at 400 eV, the contours of efficiency begin to curve in the lower left
part of the plot. This is due to the presence of Landau damping as well as wavebreaking. Using the wavenumber of the plasma wave, the condition kλD < 0.5 leads
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and zero temperature. The blue dots show the simulated total efficiency. The line is
a fit of the form η ∝ a−1
0 . (b) The maximum available efficiency for a given plasma
density. The efficiency ηmax with no kinetic effects is compared to the simulated
efficiency at electron temperatures 100 eV and 400 eV. Kinetic effects decrease η,
especially at lower densities.
to n/ncrit > 16kB T /(mc2 ) or n/ncrit > 0.013 for the 400 eV case. This provides a
limitation on the plasma density that restricts the high efficiency region in Fig.
4.7c.
The drop in efficiency above the wave-breaking threshold is shown in Fig. 4.8a,
for a fixed density of n = ncrit /100 and zero temperature. The efficiency drop is well
fitted by the functional form a−1
0 , suggesting the loss of efficiency is not as bad as
suggested by the simplistic estimate of a−2
0 . This is because the plasma wave retains
some coherence even after it breaks and some energy transfer continues. A least
squares regression of log(η) versus log(a0 ) found the best fit to have a relationship
η ∝ a−1.14
. Since the exponent is greater than −2, this supports the hypothesis
0
that the plasma wave retains some coherence after it breaks and still scatters some
of the pump pulse [24].
The detrimental impact of the kinetic processes is clear in Fig. 4.8b, which plots
the maximal possible simulated efficiency for a given plasma density. Especially
at low plasma densities where the wave phase velocity is low, the kinetic effects
decrease the efficiency below that of the prediction ηmax from the coupled envelope
equations [106]. The combination of this, along with decreasing ηmax at higher
density, leads to a maximum in the efficiency of 0.6 at a plasma density n = 0.02ncrit .
Since the scope of the parameter scan did not include a0 < 0.01, it may be
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Figure 4.9: Simulated pump to seed energy transfer efficiency of Raman amplifiers,
as a function of plasma density n and the pump pulse dimensionless amplitude a0 .
The three panels show three different electron temperatures of (a) 0 eV, (b) 100 eV,
and (c) 400 eV. The contours give the energy transfer efficiency to the highest amplitude peak only, as found from 1200 one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations.
Each simulated a long propagation, such that the efficiency had converged to close
to its limiting value. Each simulation had constant density and pump pulse amplitude and started with a seed with a1 = 0.01 and ω0 T1 = 50. The solid black lines
shows the model for the temperature dependent wave-breaking threshold, given by
equation (4.22).
possible to access lower plasma density by simultaneously lowering the pump pulse
amplitude, as demonstrated in the later parts of this chapter.
Fig. 4.9 shows the same parameter space plot but with the efficiency calculated
as η1 , the efficiency to the highest intensity peak only. Since some energy will also
be transferred to the secondary peaks, this is less than the total efficiency plotted in
Fig. 4.7. It shows the same general trends as the total efficiency, decreasing rapidly
above the wave-breaking threshold. The model for the temperature dependent
wave-breaking accurately predicts the region of highest efficiency.
The wave-breaking also has a greater effect on the secondary peaks. Comparing
figures 4.9 and 4.7, η is much higher than η1 in the region below the wave-breaking
threshold. In this region, η1 ' 0.7η, meaning that much of the energy is in the
secondary peaks of the peaks of the wave train.
However, at 2-3 times the wave-breaking threshold, the simulations show that
η1 ' 0.9η, meaning a larger fraction of the amplified pulse energy resides in the main
peak. This is because the plasma wave breaks somewhere within the main peak
and so the trailing peaks are barely amplified. This has the effect of suppressing
any trailing secondary peaks.
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4.5.1

Discussion of errors

There are several possible sources of error in this parameter scan. First, the propagation distance of Lmax /5 may not be far enough for the efficiency to converge.
Also the simulation box had a finite length and so the energy in some of the trailing
peaks is not counted.
The effect of numerical instabilities must also be considered. Particle-in-cell
simulations are subject to artificial numerical heating of the particles because of
the grid interpolation. This is especially prevalent when the cell size exceeds the
Debye length. For this reason the simulations in Fig. 4.7b c resolved λD . Even in
the zero temperature case panel (a), numerical heating was minimal because the
new plasma is initialised at the front of the moving window, less than one plasma
period in front of the main seed pulse. This is another important advantage of
moving window simulations. Conservation of energy in the simulation was verified
by inspecting the particle phase space for a repeat of a simulation with no laser
pulses.
Particle-in-cell simulations may also over estimate the probability of a particle
becoming trapped in the plasma wave. This could affect the turbulence induced in
the plasma wave and change the efficiency. This may be alleviated by increasing the
grid resolution, so the parameter scan used a relatively high resolution of λ0 /100.
Since the simulations accurately reproduce the theoretical wave-breaking threshold,
this shows the kinetic effects are well modelled, at least in the region immediately
where the wave breaks. The breaking of the wave will cause turbulence on smaller
and smaller spatial scales, eventually unresolved. However, by this time the plasma
wave will have already lost coherence and the main peak will have passed, so any
errors due to finite resolution will only affect the trailing secondary peaks.
All of these errors would tend to decrease the simulated value of η, meaning
the simulated values are likely a lower bound. Since ηmax is a well understood
theoretical upper bound, this provides an additional constraint.
I now compare these simulations to a previous experiment. The results of Ren
et al. [80] used plasma density n = 1.4 × 1019 cm−3 and pump intensity I =
2.3 × 1014 Wcm−2 , giving a0 = 0.010 and n = 0.008ncrit . These are similar to
the conditions simulated in Fig. 4.5, although that simulation used a cold plasma.
There are no indications of experimental temperature measurements, but estimating
the temperature of the pre-formed plasma as 100 eV, the parameter scan gives a
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simulated maximal efficiency of 0.5. The experiment measured 6.4% efficiency, the
highest yet. The parameter scan also places these conditions close to the optimum.
However, the seed pulse was relatively long at 500 fs, and low intensity, with ∆u =
0.07. The next section suggests that use of a shorter, more intense seed pulse would
reach the non-linear stage more quickly and increase the performance.

4.6
4.6.1

Optimal seed pulse
Moving window simulations

Since the total efficiency monotonically increases through the interaction, it is important to consider over what timescale it approaches the limiting value given in
the parameter scan. This will depend on the properties of the initial seed pulse,
such as its duration, peak intensity and contrast.
To study the effects of different seed pulses, I conducted 16 simulations, each
with a different seed pulse. I fixed the pump pulse and plasma parameters to
a0 = 0.01, n = 0.01ncrit and T = 0 eV. For these conditions, the parameter scan
gave a limiting efficiency of 0.75. The density was constant in each simulation, with
cell size λ0 /60 and 64 particles per cell.
The temporal intensity envelope of the seed had the form a21 cos2 (πt/2T1 ), where
the initial amplitude a1 and duration T1 were varied. To reflect a realistic experimental seed from a chirped pulse amplifier, the initial seed pulse bandwidth was
kept constant at ∆ω/ω = 0.05 by chirping the initial seed. Its central frequency
was ω0 − ωp .
Fig. 4.10 shows the development in the a1 , T1 plane of the 16 seed pulses.
Each line represents the trajectory of a separate seed pulse over a propagation time
of ω0 t = 25000. The seeds were initialised with a peak amplitude ranging from
0.005 − 0.09 and a duration ranging from ω0 T1 = 50 − 1000. As result, some of
these seed pulses met or exceeded the non-linear condition (2.44) from the start.
This condition is shown by the solid black line in Fig. 4.10.
The first obvious conclusion is that the analytical solution is valid at late times,
since it describes the later evolution of most seed pulses. All of the seeds are
attracted to this solution, even the very high energy seeds that initially exceeded it.
However, some of the very highest energy seeds were strongly affected by competing
instabilities in the later stages of the simulation, invalidating the analytical model.
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Figure 4.10: The development of 16 separate seed pulses in the a1 , T1 plane, each
shown in a different colour. The seeds were varied in initial duration and amplitude,
keeping their bandwidth constant. The plasma was uniform with a density 0.01ncrit
and zero temperature. The pump pulse amplitude was a0 = 0.01. Most seed pulses
are attracted to the analytical non-linear solution at late times, given by equation
(2.44) and shown by the straight black line.
The shortest seeds initially lengthen to reach the non-linear stage, then become
shorter again, in agreement with reference [40]. The evolution of the longer seed
pulses was less predictable, suggesting the behaviour is chaotic and there would be
a large amount of shot to shot variation when operating the amplifier with a longer
seed pulse.
One of the most interesting features in Fig. 4.10 is that for very high duration
seed pulses, the analytical solution shown by the black line starts to break down.
For example, the seed shown in pink initially starts near the black line but then
deviates and later rejoins with a much shorter duration. This shows that the black
line is only an attractor in the lower region of the plot. The general trend is that
performance can be improved by increasing the seed pulse amplitude at constant
duration. Increasing the duration has little effect on the output pulse, or even
worsens the performance.
This can be traced back to the derivation given in Chapter 2, whereby the
self similar solution was found by neglecting the time derivatives of the envelopes.
In effect, the assumption is that the seed pulse duration is much less than its
timescale of evolution. Estimating the timescale of evolution as the exponential
growth time in the linear stage, I find that the analytical solution is only valid
−1
when T1 < γRBS
=

2
√
.
a0 ω0 ωp

For the conditions simulated, this gives ω0 T1 < 630.
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This matches with Fig. 4.10, since the seeds are only attracted to the black line for
−1
durations shorter than γRBS
.

4.6.2

Fixed window simulations

The simulations in the previous section used a moving simulation window. This
could introduce an artificial seeding mechanism via the initialisation of new plasma
at the front of the box. To eliminate this source of error, several simulations were
repeated using a fixed simulation window. This models the evolution of the whole
plasma and the full propagation of the pump through the plasma, a more realistic
set-up.
A chirped pulse amplification system will provide a seed pulse that has a given
fluence and bandwidth, whereas the duration is variable. It is an important question for experimental design to know whether a long, low power seed, or a shorter
transform limited seed, is more effective [107, 47]. At constant fluence, the seed can
always be lengthened to meet the non-linear condition (2.44). However, this leads
to a very long, low intensity seed. I now show that a shorter, more intense seed
of the same fluence is more effective, despite starting further from the non-linear
condition.
To investigate experimentally relevant constraints, three seeds of equal initial
fluence (constant a21 T1 ) and bandwidth were simulated, again in one dimension.
The electrons were initialised with density n = 0.01ncrit and temperature 100 eV,
the ions were held fixed and the cell size was λ0 /60 with 128 electrons per cell. The
pump pulse amplitude was constant at a0 = 0.02.
The plasma was initialised with a length of 1 mm across the central region of a
box of length 2 mm. The seed pulse was initialised once the pump had crossed the
full plasma. The longest seed initially met the non-linear condition (2.44) and the
shorter ones were below it.
Fig. 4.11 shows the longitudinal intensity envelope of the final amplified seeds.
Importantly, the final amplitude and fluence reached by the shortest seed is much
greater than the longest seed, despite starting much further from the analytical
solution.
Closer inspection of the simulations found that starting with a short seed will
−1
always stimulate a single amplified spike, whereas seeds longer than γRBS
tend to

split into several amplified spikes, reducing the final peak intensity [94]. For the
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Figure 4.11: Results of three fixed window one-dimensional PIC simulations, each
with a different seed pulse. These seeds were varied in duration (given in the
legend) at constant energy and bandwidth and propagated for a distance 1 mm
through plasma with a uniform density 1019 cm−3 and temperature 100 eV. The
counter-propagating pump pulse (also shown in the plot) had constant intensity
5 × 1014 Wcm−2 and wavelength 1054 nm. The seeds had a chirp to maintain constant bandwidth ∆ω/ω1 = 0.03 in each case, all with initial fluence 130 Jcm−2 .
Their central wavelength was 1171 nm. Their initial intensities were 23, 7.3 and
2.3 × 1014 Wcm−2 respectively. The amplified seeds are shown after they have left
the plasma, propagate to the right and their intensity has been smoothed on a
wavelength scale.
−1
conditions simulated, γRBS
= 180 fs. The seeds shorter than this have led to a single

amplified spike and qualitatively looks more like the analytical solution described
in Chapter 2.
Splitting up of a longer seed pulse will result in several spikes of similar amplitude, with varying duration and separation. The more useful amplified pulse profile
for many applications is that of a single consistent, high amplitude peak, since that
will reach the highest intensity at focus. I therefore conclude that a shorter, more
intense seed pulse is preferable to a longer pulse that meets the criterion (2.44).
This conclusion is for seed pulses of fixed fluence and bandwidth.
The condition (2.44) for accessing the high efficiency should therefore be supple−1
−1
. Inserting T1 = γRBS
in the equation (2.44)
mented with the condition T1 < γRBS

leads to a minimum required seed pulse amplitude to reach the non-linear stage,
given by
5
a1 = a0 .
2
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(4.23)

Therefore for the self-similar high efficiency behaviour, the seed pulse intensity must
exceed the pump pulse intensity.
This also gives a minimum required seed pulse fluence to reach the non-linear
stage from the start, given by
25a0 ω 2
Φ1 = ω12 a21 T1 = √ 1 .
2 ω0 ωp

(4.24)

For a 1µm pump pulse with intensity 1014 Wcm−2 in a plasma of density 1019 cm−3 ,
this gives a minimum seed pulse fluence of 200 Jcm−2 to reach the non-linear stage.
The required intensity is 6 × 1014 Wcm−2 . These values are far above damage
thresholds of conventional optics, so any amplifier that wishes to reach the nonlinear stage from the start must focus the initial seed pulse.
In conclusion, for a given fluence and bandwidth, the shortest seed pulses have
−1
to avoid colhigher performance. The seed should certainly be shorter than γRBS

lapsing into several amplified spikes. The simulations showed that shorter seeds
reach much higher peak intensity and have more reproducible behaviour. This is
because they monotonically lengthen to meet the attractor solution, whereas seeds
that are too long must shorten, typically by splitting into several amplified spikes.
For many previous experiments, the initial seed energy was very low and often
relatively long seed pulses were used. See, for example, reference [80]. Although
this experiment holds the record for the greatest energy transfer efficiency of 6.4%
from pump to seed, the seed pulse duration of 500 fs exceeded the Raman growth
time.
It would be of significant interest to fully measure the amplified pulse temporal
profile in experiments such as this. This could be possible using a FROG diagnostic,
described in Chapter 3. Measurement of the characteristic pulse envelope, with the
secondary spikes, should also be possible.

4.7

Effect of competing instabilities

The effect of competing plasma instabilities cannot be neglected, since they will dissipate energy and destroy the amplified pulse coherence. I now estimate the growth
of the main two competing instabilities, which are ponderomotive filamentation and
Raman forward scatter of the amplified pulse.
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The forwards scatter will propagate with the amplified pulse and continue to
grow and modulate it [61]. Since the forward scatter grows from noise, it will be
incoherent and degrade the coherence of the amplified pulse.
To transfer a significant amount of energy, the beam diameter must be wide and
the power will greatly exceed the critical power for self focussing. Ponderomotive
filamentation is a transverse instability of the amplified pulse that will cause it to
lose transverse coherence and spawn high intensity filaments. Both of these instabilities will cause the pulse to lose coherence and so their number of exponentiations
must be kept low.
The effect of Raman forward scatter may be calculated as follows. The seed pulse
amplitude as a function of time is given by equation (4.19). Since the competing
instabilities grow from low amplitude noise, the linear stage exponential growth
rates (2.33) are applicable. As the pulse amplifies, its forward scatter component
will grow from noise and propagate with it, modulating the pulse and causing its
spectrum to grow side-bands. The total number of exponentiations of the Raman
forward scatter is
Z

Z

ωp
4

r

ωp
γRF S dt =
a1 (t) dt
ω0
Z t r
ωp ωp 2 √
ηa2
=
ω0 ωp ηa20 t0 dt0 = 0 ωp2 t2 .
ω0 5
20
0 4

ΛRF S =

(4.25)
(4.26)

In this equation t is measured from the time that the process enters the non-linear
stage. Substituting back in for a1 , one finds the maximum achievable amplitude is
s
80ω0 ηΛRF S
a1 = a0
(4.27)
25ωp
The same analysis is possible for the case of ponderomotive filamentation. The
growth rate is given in equation (1.102). The total number of exponentiations is
Z
Z
ωp2 2
Λf il = γf il dt =
a dt
(4.28)
8ω0 1
Z t 2
ωp 4
=
ω0 ωp η 2 a40 t02 dt0
(4.29)
0 8ω0 25
ωp3 2 4 3
=
η a0 t .
(4.30)
150
Replacing t with equation (4.19), the maximum achievable amplitude is

1/3   12
48ηa20 Λf il
ω0
a1 =
.
5
ωp
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(4.31)
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Figure 4.12: Contours of the maximum achievable amplitude a1 of the amplified
pulse before competing instabilities degrade it (black). This is estimated from
the theoretical growth rates for the cases of (a) Raman forward scattering of the
seed and (b) ponderomotive filamentation of the seed. n is the plasma electron
density and a0 is the pump pulse dimensionless amplitude. The plots assume a
pump wavelength of 1 µm. Also shown are the cold plasma wave-breaking threshold
(purple) and the quarter critical density (red), repeated from Fig. 4.3.

The maximum tolerable growth of the competing instabilities was previously
estimated [92] as Λf il = 10 and ΛRF S = 10. The maximum achievable pulse amplitude is plotted on the parameter space diagram in Fig. 4.12. The efficiency η(n, a0 )
appears in these expressions and it was taken from a fit to the Fig. 4.7a. The
contours show the maximum dimensionless amplitude that the amplifier can reach
before ΛRF S = 10 or Λf il = 10. It is clear that this increases with the pump pulse
amplitude, a somewhat counter-intuitive result. Although the instability growth
rates increase for higher a0 , the required length of the amplifier decreases proportional to a−2
0 and so the total number of exponentiations is actually less.
This highlights an interesting contradiction with Raman amplifiers. Higher energy transfer efficiency requires high density and low pump amplitude. However,
maximising the output intensity before competing instabilities take hold requires
the exact opposite conditions.
High efficiency is achieved for more benign conditions when the plasma wave
does not break. However, this leads to a slower energy transfer which requires a
much longer plasma to reach relativistic intensity. This increases the duration over
which competing instabilities can grow and limits the achievable amplitude.
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Across much of the parameter space, the length of the amplifier is limited by
the competing instabilities, rather than reaching a1 = 1.
Comparing figures 4.12a and 4.12b, the seed pulse is likely to degrade through
Raman forward scattering before it degrades transversely. Of course, the Raman
scatter growth rate used in the calculation applies to the linear stage and may not
apply to relativistic amplified pulses. It also does not include any thermal effects. In
addition, any plasma density gradients could de-tune and mitigate the spontaneous
scatter while preserving the main pulse [56]. This could alter the plot in Fig. 4.12a
to allow greater amplitudes to be reached than the basic estimate given here.
I conclude that greater output pulse intensity should be possible with higher
pump intensity and shorter plasmas. However, this is at the cost of lower efficiency,
so that a lot more pump pulse energy will be required for only small gains in output
pulse intensity. The analysis here also neglects the effect of other plasma instabilities
and assumes the simulated efficiency from the previous section is valid.

4.7.1

Maximum compression ratio and amplification factor

The limitation of competing instabilities is clearer if one calculates the maximum
compression ratio. This is the ratio T0 /T1 , where T0 is the pump pulse duration
and T1 is the final seed pulse duration. The two pulses overlap across a distance
cT0 /2, so this is the optimal plasma length.
In the non-linear stage, a1 increases proportional to time. The total propagation
time for the seed pulse is T0 /2, so the integrated forward Raman growth rate is
Z
Z T0 /2 r
ωp ωp
ΛRF S = γRF S dt =
a1 dt
(4.32)
4 ω0
0
r
r
ωp ωp T0
5
ωp ωp T0
a1 =
=
,
(4.33)
√
4 ω0 4
4 ω0 4 T1 ω0 ωp
r
ncrit
T0
' 3ΛRF S
.
(4.34)
T1
n
Here I have used the non-linear condition (2.44) and assumed that the non-linear
stage is reached from the start. The maximum compression ratio is independent of
the pump pulse parameters and depends only on the plasma density.
If there if full overlap of the pump and seed pulses, the energy transfer is E1 =
η1 E0 . This leads to the maximum power amplification
r
P1
ncrit
= 3η1 ΛRF S
.
P0
n
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(4.35)

This expression agrees with the Fig. 4.12 in that greater pump pulse intensity leads
to greater possible output intensity. However, η1 decreases above the wave-breaking
threshold and so this is not a linear relationship. The previous section found that
η ∝ a−1
0 above the wave-breaking threshold, leading to the maximum power output
√
P1 ∝ P0 for operation above the wave-breaking threshold.
For an example, I take the maximum tolerable number of exponentiations as
ΛRF S = 10. A 25 ps, 1 µm pump pulse in a plasma density 1019 cm−3 has a maximum allowable compression ratio of 320. The maximum power amplification is this
multiplied by the efficiency found in the previous section. This yields the maximum power amplification P1 /P0 ' 150. In reality, this estimate could be somewhat
improved since γRF S is reduced via de-tuning and thermal effects.
The same growth rate calculation for ponderomotive filamentation leads to
a21 ωp2
dt
8ω0
0
0
ωp2 a21 T0
ωp2 T0 25
=
=
,
8ω0 3 2
8ω0 6 T12 ω0 ωp
 n 1/4
T0 p
crit
= 2Λf il ω0 T0
.
T1
n
Z

Λf il =

T0 /2

Z

T0 /2

γf il dt =

(4.36)
(4.37)
(4.38)

Again I have used the non-linear condition (2.44). The achievable compression ratio improves for longer pump pulses and sparser plasmas. This is promising for
the compression of longer nanosecond pulses such as those of the National Ignition Facility, as suggested in reference [93]. The minimum achievable output pulse
duration is shown in Fig. 4.13 for a pump of wavelength 1 µm.
By far the most stringent limitation is the premature backward scattering of
the pump pulse. The pump must traverse across the plasma before it meets the
seed pulse and Raman backward scatter will grow from noise. This will deplete
the pump pulse and waste energy. The premature backscatter also creates a long
duration pre-pulse before the main seed pulse, reducing its pulse contrast. This is
usually undesirable for many applications in high energy density physics.
This effect can be estimated using the backward scatter growth rate (2.33),
assuming the pump pulse amplitude and wavelength are constant. The number of
exponentiations is
Z

T0 /2

Z

T0 /2

γRF S dt =

ΛRF S =
0

0
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√
√
a0 ω0 ωp
a0 T0 ω0 ωp
dt =
.
2
4

(4.39)

Figure 4.13: Minimum possible amplified pulse duration before competing instabilities degrade the pulse, for a 1 µm pump pulse of varying duration. This is shown
for the case of Raman forward scattering and ponderomotive filamentation of the
amplified pulse, estimated using the analytical growth rates. The solid lines are
for plasma density ncrit /100 or 1019 cm−3 and the dashed lines are for ncrit /1000 or
1018 cm−3 .
This can be related to the seed pulse duration by combining equations (2.44) and
(4.18) to yield
a20 T0 T1 ω0 ωp η1 = 25.

(4.40)

Eliminating the pump amplitude in these equations leads to the final result
16
T0
= Λ2RF S η1 .
T1
25

(4.41)

Taking the maximum tolerable number of exponentiations as 10 means the compression ratio cannot exceed approximately 30. This is much more stringent than
the limitations due to seed pulse instabilities.
Fortunately, a high compression ratio can be recovered by several schemes. The
resonance can be externally de-tuned with a pump chirp or plasma density gradient,
as suggested in reference [56]. The problem may be completely avoided by using
the seed ionisation scheme, such that the pump only traverses across neutral gas
until it meets the seed [9].
The requirement to maximise the compression ratio as well as the efficiency leads
to a unique solution with only one free parameter. To see this, I substitute (2.44)
and the Raman forward scatter limitation (4.34) into the energy balance equation
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Figure 4.14: Parameter space for Raman amplification, showing the cold plasma
wave-breaking threshold in purple, along which the efficiency is maximal. The blue
lines show the relation (4.43), for various pump pulse durations, along which the
compression ratio is maximal. Exceeding these contours may mean the amplified
pulse suffers loss of coherence and envelope degradation due to the competing instabilities. These contours were estimated from the linear Raman forward scatter
growth rate, however the true growth rate may be less.
(4.18) to yield
25ω12
= η1 ω02 a20 T0 ,
T1 ω0 ωp
s
80ΛRF S ω0 − ωp
a0 T0 =
.
η1
ω0 ωp

(4.42)
(4.43)

For a given pump duration T0 the compression ratio will be maximised by using
this pump amplitude. If the pump amplitude exceeds this, Raman forward scatter of
the seed will degrade it before the end of the amplifier. If the pump amplitude is less
than this value, the seed will remain coherent but the compression ratio and power
amplification will be less. The optimal performance is to continue the amplification
to the point where the forward scatter just starts to degrade the pulse, given by
equation (4.43). This requirement, along with the wave-breaking threshold, give
two constraints on the parameters.
Fig. 4.14 shows these two requirements together. The efficiency is maximised
along the wave-breaking threshold, shown by the purple line. The compression ratio
before competing instabilities degrade the pulse is maximised along the blue lines.
This is shown for various pump pulse durations. Parameters above this line will
lead to unacceptable degradation of the amplified pulse.
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This plot shows that for a given pump duration, there is a unique set of parameters that simultaneously maximise the energy efficiency and compression ratio of
the Raman amplifier.
The plot assumes ΛRF S = 10. Note also that the growth rate γRF S is the
maximum theoretical value. Reduction of the forward scatter growth rate through
de-tuning or thermal effects will tend to increase the allowable pump amplitude and
plasma density.
For example, the optimal parameters for a 25 ps, 1 µm wavelength pump pulse
are a0 = 0.01, giving I0 = 1014 W/cm2 . The plasma density at the wave-breaking
threshold is approximately n = 1019 cm−3 .
For a longer pump pulse of duration 1 ns, the optimal amplitude and density
are much lower at approximately a0 = 0.001 and n = 5 × 1017 cm−3 . Considering
Fig. 4.2b, using these low densities will require a low temperature of approximately
20 eV.
In fact, these considerations mean that the maximum feasible pump duration
(for wavelength 1 µm) is approximately 1 ns. Longer pulses would require a longer
length of plasma, so the plasma density must be lower to mitigate the competing
instabilities. However, Fig. 4.2b showed the minimum feasible plasma density is
1017 cm−3 .

4.8

Experimental design

Taking all of these considerations into account, there is only one free parameter
for the design of the amplifier [52]. Once the pump pulse duration is known, all
other parameters are fixed by the considerations in this chapter. The efficiency
and compression ratio can be simultaneously maximised using the optimal pump
amplitude and plasma density from Fig. 4.14. Once the required pump pulse
amplitude is known, this fixes the transverse width of the interaction.
The length of the plasma should cover the overlap distance between the pump
and seed, which is cT0 /2 where T0 is the pump pulse duration. The plasma temperature should be kept within the optimal region shown in Fig. 4.2. The seed pulse
−1
should be shorter than γRF
S to avoid breaking into multiple pulses and ideally meet

the condition (2.44) from the start. This will require it to have an intensity greater
than that of the pump pulse.
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4.9

Two-dimensional simulation

There are several physical effects that may change the performance when several
spatial dimensions are simulated. First of all, the transverse filamentation instability could degrade the pulse [31]. This problem was assessed in the previous section.
The intensities in Raman amplifiers are higher than the damage thresholds of
solid state optics, but lower than reached at the target of many current CPA systems. Reaching unprecedented intensities therefore requires focussing of the output
of the Raman amplifier. This poses a problem because the unfocused output of the
amplifier already exceeds the damage threshold of solid state optics. One obvious
solution is to amplify the seed pulse in a pre-focussed geometry, as shown in Fig.
4.15.
A high quality seed pulse is pre-focussed through an underdense plasma, where
the pump beam overlaps it and transfers energy. If the coherence of the pulse is
retained, it should achieve the same focal spot size as with no plasma interaction.
This would allow a high power Raman amplified pulse to focus to unprecedented
intensity [53].
The two-dimensional simulation must therefore verify the high efficiency energy
transfer, but also that a good focal quality is possible. The amplified pulse must
be simulated along the subsequent propagation through vacuum, right to its focus.
The simulated pump pulse had amplitude a0 = 0.016 and wavelength 1.054 µm.
The plasma density was 1.5×1019 cm−3 or 0.015ncrit , with fixed temperature 400 eV,
placing the interaction near the optimum in Fig. 4.7c. The interaction length was
4 mm, approximately half of Lmax . The transverse width of the pulses was 0.8 mm
and the seed pulse focussed 15 mm after the plasma.
These parameters are approximately at the optimum for a 25 ps duration pump
pulse, given in Fig. 4.14. The plasma temperature is also within the bounds shown
in Fig. 4.2.
These parameters were chosen to reflect an upcoming experimental campaign at
the University of Rochester, described in Chapter 8. The simulation used a moving
window that followed the pulse.
The simulation box width was 1.3 mm and length was 70 µm, with 30 cells per
wave- length, cell width 0.5 µm and 16 electrons per cell. The seed pulse duration of
50 fs is less than the linear Raman growth time of 200 fs, satisfying the conclusions
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Figure 4.15: Schematic of the simulated Raman amplifier, where the seed pulse
(black) is amplified in a focussing geometry by a long pump pulse (red). The
plasma had a super-Gaussian spatial profile, with peak density 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 over
a plateau of length 4 mm and ramps of length 1 mm. This gives n/ncrit = 0.015. The
seed and pump were counter-propagating with wavelengths 1.2 µm and 1.054 µm
respectively. The profiles were Gaussian in space and time, with duration 50 fs and
25 ps. Both had peak intensity 3 × 1014 Wcm−2 , giving a0 = 0.016, and transverse
beam size 0.8 mm in the plasma.
of the seed pulse study. The initial peak intensity of the pump and seed in the
plasma were 3 × 1014 W/cm2 .
The seed pulse was amplified in the plasma and then followed to its position
of best focus. Although ponderomotive filamentation was minimal, relativistic self
focussing in the plasma moved the position of best focus from 15 mm to 12 mm after
the end of the plasma. This suggests the focal position may be strongly affected by
the interaction, even if the pulse retains good coherence. Despite the shift, the focal
position is likely to be consistent from shot to shot and so it may be accounted for
in experimental design.
The resulting intensity profile at the position of best focus is shown in Fig. 4.16a.
The final pulse duration of 20 fs agrees with the one-dimensional simulation. The
total energy transfer efficiency from pump to seed pulse was 30 %, slightly lower
than the 1D parameter scan in Fig. 4.12c which gave 50 %. The 2D efficiency is
slightly lower because the seed pulse started below the non-linear stage and there
were a range of conditions across the width of the interaction.
There is some light surrounding the main high intensity region, with a contrast
ratio of around 10−1000. The contrast ratio at tens of pico-seconds before the pulse
is also likely to be around 10 − 1000, due to spontaneous Raman backscatter of the
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Figure 4.16: Results of the two-dimensional PIC simulation illustrated in the
schematic in Fig. 4.15. (a) The amplified pulse intensity profile at the position
of best focus. The intensity has been normalised to the peak value and shown on a
logarithmic scale. The pulse propagates upwards. (b) A transverse cross section of
the pulse at the position of best focus. This is compared to the equivalent profile
for the seed pulse focussed with no plasma interaction. Since the amplified pulse is
much higher intensity, the graphs have been normalised to compare.
pump. This spontaneous scatter across the rest of the plasma was not simulated,
since the simulation box only covered the extent of the seed pulse.
Since the pump pulse amplitude in the plasma varies transversely, the pulse
contracts to a shorter duration on-axis than the region at the edges. In the focal
plane, this means a lot of energy in the wings of the amplified pulse arrives behind
the main peak, a less than desirable result. The peak intensity could therefore be
improved by using a pump pulse with a flat-top transverse profile, as opposed to
the Gaussian profile in the simulation.
Fig. 4.16b shows a transverse line-out of the amplified pulse, at the position of
best focus. It compares this with the equivalent profile at best focus of the seed
pulse with no plasma interaction. The focal spot has become slightly widened by
the plasma interaction, however is still within a factor of three of the diffraction
limited width.

4.10

Compression of longer pulses

It is also important to verify that the scheme works for long pulses such as those
available on the National Ignition Facility. These pulses have a duration exceeding
1 ns, with an energy up to 10 kJ. If these pulses could be used to drive a larger
secondary stage amplifier, the resulting output power could greatly exceed 1 PW.
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Figure 4.17: One-dimensional PIC simulation, showing effective compression of a
nanosecond duration, 10 kJ, 1.054 µm pump pulse using the seed ionisation scheme.
The plot shows the intensity across the space time diagram, in spatial coordinates
moving at the group velocity of the seed pulse. The plasma had length 15 cm, density 6 × 1017 cm−3 and was ionised by the seed pulse, using a field ionisation model.
The seed started with energy 15 J and duration 50 fs, with a central wavelength
1081 nm.
Considering the findings earlier in this chapter, the efficiency and compression
ratio may be optimised by using a lower intensity pump pulse in a lower density
plasma [93]. For a 1 ns pump pulse, the length of the plasma should be cT0 /2 =
15 cm. To alleviate competing plasma instabilities over such a large plasma volume,
the amplifier should use the seed ionisation scheme.
I investigated compression of longer pulses with a further one-dimensional
particle-in-cell simulation using the seed ionisation scheme. The set-up was similar to those of the parameter scan in Fig. 4.7. The long counter-propagating
pump pulse had duration 1 ns and wavelength 1.054 µm. The plasma density was
6 × 1017 cm−3 , giving n = 0.0006ncrit . The pump pulse had linear polarisation
and its intensity was 1013 Wcm−2 , giving a dimensionless amplitude of a0 = 0.003.
These parameters are close to the optimal values given in Fig. 4.14 for a 1 ns
duration pump pulse.
The seed pulse had a wavelength of 1081 nm, initial duration 50 fs and peak
intensity 3 × 1014 Wcm−2 , placing it close to the non-linear stage. The seed pulse
was intense enough to ionise the plasma from the start, however the pump pulse was
not. The Hydrogen ionisation front was modelled using a field ionisation algorithm
that initialises free electron particles at each time-step, based on the current electric
field strength. The electrons are initialised with a velocity along the direction of
the polarisation of the laser pulse.
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Fig. 4.17 shows the simulated intensity across the space-time diagram. The
spatial coordinate is taken in a frame moving at the group velocity of the amplified
pulse. The seed pulse is intense enough to ionise the plasma. It initially lengthens
in the linear stage, before reaching the non-linear stage after a propagation of 2 cm.
The pulse envelope remains smooth and unaffected by Raman forward scattering
across the full 15 cm interaction.
Some of the light propagates in the neutral gas ahead of the ionisation front,
with a faster group velocity. This does not ionise the plasma or affect the main
interaction, however it will create a pre-pulse and lower the contrast ratio of the
final amplified pulse. The characteristic secondary peaks of the amplified pulse
grow behind the main spike in the later stages.
The simulated total energy transfer efficiency was 50%. This is a very high
efficiency and comparable to many conventional pulse compressors. Furthermore,
the seed ionisation scheme would prevent premature Raman scattering of the pump
pulse, since it traverses across a neutral gas until it meets the seed.
The seed ionisation scheme also mitigates detrimental kinetic effects. With
these parameters, the electron-electron collision time is longer than the duration of
the amplified pulse, so the newly ionised electrons move mainly transversely, along
the polarisation of the laser. The effective longitudinal temperature is low. This
reduces the amount of electron trapping within the plasma wave and gives a greater
efficiency.
The seed ionisation scheme provides two major benefits as the premature pump
pulse scattering is eliminated and the temperature is kept low, improving the efficiency. Collisional damping of the pump is also avoided, as well as thermal expansion of the plasma, potentially de-tuning the resonance [91].
Extrapolated transversely across a 1 × 1 × 15 cm plasma volume, the simulated
pump pulse had energy 10 kJ and power 10 TW. The seed pulse had energy 15 J
and power 0.3 PW. A seed pulse such as this could be developed from a smaller
scale Raman pre-amplifier, as demonstrated in the previous section. The wide
bandwidth developed by the amplified pulse will give some freedom to use a lower
plasma density for the secondary amplifier and still maintain resonance.
The energy transfer efficiency of 50% means the final seed pulse energy was 5 kJ,
within a duration of 60 fs. The amplified pulse power is close to 100 PW, a value
far in excess of current capabilities.
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A two-dimensional simulation is not currently feasible, however transverse ponderomotive filamentation is unlikely to be an issue. The integrated growth rate of
the filamentation instability throughout the simulation is ΛF IL ' 3.
The long pump pulse may also experience detrimental instabilities as it traverses
the neutral gas. This is due to the non-linear intensity dependent refractive index
of the gas. The on-axis phase difference due to this effect can be estimated through
the B integral for the pump pulse. For a 15 cm thick Hydrogen target, I estimated
this as 0.02, a value well within typical tolerances.
The results suggest that a frontier level pulse power could be reached via staging
the amplifiers. Firstly, a millimetre scale amplifier at higher density would generate
a Joule level, fully coherent seed pulse. Next, this pulse could seed a much larger
15 cm long amplifier at a lower density. This larger amplifier must use the seed
ionisation scheme to enable the use of much lower plasma density. Both of these
stages may use pump pulses similar to those at currently operational facilities.
The simulations and analytical predictions in this chapter show that a Raman
amplifier can develop a pulse close to relativistic intensity. Particle-in-cell simulations have found the efficiency of the amplifier as a function of the three main
parameters. The pulse amplitude and duration were found as a function of time, as
well as the maximal power amplification before competing instabilities take hold.
These considerations mean that for a given pump pulse duration, there is a unique
intensity and plasma density that maximise the efficiency and compression ratio.
The optimal seed is shorter than the linear Raman growth time. The scheme is
effective in a two-dimensional focussing geometry. Providing the plasma is ionised
by the seed, it may be extended to 15 cm long and use nanosecond duration pump
pulses.
In the next chapter, I calculate how the beam geometry may be manipulated to
combine both of these stages into a single, uniform density amplifier. The required
seed pulse energy is drastically reduced to millijoule level and the secondary peaks
of the amplified pulse are eliminated.
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Chapter 5
Solution for Diverging Beams
Short, intense seed pulses have the greatest performance. However, it is difficult
to generate powerful pulses at the shifted wavelength that is required to maintain
resonance. The condition (2.44) for the high efficiency behaviour is independent of
the transverse dimension, so starting the amplifier at the focus of the seed pulse
could be an easy way to reach the high intensity required to access the non-linear
stage.
In three dimensions, a coherent Gaussian laser pulse may be amplified as it is
collimated, focussing, or as it is diverging. In the original proposition for Raman
amplifiers [57], the beam was amplified as it converged to focus. However, in their
mathematical derivation, repeated in Chapter 2, it was assumed to be collimated. In
this chapter, I generalise those coupled envelope equations for the Raman amplifier
to include a three dimensional geometry.
Here, for the first time, I propose the exact opposite geometry to reference [57];
the seed should be amplified as it diverges. The rationale is that as it expands, this
will moderate the intensity while the power and energy increase, as suggested in
reference [17]. Furthermore, near its focus, only a low power seed pulse is required
to access the non-linear stage. This drastically reduces requirements on the seed.
The new geometry replicates that of typical high power laser systems, which start
with a low power seed and a narrow diameter, then the amplifiers become wider as
the power increases.
A schematic is shown in Fig. 5.1. The seed pulse is amplified as it diverges away
from its focus. The overlap with the pump beam can be maximised by using the
same F number and focal position for both beams. Since the transverse spot size
is small near the focus, the seed pulse will have high intensity and easily meet the
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Plasma
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Seed
Pump

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the new proposed Raman amplifier beam geometry. Amplifying an expanding beam will keep its intensity low as the power increases, avoiding
unwanted instabilities in the plasma. The seed (black) propagates to the right and
overlaps with the counter-propagating pump (red) inside the plasma (purple). The
amplified pulse can then be focussed by a spherical plasma mirror to achieve unprecedented intensity at the focus, marked by the star. The long pump pulse may
propagate through this plasma mirror since it is much lower power. Alternatively,
the pump could arrive from a different angle and propagate past the side of the
plasma mirror.
condition (2.44). This contrasts with the case of collimated beams, which would
require a much wider beam waist and correspondingly higher seed power.
The seed diverges as it is amplified, maximising the volume of the interaction
and therefore the energy transfer. Once the short pulse reaches the end of the
amplifier, it must be focussed via external methods. This poses a problem, since
a large system may produce a pulse that greatly exceeds the damage threshold of
optics. It could be possible that relativistic self focussing in the plasma is enough
to bring the pulse to a good focus. However, a more promising technique is to use
a plasma mirror to focus the amplified pulse.
Although reference [57] suggests use of a non-collimated beam, the derivation
presented there and in Chapter 2 applies strictly to collimated beams. I now generalise the coupled envelope equations in Chapter 2 to include converging or diverging
beam geometries and recover the results for collimated beams as a special case.
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5.1

Generalisation of the coupled envelope equations

In a collimated amplifier, the pulse amplitude rises proportional to the propagation
time. However, if a beam is expanding away from a focus, this will cause its beam
waist to increase and its intensity to fall. For a Gaussian beam, the intensity on
the propagation axis is I1 = Imax (w0 /w(z))2 where Imax is the maximum intensity
p
at focus and the beam waist w(z) = w0 1 + z 2 λ2 /π 2 w04 . For positions far outside
the Rayleigh range, this can be approximated as w(z) = zλ/(πw0 ). This leads to
I1 = Imax (πw02 /zλ)2 ∝ 1/z 2 .
The z position of the peak intensity of the pulse is then z ∝ t−tf where tf is the
time of best focus of the pulse. The maximum on axis intensity therefore decreases
as I1 ∝ 1/(t − tf )2 and the amplitude decreases as a1 ∝ 1/z ∝ 1/(t − tf ). Assuming
a Gaussian laser pulse is outside its Rayleigh range, this means the dimensionless
amplitude on the propagation axis evolves as
1
,
t − tf
a1
da1
=−
,
dt
t − tf
a1 ∝

(5.1)
(5.2)

where tf is the time of maximum intensity of the pulse. At times t < tf the
short seed pulse has not yet reached the position of best focus. Later times t > tf
correspond to a diverging beam. As before, the propagation time t is measured
from the start of the non-linear stage and is always positive. Addition of this new
geometrical term changes the coupled envelope equations (2.36) to
ωp2
n 2 a1 ,
4ω0
ωp2
a1
∂ t a1 = −
n2 a0 −
,
4ω0
t − tf
ω2
(∂t + c∂x ) n2 = − 0 a0 a1 .
ωp

(∂t + 2c∂x ) a0 =

(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)

The presence of this new term changes the self-similar solution for the non-linear
stage. The geometrical term for the plasma wave has been neglected, since its
phase velocity is much less than c. In addition, the seed duration is short and so
the unperturbed pump amplitude will hardly change within the seed pulse volume.
This means the pump geometrical term is also neglected, although the incoming
pump amplitude a0 (t, 0) is now treated as a variable.
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To find the new solution, one can proceed in a similar manner to the solution for
a collimated amplifier in Chapter 2, by treating the time derivatives in equations
(5.3) and (5.5) as negligible. This will find the evolution in the limit that the pulse
duration is much less than its timescale of evolution.
For a function u(t, x), I again take the trial solutions a0 = α0 (t) cos(u/2), a1 =
α1 c∂x u and n2 = α2 sin(u/2). The variable α0 (t) = a0 (u = 0) is the pump amplitude
at the start of the short seed pulse. In general, since the pump power may change
and it is focussing, this may be a function of time. The pump amplitude α0 (t)
is assumed to vary much more slowly than the duration of the seed. As before,
equations (5.3) and (5.5) are consistent if
s

2
,
ω0 ωp

3
2ω0 2
α2 = α0
.
ωp

α1 = −

(5.6)
(5.7)

First of all, I find the solution when a0 (t, 0) is constant. In this case, equation (5.4)
becomes

3
ωp2 2 2ω0 2
α1 c
α0
∂x u,
cα1 ∂t ∂x u = −
sin(u/2) cos(u/2) −
4ω0
ωp
t − tf


1
ω0 ωp 2
∂t +
α sin(u).
∂x u =
t − tf
4c 0

(5.8)
(5.9)

In the limit that |tf |  t the focus is very far away compared to the scale of
the interaction and one should recover the case of a collimated beam discussed in
Chapter 2. Taking the same approach as before, I look for self similar solutions
of a function f (β) = u(t, x) in the dimensionless co-ordinate β = ω0 ωp α02 xt/4c.
Changing variables to β, and assuming the incoming pump amplitude α0 is constant,
the equation becomes
df
t df
d2 f
+
+
= sin(f ),
2
dβ
dβ t − tf dβ


2t − tf df
d2 f
β 2+
= sin(f ).
dβ
t − tf dβ

β

(5.10)
(5.11)

The variable t still appears in this equation and so the evolution in three dimensions
is, in general, not self similar. However, in the limit that |tf |  t, the beam is
collimated, recovering the original equation (2.49) found my Malkin et al. [57].
There is also self-similar behaviour in the limit that |tf |  t. This is the
situation when the pulse enters the non-linear stage at or very near its focus, such
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Figure 5.2: The two limits of the beam geometry that exhibit self-similar amplification of the pulse. The extent of the amplified beam is shown in red and the
plasma is shown in pink. The seed propagates towards the right. (a) The extent
of the non-linear stage in the plasma is far away from the focal position. This is
the previous solution for a collimated amplifier. (b) The pulse enters the non-linear
stage at its focus and expands as it amplifies. This is the new self similar solution
and it has a different amplified pulse shape.
that the focal position falls within the extent of the amplifier. Note that this limit
will only apply to an expanding amplified beam rather than a converging beam,
since it implies the non-linear stage must start at the focus, so that tf → 0.
The development of the seed pulse is self similar as it expands outside of its
Rayleigh range. This is the situation illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The beam geometries
for the two limiting cases with the self similar behaviour are also drawn in Fig. 5.2.
Any intermediate case will still have amplification, although it won’t be self-similar
(not solely a function of β).
In this new limit for a diverging beam, equation (5.11) becomes

β

df
d2 f
+2
= sin(f ).
2
dβ
dβ

(5.12)

This equation is comparable to that for a collimated beam, except for the multiplier
of 2 for the first order derivative. The evolution of a diverging beam therefore has
the same characteristics and scalings to the standard collimated beam, however the
pulse shapes are slightly different. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.3, which numerically
integrates equation (5.12) and compares to the collimated case discussed in Chapter
2. This solution assumes the pump pulse amplitude α0 is constant at all times.
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Figure 5.3: Numerical integration of the self-similar equations for the limit of a
collimated beam (purple) or a diverging beam (orange). (a) f as a function of the
dimensionless self-similar coordinate β. It tends towards π for both cases. (b) The
development in the f, f 0 plane. (c) The shape of the amplified pulse power envelope,
as found from these solutions.
Both self-similar equations have the form of a damped anharmonic oscillator.
However, for the expanding beam the damping term is greater and so the secondary
trailing peaks are slightly suppressed compared to the standard collimated case.
In addition, the peak amplitude is lower than the collimated case, but the pulse
duration is slightly longer.
The relation (2.44) still holds for the expanding beam. This can be seen from
the trial solution a1 = α1 c∂x u, which shows that the integrated amplitude of the
pulse is just u(β → ∞) = π. This relation is the same as for the collimated case.
Furthermore, the solution is still attractive since f tends to π for all non zero initial
conditions.
It is also possible to find the seed pulse amplitude as a function of time, assuming
the non-linear stage starts at the focus. From equation (4.19) in Chapter 4, the
amplitude for a collimated seed beam was
a1 (t) =

ω2
2√
ω0 ωp 02 η1 a20 t.
5
ω1

(5.13)

In the case of an expanding beam, the total pump energy is that contained by a
cone of length ct and radius w. This means the energy balance equation becomes

1
2η1 a20 ω02 ( tπw2 ) = a21 ω12 T1 πw2 .
3
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(5.14)
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Figure 5.4: Numerical integration of the coupled equations (5.3-5.5) for a Raman
amplifier with an expanding beam. The pump pulse amplitude was constant at
a0 = 0.01 and the density was n = 0.01ncrit . The seed started at a distance 10c/ω0
past the focus, with an amplitude a1 = 0.01 and a duration ω0 T1 = 210. Compare
to Fig. 4.4 which found the evolution of the pulse for the same conditions in a
collimated amplifier. (a) The seed and pump power densities and the plasma wave
amplitude at a time ω0 t = 25000. (b) The amplitude of the amplified pulse as
a function of time. (c) The development of the amplitude versus duration of the
amplified pulse. (d) The total energy transfer efficiency from pump to seed.
Using the non-linear condition (2.44) gives
a1 (t) =

ω2
2√
ω0 ωp 02 η1 a20 t.
15
ω1

(5.15)

The pulse amplitude is one third of the value for a collimated amplifier after the
same length, and it rises linearly.
Fig. 5.4 numerically integrates the coupled envelope equations for the same
conditions as the collimated amplifier in Fig. 4.4. In this new case, the pulse is
amplified as it expands, with the integration starting close to the focus. The time
of focus was tf = −10/ω0 , so the beam is now expanding. Comparing the pulse
after ω0 t = 25000 to Fig. 4.4, the amplitude is around 1/3 of the previous value.
This agrees with the derivation above.
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Fig. 5.4b shows that the amplitude initially drops as the pulse expands, however
after some time it recovers due to Raman scattering, reaching the non-linear stage.
Panel (c) shows that the main non-linear relation (2.44) shown in black, still holds
for the later stages.
The result in panel (d) shows that very high efficiency can also be reached with
the expanding geometry, although there appears to be a longer start up time in the
linear stage. Interestingly, the results are independent of the F number of the beam,
so long as the limit t  |tf | applies and the incoming pump intensity is constant
for all times.
Importantly, these results show that the high efficiency behaviour is still achievable with non-collimated beams, as originally envisaged in reference [57]. In the
case of a diverging beam where the non-linear stage starts at the focus, the evolution of the seed pulse is also self-similar, but with a different pulse shape to the
collimated case.
The seed amplitude grows linearly with time a1 ∝ t, its intensity I ∝ t2 , its
duration ∝ 1/t, its power ∝ t4 and its energy ∝ t3 . This is because the energy
is proportional to the volume of the cone that the pulse has propagated through,
which increases ∝ t3 .

5.2

Steady state amplification

The previous section assumed that the pump pulse intensity is constant throughout
the amplifier. For a collimated pump beam, this means it has constant power.
However, for a converging pump beam as shown in Fig. 5.1, there is greater beam
overlap if the pump beam is focussed to the same position and F number as the
seed. In this case, to maintain the pump intensity constant, the pump power must
increase proportional to (t − tf )2 .
I now show that if instead, the pump pulse power increases linearly with t − tf ,
the seed pulse amplitude will remain constant as it amplifies. Furthermore, the
characteristic secondary trailing peaks will be completely eradicated. This is a
major benefit, since all of the energy transferred will reside in the main spike of the
amplified pulse.
Returning to equation (5.9), before the assumption of constant α0 was made,
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there is a static solution when ∂t = 0. In this instance, the equation becomes
∂x u =

ω0 ωp
(t − tf )α02 sin(u).
4c

(5.16)

√
This means that if the incoming pump pulse amplitude decreases as α0 ∝ 1/ t − tf ,
the time coordinate will be eliminated and u is constant in time. In this case, u is
given by
ω0 κ
du
=
sin(u),
dx
c
ωp (t − tf ) 2
κ=
α0 .
4

(5.17)
(5.18)

Where I have defined the constant κ, which is related to the rate of increase in the
√
pump pulse power. Since α0 ∝ 1/ t, the pump pulse power is
1
P ∝ ω02 α02 w2 ∝ ω02 t2 ∝ t.
t

(5.19)

This means in the diverging seed geometry, if the pump pulse power increases
linearly, the seed pulse will have constant intensity and duration as its energy and
power increase.
The solution to equation (5.17) is
tan(u/2) = eκω0 (x−x0 )/c ,

(5.20)

where x0 is an integration constant. The solution u = 0 is an unstable equilibrium,
so that any initial seed will always tend to the stable equilibrium u = π. The
solution is independent of time, so that the seed pulse has constant amplitude as
it amplifies. The shape of the seed pulse envelope can be found by differentiating
(5.20) to get
du
κω0 κω0 (x−x0 )/c
1
sec2 (u/2)
=
e
,
2
dx sc
2ω0
κ
a1 (x) =
.
ωp cosh(κω0 (x − x0 )/c)

(5.21)
(5.22)

The pulse consists of a single amplified spike that monotonically depletes the
pump pulse. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 which shows the solution for numerous
values of κ. A higher gradient in pump pulse power means κ is greater and the
stationary solution is a shorter, more intense spike. The peak amplitude is a1 =
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Figure 5.5: Solution to the equation (5.17), giving the amplified pulse power envelope for amplification of a diverging beam with a0 ∝ t−1/2 . (a) the numerical
solution of the equation (5.17) for different values of κ. The boundary condition is
u(0) = 0.001, corresponding to a small initial seed. (b) The power envelope of the
amplified pulse for these same values of κ. The peak intensity is proportional to κ2 .
p
κ 2ω0 /ωp and the duration of the power envelope is T1 = 1.76/(ω0 κ). This means
the amplitude duration product becomes
√
a1 T1 ω0 ωp = 2.4.

(5.23)

This means that compared to the collimated case, the output of the amplifier will
require a lower energy for a given output power. The constant κ and therefore
the duration and amplitude of the output pulse are entirely set by the gradient
of the pump pulse power and the F number of the interaction. In terms of these
quantities, the parameter κ is
2e2 λ0
κ = 2 2 6 F2
π m c 0

r

n dP0
.
ncrit dt

(5.24)

For example, a 1 µm pump pulse increasing in power from 0 to 10 TW over 1 ns
with plasma density 1.1 × 1018 cm−3 and length 15 cm, with a f/5 geometry, gives
κ = 0.008. This means the amplified pulse has constant duration T1 = 120 fs and
constant amplitude a1 = 0.06.

5.3

Simulation of a diverging beam

It is currently infeasible to fully investigate the process with 3D simulations, however
the diverging beam scheme can also be investigated with 2D Cartesian particle-incell simulations.
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In a 2D simulation, if the fields and plasma are periodic in the third dimension
with Cartesian coordinates, the laser pulse effectively comes to a line focus. As a
pulse diverges away from a line focus, its intensity drops I ∝ 1/(t − tf ) and the
amplitude drops as
1
,
t − tf
1 a1
.
∂t a1 = −
2 t − tf
a1 ∝ √

(5.25)
(5.26)

The derivation then proceeds as before, except with κ → 2κ.
This means for the steady state amplification, the pump pulse amplitude must
√
decrease proportional to 1/ t − tf . This is in agreement with the three-dimensional
case in the previous section. To recover this behaviour in 2D, the pump power must
be constant, rather than increasing linearly as in the 3D focussing case.
The situation with constant pump power may be easily simulated in 2D, for a
seed pulse starting at its focus. I choose conditions close to the optimal in Chapter
4, with uniform plasma of density n = 0.01ncrit and T = 100 eV. The simulation
box had a width of 1.3 mm and length 68 µm, moving along with the seed pulse at
its group velocity. There were 60 cells per wavelength, each with width 0.5 µm and
16 electrons per cell. The ions were held static to reduce computational costs.
The pump pulse had constant power, such that the amplitude decreased propor√
tional to 1/ t − tf as the interaction moved away from the focus. Its wavelength
was 1.054 nm and the F number was 5, giving κ = 0.05.
The seed was initialised at its focus as a transform limited Gaussian pulse, with
duration 50 fs and wavelength 1.18 µm. The peak seed intensity was 3×1016 Wcm−2 .
This meant the seed pulse satisfied the non-linear condition (2.44) from the start,
despite having energy of just 0.3 mJ. The beam waist at focus was 3.8 µm. The
focal position was the same as for the pump.
The seed pulse amplifies as its FWHM expands from 5 µm to 570 µm. Its evolution across three time-steps is shown in Fig. 5.6. In the first time-step, shown in
panel (a), the seed propagates towards the right and the long counter-propagating
pump pulse is also visible. The seed pulse amplifies in the later time-steps, shown
in panels (b) and (c). The simulated intensity has been spatially smoothed on a
wavelength scale. The first obvious development is the bowed shape of the amplified pulse, due to its divergence. There are no signs of any filamentation and the
pulse envelope remains smooth. The pump is no longer visible on the colour scale
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Figure 5.6: Particle-in-cell simulation of a Raman amplifier with a diverging beam.
√
The pump pulse amplitude drops proportional to 1/ t − tf , such that the seed
pulse intensity is constant as it amplifies. The plasma density was 1019 cm−3 and
the pump and seed were both focussed at t = 0 with a f/5 geometry. The transverse
profiles were Gaussian. The figure shows the simulated intensity at three time-steps
of (a) 0 ps, (b) 8 ps and (c) 16 ps. The colour scale is identical for all plots, showing
that the peak intensity remains approximately constant as the power and energy
increase.
because its intensity drops as I0 ∝ 1/(t − tf ). A small secondary peak forms behind
the main peak at the front.
This secondary peak can be seen more clearly in Fig. 5.7a, which shows a lineout on axis from the last time-step, after 16 ps. The secondary peaks are massively
reduced in amplitude compared to the usual collimated case presented in Chapter 4.
Compare, for example, to the simulation results of Fig. 4.5, in which the secondary
peak is more than half the intensity of the first peak. This difference is despite
use of the same plasma density and the same propagation distance. Although
the secondary peaks are not completely eradicated in the PIC simulation, they
are heavily suppressed, in agreement with the analytical results presented in the
previous section.
In the final time-step, the amplitude is a1 = 0.24, in agreement with the anap
lytical prediction of κ 2ω0 /ωp ' 0.22. The FWHM pulse duration is 17 fs, similar
to the analytical prediction of 19.6 fs. This gives the duration amplitude product
√
as a1 T1 ω0 ωp ' 2.3.
This product is half that of the collimated beam scheme, proving that the simulated amplification accessed the new non-linear solution. In addition, the less useful
secondary peaks are suppressed and all of the energy is concentrated in the main
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Figure 5.7: Results of the simulation of a diverging seed pulse, also shown in Fig.
5.6. (a) Line-out of the intensity on the axis of propagation, after propagation for
16 ps. This has been smoothed on a wavelength scale. The pulse propagates to the
right. (b) The development of the peak intensity of the amplified pulse across the
16 ps propagation. (c) The development of the total energy of the amplified pulse,
normalised to its initial value.
spike. This means that for an output pulse of identical power, a much lower total energy is required in the diverging beam scheme than the collimated scheme,
possibly by more than a factor of two.
Fig. 5.7b also shows the evolution of the peak intensity of the amplified pulse.
After an initial start-up stage where it reaches the stationary solution, the intensity
remains constant or even drops slightly at later times. This is in contrast to the
standard collimated scheme where the intensity continues to rise. The drop in
amplitude at late times could be due to decreasing efficiency as the pump pulse
intensity decreases. The peak intensity remains approximately constant throughout
the interaction, in agreement with the analytical theory.
Fig. 5.7c shows the evolution of the pulse energy over the same timescale. Since
the simulation was 2D, this was obtained by summing over the field energy density
across two dimensions, giving a quantity with units J/cm. Although the peak
intensity is approximately constant over time, the energy grows by a large factor
of nearly 40. This validates the results of the steady state amplification scheme,
derived in the previous section.
The main advantage of a diverging seed is that only a low energy is required to
initially meet the condition (2.44) at the focus. This drastically reduces requirements on the seed pulse. Furthermore, the intensity at focus will be high enough to
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use the seed ionisation scheme, eliminating premature scattering of the pump pulse
and greatly improving the amplified pulse contrast.

5.4

Effect of competing instabilities

The eventual limitation with the standard collimated scheme is that the beam
waist is constant, so for the power to grow so must the intensity. Since the growth
rates of detrimental instabilities increase with intensity, this means the pulse will
eventually be degraded by instabilities. The maximum allowable compression ratio
for the standard scheme was estimated in Fig. 4.12.
In the new scheme, the pulse intensity is constant but the power and energy
increase as it diverges. The amplitude a1 can be fixed at any desired value by
changing the pump pulse or beam geometry. I now repeat the calculation of the
maximum compression ratio for the case of an expanding beam with constant a1
and T1 .
r
T0
ωp a1 ωp T0
ΛRF S = γRF S
=
2
4
ω0 2
r
T0
5ωp ωp
,
=
√
16 ω0 T1 ω0 ωp
r
T0
ncrit
.
' 3ΛRF S
T1
n

(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)

Here I have used the growth rate (2.33) and the non-linear stage relation (5.23). This
shows the maximum compression ratio for the steady state amplifier is still limited
to the same value as the collimated amplifier (compare to equation (4.34)). The
maximum compression ratio is independent of κ and the pump pulse parameters.
The same calculation for the ponderomotive filamentation growth rate yields
a21 ωp2 T0
T0
=
2
16ω0
2
ωp T0
25
=
,
16ω0 4ω0 ωp T12
 n 1/4
T0 p
crit
= 2Λf il ω0 T0
.
T1
n

Λf il = γf il

(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)

The maximum compression ratio before filamentation occurs is also the same as for
the collimated amplifier.
A further advantage of the new geometry is the accessibility of the seed ionisation
scheme with a low energy seed. For example, with a f/5 focus, a 50 fs seed pulse is
capable of ionising a hydrogen gas with less than 1 mJ of initial energy.
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The previous chapter suggested a combination of two amplifier stages of differing
plasma density. However, the results of this chapter show that by exploiting the
beam geometry it is possible to combine these into a single stage of uniform density,
greatly reducing the complexity and better maintaining the resonance.
To summarise, my new scheme uses a diverging geometry and pulse shaping so
that the pump pulse power increases ∝ t−tf . Pulse shaping is routinely achieved for
longer duration pulses on facilities such as the National Ignition Facility. The nonlinear stage is reached straight from the start, since the seed has a high amplitude at
its focus. The intensity and duration of the amplified pulse are then constant, but
the power and energy increase ∝ (t − tf )2 as it diverges away from the focus. The
envelope consists of a single amplified peak, which reduces the wastage of energy
into the usual trailing secondary peaks.
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Chapter 6
Effects of Perturbations From
Ideal Conditions
So far, the analysis has proceeded from the idealised coupled envelope equations for
the Raman process. These equations make many assumptions about the physics
that could overestimate the performance. Indeed, the large scale kinetic simulation
study revealed that particle trapping and turbulence often destroy the delicate
plasma wave and reduce performance, especially at lower plasma density.
However, even these simulations assumed highly idealised conditions with perfectly uniform plasma and perfectly coherent, well defined laser pulses. In many
experimental scenarios this will not be true and it is an important consideration for
any experimental design to know the permitted tolerances. This could influence the
uniformity of the gas target design, laser pulse quality and laser pulse spectrum.

6.1

Required plasma uniformity

Since Raman scattering is a resonant process, the highest growth will be when
perfect resonance is maintained. For two coherent laser pulses, this will correspond
to a given plasma density. However, as with any physical resonance, there will be
some finite width of the resonance and so some level of tolerance in the allowable
plasma density. This will apply separately at each position in time and space, so
the process will also have some tolerance to plasma density gradients [91].
The tolerance is easily estimated in the non-linear stage of Raman amplification.
Since the amplified pulse duration is given by equation (2.44), the bandwidth of the
amplified pulse must have a minimum width given by the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle (1.1). As the pulse amplifies, it shortens in duration and so must gain
bandwidth in the spectral domain.
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Using the solution for the non-linear stage (2.44) to replace T1 , the FWHM pulse
bandwidth is
√
a1 ω0 ωp
4 ln(2)
∆ω1 =
= 4 ln(2)
.
T1
5

(6.1)

This will apply in the non-linear stage only. The density tolerance δn can be defined
through the loss in efficiency as the density is changed. I take δn to be the change
in density when efficiency drops to half its value at perfect resonance. Since n ∝ ωp2 ,
this becomes
δn
δωp
∆ω1
=2
=−
.
n
ωp
ωp

(6.2)

Here I have used the frequency matching condition ω0 = ω1 + ωp and assumed that
the pump is monochromatic so that dω0 = 0. There is also a factor of 1/2 since
∆ω1 is the FWHM, not the half width. Substituting in equation (6.1) gives
r
δn
4
ω0
= ln(2)a1
.
(6.3)
n
5
ωp
The tolerance to density variations increases with the amplitude of the amplified
pulse. This means the pulse will be more susceptible to density variations near the
start of the amplifier than at the end. In addition, the tolerance is only weakly
dependent on the resonant plasma density.
For example, a pulse with amplitude a1 = 0.1 in the non-linear stage, with the
density of n = 0.01ncrit simulated in Chapter 4, will have a density tolerance of
17%. This is a large value and easily achievable experimentally.
However, the process may have a much lower tolerance in the early stages of
the amplifier. In the linear stage of the instability, if there is a de-tuning given
by δω = ω1 + ωp − ω0 , the coupled equations show the wave de-tunes in a time
δω −1 . For efficient amplification, this must be less than the growth rate and so the
bandwidth of the instability is less than the growth rate. Taking them equal, the
bandwidth in the linear stage is
1 √
δω ' γRBS = a0 ωp ω0 .
2

(6.4)

Equation (6.2) then gives the tolerance to density variations in the linear stage as
r
δn
δω
a0 ω0
=−
=
.
(6.5)
n
ωp
2 ωp
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Across much of the high efficiency part of the parameter space, this is approximately
1-2%. Achieving this level of plasma uniformity is difficult with conventional targets.
Any small signal that amplifies in the linear stage will grow at rate γRBS until it
becomes detuned by a density change of around 1%.
This means there is a significant advantage to starting with an intense seed pulse.
Although some authors have argued that the exponential growth in the linear stage
means a low power, low bandwidth, long duration seed pulse will be effective, in
reality the required plasma uniformity is difficult and the seed will be de-tuned
before the non-linear stage. This will drastically lengthen the linear stage of the
amplifier, reducing the overall efficiency. Interferometric diagnosis of the density
profile in experiments such as reference [77] suggest the required plasma uniformity
is not achieved. This means the growth of the seed through the linear stage will be
much slower than exponential.
The low tolerance is another disadvantage to using a pre-heating pulse. It will
sharply raise the plasma temperature, reducing the efficiency, but also cause thermal
expansion of the plasma. This imposes density gradients that reduce the growth
of the pulse in the linear stage. The seed ionisation scheme suffers neither of these
problems.
The most effective route to avoid this problem is to start with a seed pulse
intense enough to deplete the pump, meaning the large density tolerance of ' 16%
is more applicable.

6.2

Effect of density shifts

Low amplitude seed pulses may have a greater tolerance to density variations if
they have a wide bandwidth. Encountering different plasma densities at different
times will cause separate parts of the seed bandwidth to be amplified in the linear
stage. To show this, I performed a series of particle-in-cell simulations to explore
the efficiency of Raman amplifiers for different levels of de-tuning.
First of all, I investigated the effect of a constant shift in density δn, away from
the resonance. The first set of simulations investigated the non-linear stage, using
a pump pulse amplitude of a0 = 0.01, a seed pulse amplitude of a1 = 0.1 and a seed
duration of ω0 T1 = 150. This means the pulse met the non-linear condition from
the start. The plasma temperature was 50 eV.
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Figure 6.1: Effects of density variations, investigated with 1D particle-in-cell simulations. (a) The effects of a uniform shift to the density. The seed frequency
was ω1 = 0.9ω0 and the plasma temperature was 50 eV. The pump had constant
amplitude a0 = 0.01. The total efficiency is given after a 300λ0 propagation. Open
circles correspond to a high amplitude seed pulse a1 = 0.1 in the non-linear stage
and the points correspond to a low amplitude seed with a1 = 0.01. (b) The effect
of a plasma density gradient. The efficiency is shown versus the relative density
change α across the 300 λ0 propagation, for the lower amplitude seed.
These simulations are shown with open circles in Fig. 6.1a. The plot shows the
total energy transfer efficiency after a 300 wavelength propagation. All parameters
were kept constant except for the plasma density. The seed pulse frequency was
ω1 = 0.9ω0 , meaning the expected resonant plasma density is 0.01ncrit .
The simulations show a broad resonance. The peak efficiency is found for a
density slightly higher than the expected value of n = 0.01ncrit . This may be
due to increased kinetic effects at lower densities causing a drop in efficiency. In
addition, the Raman scatter growth rate increases with density and so there is an
advantage to using a slightly higher density than the linear stage resonance.
However, the simulations were repeated in the linear stage, and this trend was
reversed. The solid points in Fig. 6.1a show the evolution of an identical seed but
with a peak amplitude of 0.01. As such, this seed did not meet the requirement
(2.44) for the non-linear stage. This means the achievable instantaneous efficiency
is much less.
For this lower amplitude seed, the peak efficiency is at a plasma density slightly
lower than expected. This is due to the temperature dependent Bohm-Gross increase to the plasma wave frequency, meaning the resonance is slightly shifted.
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Including this effect, the predicted resonance is at
q
ω0 − ω1 = ωp 1 + 3k22 λ2D .

(6.6)

The matching conditions give k2 ' 2ω0 /c and λ2D = kB T /(mωp2 ). This leads to
r
kB T ncrit
,
(6.7)
ω0 − ω1 = ωp 1 + 12 2
mc
n
r
ω1
n
kB T
=1−
+ 12 2 .
(6.8)
ω0
ncrit
mc
For the conditions simulated, with T = 100 eV, this gives a resonant plasma density
of 0.0088ncrit , compared to 0.01ncrit without the correction. It is this effect which
means the peak efficiency is at slightly lower than the expected density. This estimate is in excellent agreement with the simulation, which gives the peak efficiency
in the linear stage for a density of 0.009ncrit .
The width of the resonance is broad for both the linear and non-linear cases.
This is because the seed had the same bandwidth in both cases. It suggests that
using a broad bandwidth seed is an effective strategy for increasing the tolerance to
density variations in the plasma. The tolerance of approximately 20% agrees with
the estimate (6.3) which gives 17%.

6.3

Effect of density gradients

Another important question is the effect of density gradients. Since gas targets
often expand from an aperture, the density may vary spatially at the time the laser
pulse arrives. If there is a gradient in plasma density, this will mean any Raman
scatter will no longer be resonant once the density changes.
To investigate this separate effect, the simulations for the linear stage case were
repeated with a plasma density given by n0 (1+αx/300λ) with n0 = ncrit (1−ω1 /ω0 )2 .
This means the density starts at the resonant value and varies linearly by a fraction
α over the 300λ0 propagation. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.1b. Note that the
point with α = 0 corresponds to the uniform plasma point in Fig. 6.1a. Importantly,
there is a significant tolerance to the density gradients on large spatial scales, even
below the non-linear stage. The tolerance of 15% is similar to that for a uniform
density shift.
The resonance condition is met separately at each point in the plasma. This
means there is the same tolerance to density gradients as there is to a uniform shift
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in density. As long as the density gradient scale-length is much longer than the
extent of the amplified pulse, the plasma wave will be resonantly driven for the
full duration of the seed pulse. This means the tolerance to density gradients is no
worse than for a uniform density shift. The changing density will simply amplify
different parts of the seed pulse spectrum.
De-tuning the density in this way has previously been suggested as a method
to reduce growth of Raman forward scatter, as the amplified pulse is more resistant due to its wider bandwidth. The amplified pulse grows strongly, even with a
plasma density gradient. This was previously predicted and now observed in these
simulations, up to a limit broadly agreeing with the result (6.3).
In addition to the advantages outlined in Chapter 4, shorter seed pulses have
the advantage of greater resilience to plasma density gradients. This is because
in a given density gradient, longer pulses will experience a larger density change
across their extent, so the plasma wave will suffer more de-tuning. To maintain
the efficiency, the plasma wave must be resonantly driven across the full extent of
the seed. For example, a seed pulse in the linear stage requires plasma density
uniformity to the 2% level derived in equation (6.5). The plasma must be uniform
to this level over a length cT1 , or the plasma wave will become de-tuned within
the extend of the amplified pulse. For shorter seed pulses, the uniformity is only
required over a much smaller distance, so the allowable gradients should be larger.
This is why the tolerance is so great in the simulations of a low amplitude seed in
Fig. 6.1.
This consideration also helps with understanding the coherence requirements of
the pump pulse. For interactions at constant plasma density, dω0 = dω1 . As long as
the coherence time of the pump pulse is much longer than the seed, the interaction
will therefore be unaffected and the tolerance to density perturbations will be given
by equation (6.3).

6.4

Seeding of competing instabilities

As well as lowering the energy transfer efficiency, any spatial non-uniformity could
seed filamentation of the pulse. For this reason, transverse density modulations are
also detrimental. This effect was investigated using a two-dimensional particle-in-
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Figure 6.2: Simulated effects of spatial density modulations on the growth of ponderomotive filamentation. (a) The plasma density that was initialised in the 2D
particle-in-cell simulation. The resonant density is 0.01ncrit and the simulation domain moved with the seed pulse. The pump had constant amplitude 0.02 and a
plane wave transverse profile. The seed pulse had a plane wave transverse profile,
frequency 0.9ω0 and duration 25λ0 /c. (b) A line-out of the intensity across the
transverse dimension, at the position of peak intensity, after a 2700λ0 propagation.
This is compared with the equivalent plot for the control simulation with uniform
plasma density 0.01ncrit . Panel (c) shows the phase of the wave across the transverse
dimension, at the same time and longitudinal position.
cell simulation. The plasma density was initialised using a Fourier series
10
X
n(x)
= 1 + 0.01
sin(2πjkj .x/L),
n0
j=1

(6.9)

where L = 100λ0 is the simulation box width, n0 = 0.01ncrit is the resonant density
and the kj are randomly directed unit vectors. This gives a wide range of spatial
modes from the full box width down to the plasma wavelength. The peak amplitude
of the modulation is 10%. Fig. 6.2a shows the plasma density profile that was
initialised using this Fourier series. Although the pattern is periodic, the random
alignments of each mode model a realistic experimental scenario. This will lead to
longitudinal and transverse density gradients, some with scale length similar to the
seed pulse duration.
The simulation used a moving window domain with length 125λ0 and width
100λ0 . The boundary conditions were periodic, with cell size λ0 /60 × λ0 /5 and
36 electron particles per cell. Ions were held static to reduce computational costs.
The pump and seed had plane wave transverse profiles and ω1 = 0.9ω0 . The initial
seed had duration 25λ0 /c and peak amplitude a1 = 0.01. The pump pulse had a
constant amplitude of a0 = 0.02.
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The seed pulse was amplified for a propagation of 2400λ0 to simulate the filament
growth over long durations. The final intensity and phase are shown across the
transverse dimension in Figures 6.2b,c. These line-outs were taken at the position
of peak intensity. Also shown are the results of a similar control simulation with
uniform density n0 .
Comparing to the case with uniform density, the presence of the density modulations has not introduced any additional transverse filamentation. The phase of
the wave is largely unaffected. The amplitude is also still very uniform across the
transverse dimension, although there are some filament modulations on a similar
spatial scale to c/ωp . The average intensity was less for the case with density variations. This was due to the loss in efficiency outlined in the previous section. The
intensity has been normalised to compare the filaments.
Even with 10% density variations with many spatial modes, the amplification
still proceeds, although the efficiency is lowered and there is some slightly enhanced
transverse filamentation. This is promising for experimental designs, since this
tolerance to spatial density variations should be achievable using gas cell targets.
This is an important result for subsequent focussing of any amplified pulse, since
transverse coherence is still retained and the focal spot should be similar to the case
with no plasma interaction.
It seems that typical experimental constraints will not hinder the amplification
in the non-linear stage. The linear stage may me more adversely affected, unless the
bandwidth of the seed pulse greatly exceeds that of the pump. The results of this
chapter give another argument for starting the seed pulse in the non-linear stage, as
it will be more robust to density perturbations. This may be easily achieved using
the new beam geometry given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7
Seeding the Amplifier via Raman
Forward Scattering
In Chapter 2, the simulations showed that a short, high intensity seed pulse has the
−1
highest performance. Longer pulses, especially those longer than γRBS
, tended to

break into two amplified pulses of similar intensity. This reduces the peak intensity
reached by the amplifier and produces an unwieldy, unpredictable output with large
shot to shot variation.
−1
It was found that seed pulses shorter than γRBS
improved both the efficiency

and the peak intensity. Unfortunately for experiments, generating such a pulse is
a difficult proposition, especially due to the shifted wavelength. Many previous
experiments have generated a seed pulse through external methods, such as nonlinear optics effects in gas cells [6]. However, the resulting pulses become lengthened
by the gas cell and must be low power to avoid ionisation of the gas. These are not
desirable characteristics.
Seed pulses could also be generated through solid state optical parametric amplifiers. This would allow more powerful, shorter seed pulses and more spectral
control. This method has the disadvantage of requiring extra pumping lasers and a
separate beam-line to develop the seed, increasing the complexity and timing issues.
I now present a novel mechanism for seeding the amplifier, based on plasma Raman
forward scattering of an ultra-short pulse. The scheme was tested at the Astra laser
at the Central Laser Facility in the United Kingdom.

7.1

Seeding scheme

A schematic of the scheme is shown in Fig. 7.1. First, a high power femtosecond
laser pulse of frequency ω0 is passed into a uniform plasma. It propagates for several
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the proposed seeding scheme. A high intensity femtosecond
pulse excites Raman forward scatter in an initial section of uniform plasma, which
then interacts with a counter-propagating pump of the same wavelength as the
original seed. This allows generation of both laser pulses from a single beam-line,
drastically reducing complexity and timing issues.
growth times of the Raman forward scatter [85, 12, 71, 103]. The growth rate of
Raman backward scatter is greater, meaning much of the energy could be lost to
spontaneous backwards scatter. However, keeping the seed pulse short will minimise
this. With a plasma density of n = 0.01ncrit and a pulse amplitude of a1 = 0.1,
the linear backward scatter growth time is 30 fs. This means the pulse must be
an ultra-short femtosecond pulse, such as those delivered by the Astra laser at the
Central Laser Facility.
After this initial stage, the spectrum of the pulse will have a peak at ω0 − ωp due
to the forward scatter. The duration will be similar to the starting pulse. This light
will act as a seed for the amplifier. At this point, a long pump pulse of frequency
ω0 overlaps this seed beam and the amplifier continues as in the standard scheme.
Since the seed and pump beams have the same wavelength, they may be generated
from the same laser system, minimising the cost and complexity. However, it is
unknown whether the coherence and energy of the forward scattered seed light will
be sufficient.

7.2

The Astra laser and set-up

To answer these questions, I tested the forward scatter stage of the scheme at
the Astra laser facility in November 2016. The Astra laser is a titanium-sapphire
amplifier that delivers a broad bandwidth pulse around 800 nm wavelength. It
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the vacuum chamber. The 484 mJ, 11 TW main beam
(red) was focussed by an f/17 off axis parabola to a 3 mm gas jet. The transverse
interferometry probe (blue) was generated on a separate table and synchronised to
arrive at the target with the main pulse. Both had wavelength 800 nm and duration
45 fs.
uses a conventional chirped pulse amplification chain, delivering the stretched pulse
at around 1 J to the target area. The compressor chamber and target chambers
are adjacent and directly linked by a vacuum tube. The compressed pulse had a
transform limited half width at full maximum duration of 45 fs and the pulse was
focussed by a f/17 parabola with focal length 1016 mm. Since this focal length is
longer than the target chamber, a high damage threshold mirror is used to reflect
the pulse before focus. This is shown in the schematic Fig. 7.2.
The target was a circular 3 mm diameter methane gas jet nozzle. The nozzle
axis was tilted 5◦ away from vertical. After the interaction, the main beam reflected
from two fused silica mirrors with reflection coefficient approximately 10%. The
light was then collimated with a spherical mirror of focal length 762 mm. The light
then passed back through the second fused silica mirror, reflected from a third fused
silica mirror and out through the target chamber window.
The outgoing beam was split and focussed to two charge-coupled devices (CCD),
with one imaging a position within the Rayleigh range and one outside of the
Rayleigh range. The light was also coupled to the slit of an Andor Shamrock-303I
optical spectrometer with an Andor Newton 920 electron multiplying CCD camera.
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The pixel spectral resolution was 0.13 nm and the grating spectral resolution was
0.21 nm from a 600 lines/mm grating. The spectral range was calibrated using an
atomic emission source, giving a spectral range from 762.2 − 893.3 nm. This allowed
simultaneous measurement of the laser spectrum and any Raman scattered light.
The laser pulse energy was calibrated using a calorimeter. Since the calorimeter
cannot be placed at the target position under vacuum, an indirect method was
used. First, the uncompressed beam was measured at full power and low power.
The average value was taken over several shots. Next, the compressed low power
pulse was measured at the target position. Assuming the compression efficiency is
independent of power, the energy of the high power pulse is then the ratio of the
first two measurements, multiplied by the third measurement. This yields a value
of 484 mJ± 9.0%, where the error was primarily from the shot to shot variation
between the three measurements. The peak laser power was 11 TW± 9.0%.
The laser pulse intensity was maximised by adjusting the main parabolic mirror. The focal spot within the Rayleigh range was observed by reflecting the main
beam to a high magnification objective and CCD within the target chamber. The
magnification was calibrated by translating the camera a known distance, using a
micrometer, then measuring the translation of the CCD image in pixels. This gave
a calibration of 0.97 µm/pixel. The measured focal spot profile had a FWHM of
30 ± 1pixels or 29 µm± 3%. This gives the focal beam waist as 24.6 µm ± 3%, the
Rayleigh range as 2LR = 4.8 mm and the peak intensity was 1.2×1018 Wcm−2 ±15%.
The peak dimensionless laser amplitude was a0 = 0.75 ± 7%.
The Rayleigh range was centred over the target by imaging the position of best
focus on the exit mode camera and moving a thin wire until it was well imaged in
this location. The target was then centred on this location by using an alignment
camera vertically above the target.
To assess the plasma free electron density, I also used an interferometry diagnostic with a 45 fs, 800 nm wavelength probe pulse, passing transversely through
the target in a collimated beam. The beam diameter was 1 cm and it was timed to
arrive within 1 ns of the main pulse by using an optical photo-diode sensor and fast
oscilloscope. Fine adjustment of the synchronisation was performed by observing
the images of the plasma and adjusting the probe delay accordingly. The target was
imaged on to an Allied vision Pike F-032 CCD, with pixel size 7.4 µm and 640 × 480
pixels.
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Before the image plane, the pulse was passed through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and the images from the two separate arms were offset on the CCD, such
that one image of the plasma overlapped with the region outside the plasma on the
other image. This introduced an interference pattern between the two images. The
relative delay on the two arms of the interferometer was adjusted to zero, such that
the contrast of the fringes was maximal in the region of interest.

7.3

Interferometry results

The raw interferometry data for a typical shot is shown in Fig. 7.3a. The methane
gas target had a backing pressure of 14 Bar±3%. The data was analysed via an
algorithm. First, the phase shift as a function of position was extracted using a
horizontal Fourier transform, selecting only the peak at positive k, corresponding
to the fringes. The algorithm then shifts this peak to k = 0 and inverse transforms,
giving the complex phase as a function of longitudinal and transverse distance. The
phase of the complex number is wrapped between −π and π, exhibiting artificial
discontinuities of 2π along branch cut lines in the image. To remove this, a 2D
phase unwrapping algorithm was used to adjust for the discontinuities. This image
is shown in Fig. 7.3b for a typical shot.
Retrieving the electron density from the phase shift requires making an assumption about the extent of the plasma into the other transverse dimension x, along
the propagation of the probe pulse. Assuming the plasma is axially symmetric,
the electron density as a function of radius can be extracted. However, deviations
from axial symmetry can quickly introduce errors in the analysis, as well as being
sensitive to noise. The electron density was therefore extracted by assuming the
electron density profile had the same width in the x direction as the phase shift
profile in the y direction. Line-outs of the phase shift were taken for each z position
and the maximal phase shift φmax and FWHM length Lx were determined. The
max λ
electron density was then calculated as n = ncrit φπL
.
x

The peak electron density on axis was 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 ± 20%. The error was
determined by comparing the optical resolution to the fringe separation. The density drops towards the edge of the gas jet, however there is a significant distance of
almost uniform plasma to excite Raman scattering. Across several millimetres, the
plasma density variation is smaller than the tolerance for the linear stage given by
equation (6.5), which gives approximately 10%.
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Figure 7.3: Results of the interferometry diagnostic within a methane gas target.
(a) The raw interferometry data, taken from a side-on image of the plasma. The
main laser pulse propagates towards the left. The pixel resolution is 7.25 µm and
the optical resolution for the imaging system was 20 µm. The gas nozzle is centred
on z = 500 µm and has radius 1500 µm. The probe pulse, with wavelength 800 nm,
passed transversely through the plasma. It was interfered with itself in a MachZehnder interferometer. (b) The phase shift across the image, extracted via a
horizontal Fourier transform. (c) The on axis electron density.
The plasma transverse width is approximately 400 µm which is much wider than
the FWHM of the laser pulse. This is because the ionisation intensity is much less
than the half-maximum intensity, so even the light far out in the wings of the focal
spot is intense enough to ionise the methane.
It is interesting to note that methane gas ejected into a vacuum can form solid
density nano-metre size clusters, bound by Van der Waals forces. This means the
ionisation mechanism will more typical of a solid density target. Plasma clusters
would ionise through collisional ionisation at much lower intensity than a uniform
low density gas, which would field ionise. This may explain why the plasma in shots
with a methane target was observed to be twice as wide as the plasma formed using
a uniform nitrogen gas target.
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Figure 7.4: Spectra of the light collected from the target in the forwards direction.
The black solid line shows a reference spectrum of the laser pulse with no plasma
interaction. Spectra from three selected laser shots are shown in different colours.
The spectra have been smoothed over a 1 nm width and normalised such that the
integrated spectral power is 1.

7.4

Measurement of the Raman scatter

The linear forward Raman scatter growth distance is 25 µm, meaning there will
be many exponentiations over the 3 mm gas jet and the Raman peak will grow
from noise to a large amplitude. There could also be significant amounts of Raman
scatter in the backwards direction. This was not measured.
The forward scattered spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.4 for several separate laser
shots. Also given is a reference laser spectrum with no plasma target. The spectrum
of the laser pulse is altered by the plasma interaction. The laser bandwidth splits
into two peaks, one caused by a density gradient at the ionisation front and the
other by a gradient from the ponderomotive pressure.
There is also a clear red-shifted Raman peak in the spectral region of 880 nm.
This was evident on all shots, although the spectral power varied. The Raman
peak had a wide bandwidth of 20 nm±30%. This compares with the linear stage
analytical estimate of ∆ω/ω = γRF S /ω1 ' 0.005 or ∆λ = 4.5 nm. The values
are inconsistent due to two reasons. Firstly, the linear stage derivation assumed
a zero bandwidth pump pulse with infinite extent, whereas the experimental laser
pulse had a wide bandwidth of > 20 nm. Secondly, the laser pulse was of relativistic
intensity and relativistic corrections were not considered in the derivation of Chapter
2.
The central wavelength of the Raman peak is 878 ± 3nm and that of the laser is
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Figure 7.5: The transverse profile of the light collected in the forwards direction,
imaged outside of the Rayleigh range. Note that due to the collection optics, there
is a circular central region where no light was collected. (a) The main laser pulse
with no target or spectral filter. (b) The light from the plasma interaction, collected
through a long pass filter for 850 nm+. The colour scale has been adjusted for each
plot, since the energy of the Raman light is much less than the original laser pulse.
793 nm. The interferometry diagnostic gives the peak density as 0.0083ncrit ± 20%.
Using that ω1 = ω0 − ωp gives an expected Raman wavelength of 872 ± 8 nm. This
estimate from interferometry is consistent with the measured peak in the spectrum.
Since the scattered light may not have the same angular distribution as the
incoming light, the spectra of different shots cannot be absolutely calibrated. The
total Raman scattered energy should be measured by integrating across the full
aperture using a camera, rather than the spectrometer.

7.4.1

Energy and profile of the forward scatter

The energy of the Raman light was measured by a two stage process. We used
a laser pulse calorimeter, oscilloscope and a long pass spectral filter to transmit
only light above 850 nm wavelength. First, the main pulse energy was absolutely
calibrated as discussed previously, yielding a value of 484.0mJ±9%. Second, the
CCD after the interaction was used to measure the three different signals:
• The main beam with no target and no filter
• The main beam through the spectral filter with no target
• The light from the plasma target through the spectral filter
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Figure 7.6: The inverted GRENOUILLE data for the forward scattered light, giving the intensity as a function of time. A spectral filter was used to isolate the
Raman light only. The spectral range of the diagnostic was centred on 880 nm. The
algorithm FretGreen was used to invert the data.
Each signal was integrated across the full aperture. The total signal of the
Raman near-forward scatter is the third measurement minus the second one. This
eliminates the main laser light which leaks through the filter. The signal is then
divided by the relative quantum efficiency of the CCD, since the sensitivity is slightly
less at the higher wavelengths of the Raman peak. I then found the fractional
conversion efficiency by dividing by the first measurement. The optics had almost
constant reflection and transmission across the spectral range, so no correction was
needed.
Fig. 7.5 shows the transverse profile of the Raman light, imaged outside of the
Rayleigh range. Comparing to the reference shot with no plasma interaction, the
Raman light seems slightly offset to one side. The offset was consistent for over
50 laser shots, suggesting it was due to refraction from a plasma density gradient
rather than a plasma instability. The Raman light is fairly uniform transversely,
although there are a few speckles with intensity 2-3 times the average intensity.
The energy in the Raman forward scattered peak was 55 mJ±30%. This is
11% of the in-going laser energy. The Raman light has enough energy and sufficient
transverse beam quality to be suitable as a seed pulse for a secondary stage amplifier.
Shorter, more intense seeds have the best performance and so I used a frequency
resolved optical gating (FROG) diagnostic to measure the pulse temporal profile.
A small sample of the collimated output beam was extracted and exited the
chamber through a thin window. This was so the group velocity dispersion in
the window would not adversely affect the duration of the pulse. The 850 nm+
spectral filter was used to isolate only the Raman light, which was subsequently
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analysed by the FROG or GRENOUILLE diagnostic as discussed in Chapter 3. An
algorithm called FretGreen was used to invert the frog trace. The reverse process
was performed to ensure a close match to the measured trace.
The temporal envelope of the Raman light for a typical shot is shown in Fig.
7.6. The FWHM duration is T1 = 150 fs. Note this is an upper bound, since
spectral dispersion in the window and spectral filter may have lengthened the pulse.
The pulse is significantly shorter than seed pulses used in many previous Raman
amplification experiments and the energy of 55 mJ is relatively high. The pulse
duration is shorter than the backwards Raman growth time for a typical pump
−1
pulse, γRBS
' 300 fs. As found in Chapter 4, these are all favourable qualities for

effective seeding of a Raman amplifier.
In summary, it may be possible to seed the amplifier using Raman forward
scatter from a plasma, rather than a gas cell as used in many previous experiments
[80]. This experiment showed that plasma Raman forward scatter of a femtosecond
relativistic pulse has many of the desirable characteristics found in Chapter 4. These
include short duration, mJ energy and smooth spatial profile. The scheme could
allow effective seeding of Raman amplifiers using the output of only one laser system.
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Chapter 8
Experimental Studies of Raman
Backscatter
In this chapter I describe an ongoing experimental campaign at the Laboratory for
Laser Energetics (LLE) in Rochester, NY, USA. The simulation results in previous
chapters have been applied to optimise the new experiment. Although the full
Raman amplifier scheme will not be in operation until 2019, this chapter presents
promising preliminary results using only the pump pulse.

8.1

Experimental objectives

Previous experiments of Raman amplification have managed to access the non-linear
stage and demonstrate an overall efficiency of 6.4% [80]. Key aspects of the nonlinear stage were observed, including broadening of the amplified pulse bandwidth,
shortening of the amplified pulse and measurable pump depletion. Despite these
advances, the pulses had sub-terawatt power, far below the desired petawatt range.
Future experiments must not only improve the efficiency but also scale up the
amplifier to larger beam diameters. This presents two challenges. The first is
maintaining a uniform wave-front across a wide aperture, which is typically difficult
and requires optics to correct phase perturbations. Secondly, the plasma target
must be uniform across a large volume, even after thermal expansion during the
interaction.
Although the proof of principle has been demonstrated, experiments are still a
long way from surpassing traditional chirped pulse amplification methods to reach
petawatt powers. The goal of the present experiment is therefore to improve the
efficiency of the amplifier beyond 6% and scale it up to terawatt or even petawatt
powers.
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This should be achievable by using the numerical results of previous Chapter
s to optimise the efficiency of the amplifier. The study will also help design its
various parameters such as the length, density and uniformity of the plasma and
the amplitude, chirp and duration of the two laser pulses.
The numerical results in previous chapters have helped to identify the optimal
part of the parameter space, information which is now built into the design of the
new $1M scale experiment. The target parameters from Chapter 4 are n = 0.02ncrit
and a0 = 0.02, with a seed pulse shorter than ω0 T1 = 500 and a power as high as
possible. These requirements have been fully satisfied by the design parameters
which are λ0 = 1054 nm, E0 = 50 J, a0 = 0.02, T0 = 25 ps, λ1 = 1100 − 1200 nm,
n = 0.015ncrit ' 1.5 ×1019 cm−3 , E1 = 50 mJ, T1 = 100 fs, a1 = 0.01 and L = 4 mm.
Also in accordance with the findings of Chapter 4, the plasma will not be pre-heated
by a third laser pulse. It will be ionised by the pump pulse.
Of further importance, the seed pulse is powerful enough to test the seed ionisation scheme, for the first time. This means the plasma will not be ionised until
the seed pulse arrives, avoiding any heating and so maximising the efficiency.
The experiment has a timescale of several years and has a dedicated target
chamber, allowing a full exploration of the non-linear stage of Raman scattering
and as-yet untested schemes such as using the seed pulse to ionise the plasma, or
using a diverging beam. The new set-up has several important advances over many
previous experiments:
1. The pump pulse energy is much greater, up to 50 J
2. Adaptive phase correction optics will allow operation outside of the Rayleigh
range, with much wider beams
3. The seed pulse power is expected to be much greater, around 1 TW
4. The seed pulse is powerful enough to ionise the plasma, allowing the seed
ionisation scheme
5. The seed pulse is tune-able, allowing a wider scan of the density
6. The target is a hydrogen gas cell, allowing highly uniform and always fully
ionised plasma [2, 96]
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7. The diagnostic suite will measure the plasma temperature and use time resolved measurements
The flexibility, characterisation and long timescale of this experiment should
help to isolate what caused the low efficiency in many previous experiments and
help to improve it drastically.

8.2

The MTW laser facility

The multi-terawatt laser is a chirped pulse amplification laser system that was built
to test laser technologies for the larger OMEGA EP system at LLE. It has since
become an important laboratory for testing diagnostics, trialling new targets, training young scientists and is now used as a driver for more modern laser amplifiers
and laser development. In the MTW laser, the initial high bandwidth pulses are
selected from a mode-locked oscillator and a chirp is induced to stretch the pulse to
several nanoseconds. From here, an optical parametric chirped pulse amplification
system is used to increase the energy to approximately 200 mJ, before passing to
Neodymium glass laser amplifiers. There is initially a set of rod shaped amplifiers. As the energy increases, the beam diameter must be increased due to damage
thresholds, however a wide diameter rod is difficult to pump evenly across its interior, so the wide diameter beam must pass through slab shaped amplifiers which can
be pumped from the ends as well as the side. Although the pulse energy increases,
the laser bandwidth decreases to approximately 3 nm in this stage.
Depending on the number of amplifiers used, the beam now has energy between
0.2 − 50 J and passes into a vacuum compressor chamber. The large gratings in
the chamber introduce a frequency dependent phase delay. The compressor can
achieve close to the transform limited duration of ' 0.5 ps by introducing a phase
delay that exactly cancels that of the stretcher. However, for this experiment, the
compressor was set to give a full width half maximum duration of 25 ps, meaning
there was some residual chirp. This beam will be used as the pump pulse for the
Raman amplifier.
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Figure 8.1: Interior of the target vacuum chamber, showing the gas cell target, pump
beam optics and collection optics for the interferometer. Some of the backscattered
light was also collected for spectral analysis.

8.3

OPAL beam-line and the Raman amplifier
chamber

The MTW laser is being used a driver for OPAL, a chain of optical parametric
chirped pulse amplifiers aiming to produce a 15 fs pulse with energy 5 J. The OPAL
system will use 2 ns long beams at 527 nm to pump the optical parametric amplifiers.
These stages overlap an intense pump beam with the main pulse in a crystal with
a strong non-linear refractive index. This has the effect of amplifying the main
beam, with the excess energy released as a third beam known as the idler. The last
stage will use the MTW beam to supply approximately 100 J, expected to amplify
the main pulse to several joules with an ultra broad bandwidth. Subsequently, the
chirped pulse must be compressed using a conventional grating compressor.
Optical parametric amplifiers have the advantage of using a well understood nonlinear optics mechanism, however the main disadvantage is that the amplified pulse
still requires compression, with the associated large apparatus. As a by product
from the interaction, the OPAL system will produce a broad bandwidth idler pulse
across the near infra-red spectral region.
Since there is a well known relationship between the main pulse and the idler, it
should have a well known spectral phase. This allows it to be compressed and used
as a tune-able, high power seed pulse for the Raman amplifier. Its energy will be
approximately 50 mJ and will be compressed to 100 fs, giving a power of 0.5 TW.
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This is comparable to the pump pulse power.
The target chamber is shown in Fig. 8.1. The gas cell target has variable length
and the entry holes have variable width. Its position is controlled under vacuum
through several actuators. The Michelson interferometer beam splitter is also visible
on the right of the image. This diagnostic will allow accurate determination of
the plasma density, by passing a low power probe pulse transversely through two
windows in the side of the gas cell. A thin pellicle beam splitter was used to
minimise aberrations to the image of the target.
During the commissioning of this new target chamber, it was possible to investigate the spontaneous Raman backscatter from the pump pulse only. Unfortunately,
the high power seed pulse will not be available until 2019.
The pump pulse, with energy up to 10 J, was focussed using a spherical mirror
of focal length 1250 mm and width 50 mm. This long focal length was chosen to
maximise the beam waist within the Rayleigh range. The focal spot quality was
improved using a spatial filter aperture before the focus, outside of its Rayleigh
range.

8.4

Measurement of the Raman scatter

The pump pulse energy was slowly increased to 8 J, using only the rod amplifiers.
The energy arriving at target was calibrated using a pulse calorimeter connected
to an oscilloscope. The spatial filter improved the transverse beam profile at the
focus, but meant that some of the laser energy was scattered. The focal profile had
an elliptical shape, with a FWHM of 63 × 30 µm. Use of the spatial filter reduced
the energy reaching the target by 60 %
The beam was fully transmitted through the holes of the gas cell, without ionising its surfaces. Initially, the backing gas pressure was kept constant and the
plasma density was varied by delaying the arrival of the laser pulse. As the gas cell
fills, the gas density increases, so that shots with a greater delay had a higher gas
density.
The light backscattered from the plasma was collected as it partially transmitted through a large mirror within the chamber. It was down-collimated through a
telescope within the vacuum chamber, before passing out of the chamber window
and coupled with an optical fibre to an Ocean Optics NIRQuest-512 modular spectrometer. The detector was cooled to reduce the noise amplitude. The spectral
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range was 1030 − 1208 nm and the spectral resolution was 0.5 nm, small enough to
resolve the linear bandwidth of the Raman backscatter.
A small fraction of the incoming laser light transmitted through an optic in
the vacuum chamber. This light was collected, down-collimated to a width of
2 cm, frequency doubled in a non-linear crystal, then split with a beam splitter in a
Michelson interferometer configuration. One arm contained the target. This yielded
an interfered image of the plasma, similar to that shown in the previous chapter.
Due to the elliptical beam profile within the Rayleigh range, the assumption of
an axially symmetric plasma was not valid and so an Abel inversion was not possible.
To extract the plasma density, I made an estimate of the plasma channel width L
from the height of the channel in the interferogram. This will have a significant
error due to the ellipticity of the beam profile. The error was estimated from the
relative ellipticity of the beam shape. The plasma density was then extracted using
n = ncrit φλ/Lπ.
The plasma density extracted from the interferometry data was approximately
1.2 × 1019 cm−3 ± 20% or 0.012ncrit . This shows the gas cell is capable of delivering
a plasma density within the optimal range found in Chapter 4. The length of the
gas cell was set to 7 mm.
The spectrum of the collected backscattered light for several different shots is
shown in Fig. 8.2. In all shots, the laser pulse at the target had energy 1.2 J±5%,
duration 25 ps and intensity 8.2 × 1014 Wcm−2 ± 20%.
The reflected laser light at 1054 nm was removed using a spectral filter. There
is a clear peak due to Raman light around 1165 nm and 1184 nm for the higher
density shot.
The spectrometer spectral calibration was completed by the manufacturer and
supplied with the data collection software driver. Since the pinhole, grating, grating
position, spectral range and detector were fixed, this calibration should remain
accurate for the current purposes.
The spectrometer detector was calibrated in energy using a broadband blackbody emission source. We found the detector calibration function by comparing
the measured spectrum to the black-body spectrum. The spectra in Fig. 8.2 have
been corrected using this calibration curve. Due to the small slit size to attain
high resolution, the spectrometer did not measure the full aperture of the Raman
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Figure 8.2: Spectrum of the scattered light from the target, in the backwards direction. In each case, the pump pulse had energy 1.4 J and intensity 8×1014 Wcm−2 or
a0 = 0.025. The plasma density was measured from the interferometry diagnostic
as 1.2 × 1019 cm−3 ± 20% for shots 1 and 3, and 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 ± 20% for shot
2. The spectra have been relatively calibrated using the detector response function
and detector noise has been subtracted. The spectra are not absolutely calibrated
and they have been normalised. The black line shows the reference spectrum of the
laser, which was removed using a spectral filter for all other shots.
backscatter and so absolute energy calibration of the spectrometer is not accurate,
since the angular distribution may vary from shot to shot.
The scattered spectrum appears to have some sub-structure. For all shots, there
is a very sharp Raman scatter feature. This is the linear Raman scattering peak.
The position of this peak increased with the plasma density, as expected.
There is some discrepancy with the expected positions of the peaks. For the
shots shown in red and purple, the measured plasma density was 1.2 × 1019 cm−3 ±
20%, giving an estimated Raman wavelength of 1181 nm. The measured wavelength
is beyond the lower end of the expected range.
The wavelength is similarly over-estimated for the higher density shot 2 in Fig.
8.2. The measured plasma density from interferometry was 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 ± 20%,
giving an expected Raman peak at 1198 nm. Again, the measured peak is at the
lower end of the expected range, suggesting there may be a systematic error in
the interferometry analysis. This may be because the laser pulse profile within the
Rayleigh range had an elliptical shape. This means the plasma could have been
larger in the horizontal direction than the vertical direction. Since the analysis of
the interferometry data assumed axial symmetry, this is likely to over estimate the
true plasma density.
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Figure 8.3: One-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation replicating the experiment.
The dimensionless amplitude of the electric field is shown in purple, with the initial
plasma density shown in yellow. The plasma density is normalised to the laser
critical density. The panels show three separate time-steps, each separated by
20 ps. The laser propagates towards the right.
For each shot, the width of the Raman peak is consistent with the expected
bandwidth of the Raman light, γ/ω0 = 0.0015. This leads to an expected Raman
peak bandwidth of 1.5 nm, around three times the spectral resolution. The narrow Raman peak shows that the plasma density remains uniform across the full
volume, since regions of higher or lower plasma density would scatter at different
wavelengths.
In the measured spectra, the Raman features also had a lower amplitude, wider
bandwidth pedestal. This could be due to the chirp of the pump pulse which will
stimulate Raman scatter at different wavelengths at different times. The width of
this pedestal is similar to the measured pump pulse bandwidth of 8 nm.
In the two lower density shots, there is also a broad spectral feature from 1120 −
1160 nm. This is blue shifted compared to the main linear Raman peak. This feature
became relatively more prominent for a further shot at higher intensity, suggesting it
increases for high pump intensity and/or plasma temperature. The broader feature
could also be due to Raman scattering from lower density regions of the plasma.

8.5

Particle-in-cell simulation of the full plasma

To investigate the spectral features and the effect of the chirp in the pump pulse,
the experiment was simulated using the particle-in-cell code Osiris.

The one-

dimensional fixed simulation domain covered the entire plasma, with a cell size
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Figure 8.4: Simulated Raman backscatter spectrum, compared to the shot shown
in red in Fig. 8.2. The electric field of the backscattered light from the simulation
was analysed using the square modulus of its discrete Fourier transform.
of 17 nm containing 32 electrons and 32 hydrogen ions per cell.
The density profile had a super-Gaussian shape with a 1 mm size ramp either
side of a 4 mm length plateau. The peak plasma density was set at 1019 cm−3 , with
a constant temperature of 100 eV. In the experiment, the temperature increased as
a function of time and space due to collisional damping, so the constant simulated
value of 100 eV is an approximation.
A pump pulse of wavelength 1.054 µm, intensity 5 × 1014 Wcm−2 and dimensionless amplitude 0.02 was incident on the plasma. It had linear polarisation and
the temporal profile was a20 cos2 (πt/2T1 ). The bandwidth of the pulse was 8 nm,
produced with a linear chirp.
The evolution of the pulse across three time-steps is shown in Fig. 8.3. The
pulse is predominantly transmitted through the plasma, although there is a large
amount of spontaneous backscatter. The spectrum of this backscatter is shown in
Fig. 8.4 and compared to the experimental spectrum. It exhibits many of the same
characteristics, such as the narrow linear Raman peak and the broad blue-shifted
feature.
The narrow peak has a slightly longer wavelength than in the experimental
spectrum, suggesting the simulated plasma density was slightly higher than in the
experiment. However, the width is similar, in agreement with the experiment.
The broad, lower amplitude feature is also observed in the simulation. To ascertain whether it comes from the bulk of the plasma or its low density edges, the
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simulation data was analysed using a short time Fourier transform, given by
Z
2
2
2
F (τ, ω) =
e−iωt e−(t−τ ) /2σ E(t) dt .
(8.1)
This gives a spectrogram similar to the discussion of the FROG signal in Chapter 3.
The window width σ was taken as 2λ/c. The spectrogram shows the time resolved
spectrum of the signal. Fig. 8.5 shows the spectrogram of the backscattered electric
field.
The backscattered light emanates mainly from the bulk of the plasma and not
from the lower density edges. This is true both for the narrow, high amplitude peak
and the broader feature.
This was further confirmed by repeating the simulation with a flat-top density
profile with no lower density regions. The simulated spectrum was very similar,
suggesting all spectral features come from the uniform density central section of
the plasma.
The spectrogram shows that many individual wave-packets grow through Raman
scattering, then their growth saturates after several picoseconds. This could be
because the chirp of the pump pulse de-tunes the resonance, or because the plasma
wave amplitude grows to the point where it breaks and the growth of the wavepacket ceases. The turbulent plasma relaxes over several picoseconds, allowing a
subsequent wave-packet to grow. This process repeats, meaning the spontaneous
Raman backscatter has a picosecond scale temporal and spectral structure.
This behaviour is seen in the spectrogram, where the linear Raman peak at
k/kLaser = 0.897 is composed of several distinct pulses, each with a duration of
−1
approximately 1 ps and a separation of 4 ps. The linear Raman growth time γRF
S '

160 fs, meaning 4 ps is sufficient time for each wave-packet to grow from noise.
The standard linear theory predicts a narrow bandwidth peak and fully coherent
scattered light. However, the simulated backscatter is incoherent and composed of
many individual wave-packets.
These findings are of significance to the inertial confinement fusion programme,
since the peak intensity of the Raman scatter is much greater than the average
intensity. Due to the picosecond scale temporal structure, a measurement of low
reflectance from the plasma does not imply the plasma wave amplitude was low at
all times. In fact, there could have been a cycle of a growing Raman wave-packet
reaching the wave-breaking amplitude, followed by a swift decay. This duration of
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Figure 8.5: Windowed Fourier transform of the simulated backscatter electric field
shown in Fig. 8.3c. This was acquired using the windowed Fourier transform
(8.1). The laser pulse had fully propagated through the plasma. The backscatter
is propagating towards the left. The spectral axis is normalised to the central
frequency of the laser.
this cycle is typically several picoseconds, meaning there will be many such cycles
within a typical inertial confinement fusion implosion.
Importantly, the plasma wave regularly reached high amplitude, despite a low
overall reflectance of 14%. Since the turbulent decay of plasma waves through wavebreaking produces supra-thermal electrons, there may be greater numbers of these
electrons than previously thought. Furthermore, their angular distribution will be
irregular and could pre-heat the target with a non-uniform pattern.
Since the plasma waves have been simulated to reach wave-breaking amplitude
in just several picoseconds, methods to de-tune Raman scattering via phase modulation must do so within a picosecond time-frame.
This new experiment at the University of Rochester aims to study many aspects
of Raman amplification and set a new record for the energy transfer efficiency. The
design allows use of the seed ionisation scheme and a diverging seed pulse as described in Chapter 5. The initial results show that the plasma density is uniform
and within the optimal range from the simulations. Furthermore, the spontaneous
backscatter is composed of many incoherent wave-packets that grow and then become damped or de-tuned. This gives the Raman backscatter a picosecond scale
temporal and spectral structure.
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Chapter 9
Application to X-ray Pulses
Sub-femtosecond X-ray pulses are opening a new branch of physics, aiming to understand ultra-fast events such as the dynamics of bound electrons and chemical
transitions. The characteristic timescale of a bound electron in a 1 eV potential
is t = ~/E = 0.6 fs. Events shorter than this are required to temporally resolve
the dynamics. However, sub-femtosecond events are shorter even than the time period of visible light, so short X-ray pulses are the only physical probe able to resolve
events such as chemical reactions. The time period of a 100 eV photon is 40×10−18 s
or 40 as. X-ray or XUV pulses of only several cycles are therefore required.

9.1

Scaling to shorter wavelengths

Fortunately, the derivation given in Chapter 2 is independent of the pump and seed
wavelengths. So long as the ratio n/ncrit and the product Iλ2 are kept constant,
the analytical results still hold.
This has important implications for compression of pulses in the ultra-violet
or X-ray spectrum [55, 86, 70, 54, 19]. This is currently infeasible through standard methods because the damage threshold of optics decreases sharply beyond the
visible part of the spectrum.
X-ray free electron lasers have led to a dramatic increase in the brightness of
X-ray pulses in the last decade. For example, the Linac Coherent Light Source [21]
and the European XFEL [32] achieve a brightness 6 orders of magnitude greater
than previous synchrotron sources. In addition, the standard pulse duration is as
short as 200 fs and the spectrum is monochromatic and tune-able.
A low emittance electron bunch is accelerated to several GeV by a linear accelerator. The bunch is then passed through a spatially oscillating transverse magnetic
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field known as an undulator. The transverse acceleration of the bunch emits electromagnetic radiation with the wavelength of the undulator. The Lorentz transform to
the laboratory frame gives a blue shift of many thousands, yielding an intense X-ray
pulse of similar duration to the electron bunch. The electrons are then diverted and
dumped.
Innovative schemes with short electron bunches have shortened the available
pulse durations to just a few femtoseconds [14]. However, an order of magnitude
shorter may be possible using the Raman amplifier mechanism.
Several other proposals have the potential for attosecond pulse generation, but
most compromise on power and brightness. Several studies have highlighted the
need for increased fluence in sub-femtosecond pulses [35].
A free electron laser offers the perfect conditions for stimulated X-ray Raman
scattering, since the achievable dimensionless amplitude is of the order 0.01 after
focussing. The collective emission of the electron bunches leads to transversely coherent pulses, allowing focussing using finely machined elliptical optics. Intensities
of 6 × 1017 Wcm−2 have already been demonstrated [109]. Although the emission
is transversely coherent, it is not temporally coherent because the electrons form
independent micro-bunches.
Stimulated Raman scattering would also require a high power X-ray seed. One
option is a second free electron laser source, but a more practical option could
be a high harmonic emission from a gaseous or solid target. Femtosecond XUV
harmonics are routinely generated at facilities such as Artemis at the Central Laser
Facility [95].
A schematic is shown in Fig. 9.1. The high harmonic source impinges on a
thin plastic film, fully ionised and expanded by a pre-pulse laser to below solid
density. The XFEL pump pulse is close to counter-propagating and focussed to
peak intensity, as in reference [109]. The Rayleigh range will greatly exceed the
length of the plasma. For a typical 200 fs XFEL pulse, the plasma thickness should
be 40 µm. To allow full ionisation and reduce collisional damping, low Z elements
and plastic targets will be preferable.
Alignment of the pulses should be possible due to the broad angular spread
of the high harmonic radiation. The high harmonic radiation also has a broad
spectrum, so the matching conditions should be automatically satisfied. In fact,
the X-ray free electron laser pump pulse can also be finely tuned to maximise the
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Figure 9.1: Schematic of a soft X-ray Raman amplifier. The required plasma density
is slightly less than solid density. The free electron laser pulse can be focussed and
used as a pump. It will amplify seed light from a high harmonic source. Since
there are a range of harmonics and the free electron laser is tune-able, plasma wave
resonance is easily achieved. The target may be expanded and heated by a prepulse to achieve the required density and temperature. The target should be close
to fully ionised and consist of low Z ions.
resonance. In addition, the high harmonic radiation arrives as a train of pulses
lasting for as long as the optical pulse that drives it. This alleviates any issues with
timing consistency.
Although the self-similar solution in Chapter 2 is invariant with wavelength, the
assumptions in its derivation are not. For example, collisional damping could lead
to severe energy loss and greater temperatures. Furthermore, greater temperatures
could increase Landau damping of the plasma wave and reduce efficiency. Fig.
9.2 shows the parameter space plot for pump wavelengths of 100 nm and 10 nm.
Compared the the case with infra-red light, the high efficiency region narrows and
is pushed towards higher plasma densities and temperatures. The dual effects of
collisional damping at low temperature and Landau damping at high temperature
act to close the viable parameter space for these higher densities.
As the permitted region narrows, there is a minimum wavelength, below which
backward Raman scattering is infeasible [55]. This appears to be around 1 nm
wavelength or 1 keV photon energy. Even for a 10 nm wavelength, the plasma
temperature will be high, leading to a greater loss in efficiency.
To model this type of interaction in a highly collisional plasma, the particle-incell code must be adapted to include collisional damping. This is most easily done
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Figure 9.2: Parameter space for a pump wavelength of (a) 100 nm and (b) 10 nm. As
the wavelength shortens, the plasma becomes denser and more collisional, closing
the feasible parameter window, shaded in black. The lines show the limitations due
to collisional damping (orange), Landau damping (purple) and the requirement
n/ncrit < 1/4 for Raman scattering to occur (red).
through an extra routine that models the binary collisions between particles within
the same or adjacent cells. Particles are paired randomly and their velocities are
rotated using a calculation from the collision cross section. This method allows
local collisional behaviour without a need for the grid to resolve the fine scale fields
between particles.
Collisions will tend to increase the entropy of the plasma and the newly acquired
random motion will reduce the transverse current in the laser pulse. This means it
will become damped. To model this kind of interaction, the simulation must include
ion and electron particles. Furthermore, a large number of particles are required to
effectively model the velocity space within each laser wavelength.
The code Osiris models electron-electron, ion-ion and electron-ion collisions.
The Debye length in equation (1.24) is approximated locally by measuring the
temperature of the local particle distribution. The grid is split into a large number
of collision cells, but due to computational restraints, this is a number less than the
total number of grid cells.
Although Osiris does model field ionisation, it does not include detailed atomic
physics and so absorption due to atomic transitions is neglected. The shaded region
in Fig. 9.2 shows where nλ3D > 10 and so collisions should be minimal on a timescale
ωp−1 . The plasma should be highly ionised and so losses to atomic absorption are
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minimal. Attaining conditions shown in the grey area in Fig. 9.2 will require initial
expansion and heating of the plasma by an external source. For a 10 nm wavelength,
the required electron density is approximately solid density.
Since the collisional damping will occur over the full propagation of the pump
pulse across the plasma, it is important to model the full volume of the plasma.
Due to current computational restraints, this will require a one-dimensional simulation. The increase of the plasma temperature over time will increase the amount
of Landau damping. In addition, the plasma wave will become de-tuned via the
temperature dependent dispersion relation found in Chapter 1. The combination
of increased Landau damping, increased collisionality and plasma wave de-tuning
will act to lower the efficiency.
With the inclusion of this collision routine, the particle-in-cell code should effectively model conditions where nλ3D ' 10. All kinetic effects will be automatically
included as before, since the particle method models the full velocity space.
The simulated pump pulse wavelength was 10 nm (photon energy 124 eV). A
wavelength this short is needed to produce sub-femtosecond pulses, but any shorter
and efficiency losses become prohibitive. The length of the static simulation domain
was 40 µm. The uniform plasma was initialised across a central 35 µm region, with
constant density 2.2 × 1023 cm−3 or n = 0.02ncrit , and a 400 eV initial temperature.
The temperature was initialised high to allow nλ3D > 1 from the start, a requirement
for the collision model from Chapter 1 to be effective. Since the plasma is expanded
by an optical pre-heating pulse, this is a realistic starting temperature. The cell
size was 0.16 nm and there were 256 electrons and 128 Hydrogen ions per cell.
The seed was initialised with amplitude a1 = 0.02 (I1 = 6 × 1018 Wcm−2 ),
wavelength 12 nm and duration 5 fs. The pump pulse had a constant intensity of
the same value, wavelength 10 nm and duration 240 fs. The polarisations were linear
and aligned. Both pulses were monochromatic and fully coherent.

9.2

Simulation results

In the simulation, the intense pump pulse traverses the plasma and heats it through
collisional damping. Fig. 9.3 shows the intensity over several time-steps. Panels
(a,b) show the depletion of the pump pulse due to collisional damping as it traverses
the plasma. For the initial temperature and density, the Debye number is nλ3D = 7,
giving the electron ion collision time as 2.5 fs and equation (1.97) gives the collisional
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Figure 9.3: One-dimensional PIC simulation for an XUV pump of wavelength 10 nm.
The panels show the pulse intensity across four time-steps, each separated by 53 fs.
The collisional damping heats the thin target and depletes the pump, which travels
to the left. The 5 fs long seed pulse, wavelength 12 nm, is initialised once the pump
has crossed the plasma and it propagates to the right. Both pulses started with
intensity 5.6 × 1018 Wcm−2 .
damping distance c/γcoll = 37 µm, similar to the target thickness. This agrees with
the depletion observed in the PIC simulation. As the target heats, it becomes less
collisional and so only a small fraction of the pump energy is damped.
The electron temperature rises from 400 eV to 1300 eV after 100 fs. Panels (c,d)
show the propagating seed pulse, which started at the same intensity as the pump.
The amplification is effective and the pump pulse is visibly depleted. However,
the pump depletion of 30 % is considerably less than that simulated in the optical
regime. The amplified pulse reaches a final intensity of 5 × 1019 Wcm−2 , approximately 10 times the pump intensity. The final duration of the pulse is 5 fs and the
energy transfer efficiency was 17%, considerably less than the high efficiency found
for equivalent scaled parameters in the optical regime. This is despite the seed pulse
entering the non-linear stage. The low efficiency is due to collisional damping of the
pump pulse and the associated temperature increase, leading to excessive damping
of the wave due to particle trapping. Magnetising the plasma may alleviate these
problems [86]. The pulse is not shortened by the non-linear stage and remains at
approximately 5 fs.
Although the optimal plasma density from Chapter 4 was n = 0.02ncrit , Fig.
9.2 shows that the optimal region is pushed towards higher density in the x-ray
spectrum. The simulation was therefore repeated with a free electron density
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Figure 9.4: One-dimensional PIC simulation for an XUV pump of wavelength 10 nm.
The panels show the pulse intensity across four time-steps, each separated by 26 fs.
The collisional damping heats the thin target and depletes the pump, which travels
to the left. The 2.5 fs long seed pulse, wavelength 13 nm, is initialised once the
pump has crossed the plasma and it propagates to the right. Both pulses started
with intensity 1.3 × 1019 Wcm−2 .
close to solid density, at 0.04ncrit or n = 4.4 × 1023 cm−3 . The plasma thickness was correspondingly reduced to 20 µm. The pump pulse intensity was I0 =
1.3×1019 W/cm−2 . The seed pulse had the same intensity as the pump and duration
2.5 fs.
Fig. 9.4 shows the development of the amplified pulse intensity across four timesteps. With this higher density, conditions are closer to the centre of the optimal
region in Fig. 9.2. The plasma was initialised with temperature 800 eV, giving only
minimal collisional damping. The seed pulse enters the non-linear stage and a short
spike grows at the front.
Due to the higher plasma density, the main amplified spike is shorter and reaches
a duration of 300 as after the 20 µm propagation. The final intensity greatly exceeded that of the pump pulse. The pump depletion within the interaction was
55%.
This is a promising result, since a well focussed free electron laser pulse can
be effectively compressed. Unfortunately, the energy efficiency is lower than in the
optical regime. However, this means the pump pulse remains only partially depleted
after the interaction. If the seed radiation consists of a train of pulses, each will
be effectively amplified to a similar level. A train of mJ energy, sub-femtosecond
pulses could lead to several snapshots of processes occurring on the femtosecond
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Figure 9.5: Electron phase-space data from the simulation, at the third time-step
in Fig. 9.4. The FWHM of the amplified pulse is indicated by the solid purple lines,
and it propagates towards the right. The plasma density was 4.4 × 1023 cm−3 and
the pump intensity was 1.3 × 1019 Wcm−2 .
timescale.
There is also evidence that the wave-breaking process helps to shorten the final
duration of the X-ray pulse, since the wave breaks within the extent of the seed
pulse and stops the energy transfer. Fig. 9.5 shows the longitudinal electron phase
space. The plasma has reached a temperature of 1.6 keV via collisional absorption.
Its Maxwellian distribution is seen on the right of the image, before the interaction.
The plasma wave has a wavelength of 5.6 nm. This high temperature means the
plasma wave breaks near the peak of the amplified pulse, although it does retain
some coherence for many cycles afterwards. Since the energy transfer at the rear
will be reduced by this loss of coherence, the amplified pulse is shortened to less
than 1 fs.
Despite the promising results, it may be difficult to reach the X-ray intensity
that was simulated, especially for the high harmonic seed. Extending the scheme
to shorter wavelengths and shorter duration output will also be challenging due to
losses in the dense plasma. The presence of atomic absorption, collisional damping
and Landau damping act to render the process infeasible for wavelengths shorter
than 10 nm, even in the simulations. This problem is further compounded by the
lower dimensionless amplitude of x-ray pulses at shorter wavelengths, since a0 ∝
√
Iλ2 . In addition, the energy in high harmonic pulses has a scaling law that
decreases sharply with higher harmonics, meaning the technique is only feasible for
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the XUV region of the spectrum and not for X-rays.
In summary, the one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations have been extended
to shorter wavelengths by modelling collisional damping. This raises the required
temperature and density, increasing the losses and decreasing the efficiency. Despite
this problem, a free electron laser pump pulse can be compressed to sub-femtosecond
duration within a high temperature solid density plasma. Initial experimental studies may be possible using a XUV seed pulse from a high harmonic source. The foil
target will also require heating and expanding with use of an optical pre-pulse.
Despite these complexities, it may be possible to efficiently compress x-ray free
electron laser pulses to just a few laser cycles, and possibly sub-femtosecond duration. Furthermore, the simulated output has unprecedented intensity for any X-ray
or XUV beam.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Outlook
Reaching peak intensities in excess of 1024 Wcm−2 could be possible via amplification of laser pulses in a plasma. For the first time, advances in performance
of simulation codes has allowed a large scale parameter scan using a fully kinetic
approach. Importantly, plasma amplifiers are also robust to experimental perturbations and work with various beam geometries. The impediment of generating a
suitable seed pulse has been addressed by using forward Raman scatter of a short
relativistic pulse, also verified experimentally.

10.1

Overall conclusions

• The analytical solution for late times is validated by particle-in-cell simulations. The condition is accurately given by (2.44)
• Below the wave-breaking threshold, the efficiency is close to ηmax
• Above the wave-breaking threshold, the amplified pulse duration is shorter
than the analytical solution and the efficiency decreases below ηmax . A fit to
the simulations gives η ∝ a0−1.1
• In the near visible spectrum, the optimal efficiency for realistic plasma temperature is approximately 0.6, at an electron density of 0.02ncrit .
• For finite temperature, the wave-breaking threshold worsens and is well approximated by equation (4.22)
−1
• The non-linear solution is only valid for pulses shorter than γRBS

• For a fixed energy and bandwidth, the shortest seed pulses have the best
performance, despite starting further from the non-linear solution
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• Filamentation and forward Raman scattering limit the maximum achievable
amplitude to far below a1 = 1. Higher densities and lower pump intensity
increase the efficiency, but also worsen the limitations of the competing instabilities.
• Growth of competing plasma instabilities limit the maximum compression
ratio and the maximum power amplification to 300-1000.
• For a given pump pulse duration, there is a unique set of parameters that
maximises the efficiency and compression ratio
• An amplifier was simulated in a focussing geometry and coherence is retained.
However, relativistic self focussing may move the position of best focus.
• The analytical solution holds as long as the focal position is far from the
extent of the interaction.
• If the amplification starts at the focus, there is a different temporal envelope
of the amplified pulse
• By amplifying a diverging pulse and increasing the pump power linearly, the
amplified pulse intensity can be kept constant while increasing its power and
energy
• Starting the amplifier at the focus minimises the required seed pulse energy
• Variations in the plasma density profile will not have a significant effect on
the efficiency or coherence, so long as the non-linear stage has been reached
• Spontaneous Raman backscatter may have picosecond scale temporal and
spectral structure, even from uniform plasma.
• Seeding the amplifier could be possible using forward scatter from a laser at
the same wavelength as the pump.
• It was experimentally verified that a seed generated in this way has sufficient
energy and ultra-short duration.
• Simulations show the technique effectively compresses X-ray free electron laser
pulses to attosecond duration
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10.2

Outlook

Current experiments have verified the non-linear stage of the Raman scattering by
measuring the shortening of the amplified pulse and the broadening of its spectrum.
The next step is to reach high overall efficiency, which means the majority of
the amplifier length must have significant pump depletion. This work has showed
this is possible by starting with a low energy seed at its focus and using the seed
ionisation scheme as the pulse diverges. This will have the added benefit of reducing
unwanted pump pulse instabilities.
This work has highlighted the importance of the electron temperature to the
delicate interaction region. Future experiments must measure the plasma conditions
and consider the detrimental kinetic effects to the plasma wave.
All of the elements described in this work are currently available at experimental
facilities. Large scale uniform gaseous targets have already been developed for several applications. Fully coherent, tune-able mJ energy seed pulses can be developed
through CPA techniques. Once high overall efficiency is demonstrated, it could be
possible to scale up the amplifier using the diverging pulse scheme. This will require
temporal shaping of a kJ level pump pulse, something that is routinely achieved at
facilities such as the National Ignition Facility. Starting the amplification at focus
means that a much lower energy seed is required.
The maximum efficiency can approach 50%, similar to conventional pulse compressors. The maximum compression ratio is limited by competing instabilities,
however it can typically reach a value of 1000. The conditions maximising both the
efficiency and compression ratio have been identified.
One potentially major issue is the transverse beam quality of the pulses outside
of the Rayleigh range. Any modulations could quickly seed plasma instabilities.
However, the diverging beam scheme permits very low energy seed pulses, so this
may not be an issue if corrective optics are used.
The output power of such an amplifier is not limited by the damage thresholds
of solid state optics. This has the potential to revolutionise the size and cost of
high power laser systems and push the boundaries of high intensity experiments.
To achieve these goals, the design must avoid competing instabilities, collisional
damping, plasma wave turbulence and de-tuning of the interaction. This is now
known to be possible through sufficient characterisation and control of the Raman
instability.
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